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ABSTRACT
T his d issertation  describes a project to  elucidate the tu rb u len t and inoinentum  struc­
tu re  of the  G reat P lains Low-Level Je t (LLJ), prim arily by the use of Doppler radar. 
Simple theoretical and numerical models of the LLJ are developed which are extensions of 
the B lackadar inertial oscillation theory. T he results of this research are generally consis­
tent w ith this theory. Turbulence is central to this theory and the  core of this research is 
m easurem ents of turbulence and wind speeds in actual LLJs, in addition  to simple models.
T he use of clear-air Doppler radar d a ta  appropria te  for LLJ study, requires an under­
stand ing  of the  n a tu re  of the clear-air echo. It is im portan t to avoid m igrating birds as 
targets as they are a  large potential source of velocity bias. For th is reason, considerable 
a tten tio n  is given to  the source of clear-air echo, and a couple cases are analyzed with 
high-resolution radars. This work strongly implies th a t th e  clear-air echo for the  cases 
considered was prim arily  insects. This con trasts with much recent work (reviewed here) 
supporting  the theory  th a t m igrating birds are a  m ajor source of clear-air echo.
Using rad ar d a ta  believed to be m ostly free from m igrating  b ird  contam ination, this 
works describes and develops d a ta  reduction and quality  control techniques so th a t high- 
quality profiles and tim e-height cross-sections can be routinely  obtained. These techniques 
include dealiasing, m inimizing the im pact of ground c lu tter bias, obtain ing a m easure of 
large scale turbulence from a VAD, and using spectral w idth inform ation to ex trac t bo th  
a m easure of small-scale turbulence as well as wind shear.
T he principle original com ponents of this research are:
1. Simple theoretical analysis and m odeling of LLJ dynam ics. T his includes the exten­
sion of B lackadar's 0-dirnensional LLJ m odel to  include turbulence; the developm ent 
of a  detailed conceptual description of the  LLJ oscillation; and the developm ent of 
th e  concept of resonance of the LLJ, w ith m odeling studies showing a resonance 
effect.
2. A nalysis of the  source of clear-air radar echo using high-resolution radars. D a ta  from 
high-resolution radars in two cases of nocturnal clear-air rad ar echo implied th a t the
XU
source of echo was insects for troth cases.
3. Development of a  teclinique for ex tracting  wind sliear and  turbulence inform ation 
from rad ar spectrum  w idth d a ta  w ith VAD analysis. T his technique is successfully 
dem onstrated .
4. O btaining high vertical and tem poral resolution profiles and tim e-height cross-sections 
of velocity, turbulence, and wind shear of the LLJ using D oppler radar. T im e-height 
cross-sections of m om entum  and turbulence were obtained  from N EX RA D  radars in 
the  G reat P lains for 4 cases which span the warm  season. T he results tend  to  confirm 
the  Blackadar theory.
5. Analyzing VAD-derived wind profiles for ground c lu tte r contam ination . G round 
c lu tter was found to be a problem  a t bo th  low and  high tilts. T his work revealed an 
optim um  tilt  angle for VAD work of 1.5° when using N EX RA D  radars.
xni
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Project History
I began this s tu d y  as an  investigation of tu rbulence in the  LLJ (low-level je t). One 
night I was flying a  sm all airp lane from A da to  N orm an, O klahom a. W hile descending to 
land a t M ax W estheim er Field in N orm an, I noticed th a t the p lane 's ground speed was 
much higher th an  expected  and th a t I was off course to the N orth. I quickly realized I was 
in the LLJ and corrected  the  p lan e’s course. I also noticed th a t the  air I was flying in was 
very sm ooth; it had  no t a trace of aerodynam ic tu rbu lence and the  only clue th a t I was in 
the je t  was the rap id  and  unexpected movem ent past objects on the  ground. I was curious 
m ore th an  any th ing  abou t w hat m ade the flow so sm ooth , ra th e r th an  turbulen t as one 
m ight have expected  from a free, fluid je t. U pon em barking on th is research project, the 
C im arron D oppler ra d a r was m ade available to me so th a t I could make m easurem ents 
on the  LLJ w ith th e  rad ar collecting clear-air d a ta . T he question as to  w hat causes the 
rad ia tion  to  be back-scattered  in clear air gained in im portance th roughou t the  project, 
and understand ing  and  analyzing rad ar d a ta  becam e a large com ponent of this d issertation. 
This is because the tem poral and spatia l p a tte rn s  of clear-air re tu rn  are difficult to  explain. 
One explanation  involves the  presence of m igratory  birds. If m igratory  birds were the main 
cause of my d ata , th en  the  d a ta  would be far less useful then  if the  cause of the d a ta  was 
insects or refractive index gradients. A lot of d a ta  was acquired w ith various radars in an 
a ttem p t to  determ ine the  cause of the noctu rnal clear-air re turn . T his issue should not be
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regarded as firmly settled  by this research, bu t I hope I have shed some light on it.
T he A ppendix to  this d issertation began as a subsection of Ch. 3 covering a simple 
derivation to  determ ine the best tilt angle to  use for VAD work. It gradually  grew in size as 
anom alies and errors in the da^a were tracked down and explained. I t eventually became 
a substan tia l piece of work by itself. It is presented as a self-contained docum ent, though 
the concepts explored are closely related to other issues in clear-air rad ar work explored in 
Ch. 3.
1.2 Motivation for this Work
T he possibility th a t  the LLJ m ight be lam inar is an in teresting  one. T his is because 
free fluid je ts  are ordinarily turbulen t, even for small R eynold’s num bers (see, for exam­
ple, Tennekes and Lumley, 1972, pp. 127-133). W ith the very large length scales (and, 
therefore R eynold’s num bers) in atm ospheric flows, turbulence is the  m ost common state. 
S tratification  provides one mechanism  for suppressing turbulence; however, the LLJ gen­
erates considerable wind shear, so it is not clear if sta tic  stab ility  is sufficient to  account 
for a possible reduction or elim ination of turbulence in the  LLJ. For the  LLJ, the extent 
of turbulence has im portan t im plications for theories about it. W ith  the  B lackadar (1957) 
theory, a large reduction or elim ination of turbulence in the  noctu rna l phase is necessary 
while o ther theories do not rec^uiring a specific tu rbu len t behavior. Only scattered  and 
inconsistent observations of turbulence in the LLJ have been reported  in the literature. 
To verify or refute the B lackadar theory, much b e tte r m easurem ents are necessary than 
have been heretofore reported. T his research is an a ttem p t to  find out the ex ten t to which 
turbulence is suppressed in the LLJ and the basic cause of this suppression. Essentially, 
it is an a ttem p t to  verify the B lackadar theory. This will help to  clarify the relative im­
portance of different physical m echanisms proposed to account for the  LLJ. T his is being 
addressed by using Doppler radar to obtain  high-resolution (in b o th  tim e and space) veloc­
ity and turbulence m easurem ents combined with some num erical and  theoretical modeling. 
R adar m easurem ents can provide a detailed picture of the actual m om entum  and tu rb u ­
lent s tru c tu re  and tim e-history of the je t, while modeling provides a m eans of guiding the
acquisition, reduction and analysis of data .
Num erical and  analytic m odeling inevitably has lim itations due to  the trunca tion  of 
physics, num erical approxim ations, or possible coding errors. However, m odeling provides 
the m eans to explore and test the im plications of theories. The physical param eters and 
boundary and in itial conditions can be varied to  test theoretical predictions un testab le  by 
o ther m eans. Nearly com plete fields of physical variables are also available, som ething not 
a tta inab le  w ith m easurem ents. M easurem ents have lim itations due to  the  lim ited tem poral 
and spatial ex ten t they are available, the lim ited num ber of variables th a t can be measured, 
and possible instrum ent failures. However, m easurem ents, properly criticized, provide the 
u ltim ate ground tru th  for any models, num erical or theoretical.
Chapter 2
Theory and Modeling of the LLJ
I th ink th a t the R oot of the W ind is W ater-
It would not sound so deep
Were it a F irm am ental P ro d u c t-
Airs no Oceans keep-
M editerranean  in tonations-
To a C u rren t’s E a r-
T here is a m aritim e conviction
In the  atm osphere-
-D ickinson, c. 1874
2.1 Literature Review of the Great Plains LLJ
2.1.1 The Low-Level Jet
T he broadest definition of a low-level je t  (LLJ) is sim ply any low er-tropospheric m ax­
im um  in the vertical profile of the  horizontal winds. A LLJ can occur under favorable 
synoptic conditions anyw here in the world. O f p ractical in terest is their im pact on the 
tran sp o rt of m oisture. Of theoretical in terest is th e  large am ount of vertical wind shear 
associated  w ith them  and the  observation th a t they are typically supergeostrophic by a 
large (>50% ) am ount. A large num ber of specific geographic locations all over th e  world 
have been identified as especially favorable for LLJ developm ent (S tensrud, 1996). Among 
these locations is the G reat P lains region of the U nited  S tates, in which one of the  m ost 
significant LLJs, in term s of its im pact on precip ita tion  and severe w eather, occurs. T he
G reat P la ins LLJ has consequently been studied m ore than  any o ther and it is the principal 
focus of th is research as well.
In th e  clim atology study  of Bonner (1968), b o th  southerly  and northerly  LLJs were 
cataloged; b u t there were far more cases of southerly  je ts  th an  northerly  je ts. For the 
southerly  je ts  in B onner’s study, it was found th a t  they tended  to have a wind m axim um  
near 800 m eters above ground level; th a t strong je ts  were prim arily  a n ighttim e feature; 
th a t they occurred w ith greatest frequency during the spring and sum m er; th a t the  sta tes 
of g reatest activ ity  include: Texas, Oklahom a, K ansas, N ebraska, Iowa, M issouri, and 
A rkansas; and th a t favorable synoptic conditions for LLJ form ation are those which have 
a strong  west to east pressure gradient across the G reat P lains and an u n in terrup ted  flow 
of air from  the  G ulf of Mexico. A more recent s tudy  by W hitem an  (1997) has shown th a t 
50% of LLJ m axim a actually  occur below 500m. W hitem an also found th a t the tem poral 
wind m axim um  typically occurs around 0200 LST (local s tan d a rd  tim e). T he low altitude  
and tim ing of the je t m axim um  m eans th a t routine observing system s such as wind profilers 
and raw insondes will poorly sam ple LLJs in the  G reat P lains, since the  first gate above the 
ground for the  operational wind profiler network is a t 500 m eters and  rou tine rawinsondes 
are taken  near 0600 and 1800 LST. In the clim atological analysis of B luestein and Banacos 
(2002), a  m ean LLJ was found in the  northw est quadran t of surface cyclones, bu t no t in 
o ther q u ad ran ts  of cyclones and anticyclones.
T he low a ltitu d e  and southerly  flow of the LLJ m ake it a  key elem ent in the return-flow 
cycle of air from the G ulf of Mexico ( a typically event for the  November th rough April 
season). In th is cycle, northerly  flow advects dry, typically cool continental air ou t over the 
G ulf of Mexico where it is modified by surface processes and  gains m oisture. To com plete 
the return-flow  cycle, th is modified air then advects northw ard  back onto the  continent by 
way of low-level winds. T he LLJ is a  principal m echanism  by which th is m oist and unstab le 
air from th e  G ulf is advected northw ard into the U nited S ta tes where it u ltim ate ly  becomes 
precip ita tion . Higgins et al. (1997) in an analysis based on the assim ilated  d a ta  sets of 
N C E P /N C A R  and N A SA /D A O  found th a t low-level flow of m oisture from the G ulf of 
Mexico a t night is increased by 48% from m ean values when a LLJ is present. Indeed,
A rritt e t al. (1997) showed th a t the widespread G reat P lains flooding event of 1993 was 
associated w ith a prolonged period of strong LLJs.
In addition  to being a  powerful m eans of m oisture tran sp o rt, the LLJ can also prom ote 
convection by inducing uplifting from convergence along the nose of the  je t (Zhong et 
ah, 1996) which can combine w ith divergence aloft from an upper-level jet (Beebe and 
Bates, 1955). T he strong nocturnal phase of the  je t is widely believed to be particularly  
im portan t in prom oting nighttim e convection. The LLJ has been linked to the occurrence 
and in tensity  of mesoscale convective system s and appears to be an essential ingredient in 
the environm ent th a t produces mesoscale convective complexes. This is due presum ably 
to the enhancem ent of bo th  warm advection and the advection of m oist, unstab le air 
(M addox, 1983). Such complexes produce a large portion of the warm season rainfall over 
the U nited S tates.
Further, the presence of a LLJ, especially when combined w ith an upper-level je t, pro­
vides a veering of winds w ith height th a t is favorable for the  developm ent of severe weather 
and tornadoes (Uccellini, 1979). Helicity values from operational m odels are strongly en­
hanced by noctu rna l LLJs, which leads to  the issuance of tornado watches instead  of 
thundersto rm  watches. Research h asn ’t been reported  which backs-up the association be­
tween noctu rna l enhancem ent of helicity by a LLJ and the occurrence of tornadoes, bu t 
a t least some forecasters believe it to be reasonable.
2.1.2 The Blackadar Theory
A num ber of theories have been proposed to account for LLJ dynam ics. P robably  the 
m ost im p o rtan t theory is due to  Blackadar (1957). This theory accounts for bo th  the daily 
oscillation in je t intensity  and for the significantly supergeostrophic velocities observed 
during the  noctu rnal phase. Even when another theoretical m echanism is believed to  be 
im p o rtan t in a particu lar case, the Blackadar idea is still often invoked to fully account 
for the observations. Num erous modeling studies (e.g., D juric, 1981; Bcyrich and Klose, 
1988; Fast and McCorcle, 1990; Savijarvi, 1991; and Zhong et ah, 1996) have supported  
the im portance of the B lackadar mechanism. T he observations of Parish  et al. (1988)
also strongly support the B lackadar mechanism. B lackadar explains the  cycle of the LLJ 
as an inertial oscillation th a t relies on the re tardation  to  subgeostrophic speeds of lower 
tropospheric air due to  vertical, tu rbu len t mixing with the heated  surface during the day. 
Once surface heating  ceases near nightfall, the layer of air in contact w ith the ground 
undergoes rad ia tive cooling, becomes statically  stable, and decouples from the layer of air 
above which becomes nearly frictionless and turbulence free and accelerates due to the 
synoptic pressure gradient. T he effect of the Coriolis force on this accelerating, frictionless 
air stream  is to cause an inertial oscillation w ith supergeostrophic speeds being reached 
after several hours. Some of the analysis and results of the Blackadar are repeated in Secs.
2.2.2 and 2.3.
T he inertial oscillation caused by the Coriolis force has long been known to oceanog­
raphers (e.g., Sverdrup, 1942, pp. 431-442) who observe ro ta ting  ocean currents and who 
use the sam e m athem atically  used later by Blackadar to analyze it.
2.1.3 Other Theories and M odeling of the LLJ
Theories o ther th an  the Blackadar theory have been proposed to account in whole or 
p a rt for the LLJ. One m echanism  analyzed by Holton (1967) describes the n atu re  of the 
LLJ as a response to  the d iurnal heating and cooling of sloping terrain , which results in a 
periodic variation in therm al wind and a consequent surface geostrophic wind oscillation. 
This m echanism  m akes no appeal to  variations in tu rbu len t mixing and  has the  advantage 
of explaining why th e  LLJ tends to  be located over the  (gently sloped) G reat Plains, which 
the Blackadar theory does not address. However, Holton realized there  were discrepancies 
between his results and observations which he thought were likely due to tim e and height 
variation in tu rbulence as in the Blackadar mechanism. H olton’s analysis also includes 
the Coriolis force as an essential ingredient which ro ta tes the fluctuating east-w est wind 
com ponent into the north -sou th  direction, creating a southerly  LLJ. In a  two-dimensional 
m odeling study, M cNider and Pielke (1981) supported  the  view th a t bo th  the Blackadar 
m echanism  and the  im pact of differential heating of sloping terra in  are of im portance to 
LLJ dynam ics, though they found th a t the terrain  effect was actually  dom inant. This
study  is im p o rtan t in th a t  it is the only one which found effects of terra in  to  be dom inant. 
In d irect con trast, Savijarvi (1991), who also used a  tw o-dim ensional m odel, found th a t 
terra in  had  very little  im pact. In a sensitiv ity  study, Savijarvi removed the  terra in  in the 
m odel and found only a 15% decrease in m axim um  je t  am plitude.
W exler (1961) applied th e  boundary  current concept th a t  accounts for th e  G ulf S tream  
in the  A tlantic Ocean as an explanation  for the preponderance of LLJs east of the Rocky 
M ountains. H olton (1967), however, suggested th a t scale analysis does no t su p p o rt a  close 
analogy between ocean boundary  curren ts and the  LLJ. A nderson (1976), on the o ther 
hand, showed th a t a m odel based on th e  boundary  curren t idea worked well in sim ulating 
an African LLJ.
Finally, Uccellini and Johnson (1979) presented a  theory for the  dynam ical coupling 
of upper-level and low-level je ts , w ith  the LLJ form ing in response to  m ass ad justm ent 
and isallobaric forcing. T heir analysis covered th e  in teraction  of upper je t  streaks and 
lower-level je ts  in general, though they specifically looked a t a  case s tu d y  for a  developing 
ageostrophic LLJ over the  Ohio to K entucky area during  the day (M ay 10-11, 1973, a severe 
w eather ou tb reak  case). T heir analysis indicated  th a t  this je t becam e supergeostrophic in 
response to  th e  upper je t s treak  by ab o u t 20%.
Terrain, horizontal variation in surface heating, the  general synoptic situation , the 
Coriolis force and  tem pora l and vertical variations in turbulence all are po ten tia l contrib­
u to rs to LLJ dynam ics. It is likely th a t the  proposed m echanism s vary in im portance w ith 
different cases and  w ith different geographic regions in which LLJs occur. I t  is also likely 
th a t several m echanism s, if not all of them , m ake sim ultaneous con tribu tions to w hat ul­
tim ately  resu lts as a supergeostrophic, noctu rnal je t, and th is is indeed w hat m ost of the 
m odeling studies cited above have found.
2.1.4 Turbulence and the LLJ
In the B lackadar theory  of the  LLJ, boundary  layer tu rbulence is crucial to  the  form a­
tion of supergeostrophic winds and to  the  d iurnal cycle in general. D uring th e  daytim e, the  
vertical m ixing in the  convective p lan e ta ry  boundary  layer prevents the  je t  from  developing
as inonienturn is m ixed down to the  surface and lost. W ith o u t this day tim e frictional force, 
there can be no noctu rnal oscillation since, theoretically, th e  am plitude of the oscillation is 
re la ted  to  the am ount the  je t is re ta rded  during the day. T he stronger the  daytim e mixing, 
the g reater the  je t exceeds geostrophic speeds a t night. However, th e  extent of turbulence 
a t night is im p o rtan t in the Blackadar theory too. As recognized by Blackadar (1957), his 
m odel is only valid where there is insignificant noctu rnal m ixing. He hypothesized th a t the 
LLJ rides above a layer of statically  stable, bu t still som ew hat tu rb u len t air (due to vertical 
wind shear). In the  B lackadar theory, the LLJ itself m ust quickly becom e turbulence-free 
after nightfall, otherw ise tu rbu len t dissipation will rob the  je t of in ertia  and diffuse away 
the w ind shear. Since the  core of the LLJ has only m arginal s ta tic  stability, the spread of 
tu rbu lence from the vertically sheared winds above and below is a significant possibility 
which, if it occurred, would weaken the im portance of the  B lackadar model. F luids with 
free shear layers in general and free je ts  in particu lar are alm ost always highly tu rbu len t 
(e.g., Tennekes and  Lumley, 1972), so it is not all obvious th a t  the LLJ ought to  be lam inar.
Free je ts  tend to be tu rbu len t due to the  lack of nearby boundaries to  stabilize the  flow. 
A tm ospheric flows have vertical stratifica tions of buoyancy which can enhance or suppress 
hydrodynam ic instability  (and consequent turbulence) by affecting vertical m otions. A 
non-dim ensional param eter called the “gradient R ichardson num ber” or Ri, balances the 
effect of shear and stratification. It can be defined as (T urner, 1973, p. 12):
R i  = ■ -»-§-
m
where p is the  air density and d u jd Z  is the  m agnitude of the  vertical wind shear. Ri 
thus represents the  ra tio  of buoyant to shear forces. As defined, sm all values of Ri are 
m ore likely to be tu rbu len t. Theoretical considerations and  experim ents im ply a  critical 
Ri of 0.25, below which turbulence is expected (i.e., flow is hydrodynam ically  unstab le for 
R i< .25). M ahrt e t al. (1979) reported  m easurem ents from  the  W angara experim ent and 
from experim ents in Colorado and N ebraska of the noctu rna l atm ospheric boundary  layer. 
They produced averaged profiles of wind speed and Ri for cases w ith weak LLJs and  found 
strong m axim a in Ri (of the  order of 1 to 2) in the  je t cores while being less th an  .25 below
the je t core in the shear layer. This is reasonable because the center of the  je t itself has 
little  wind shear and is typically located in an inversion.
Some d a ta  have been published about nocturnal turbulence in the LLJ. K ainial and 
Izurni (1965) ob tained turbulence m easurem ents for a nocturnal LLJ from an instrum ented  
tall tower in Texas. Their d a ta  shows turbulence developing a t the level of m axim um  
shear ju s t above the inversion and below the je t maxim um. This turbulence then  spread 
throughout the  jo t and lasted for several hours. During this tim e, the je t continued to 
develop and did not appear to  be altered by the turbulence, even though, according to 
the B lackadar theory, it should have been. Since only one je t was reported  in th is study, 
it is not clear how typical this behavior is. Parish et al. (1988) reported  turbulence 
m easurem ents from an airborne sensor in another LLJ case. They also found a substan tia l 
increase in turbulence at about 0230 LST which involved m ost of the  je t below the  je t 
peak and which did not appear to hinder the  developm ent of the je t. These researchers 
a ttrib u ted  th is increase in turbulence to  vertical shear. It is particu larly  in teresting  th a t 
while Parish  et al. docum ented a several orders of m agnitude decrease in tu rbulence from 
daytim e values in the  region above the je t, the half of the je t below 940 mb becam e 
alm ost as tu rbu len t a t 0230 LT as it was during during the  day. T heir m easurem ents 
are also curious in th a t while the am ount of vertical shear was ab o u t the sam e in the 
upper je t half as the  lower, the upper je t half had insignificant turbulence even though 
the sta tic  s tab ility  was less there. In contrast, Lenschow et al. (1988), reported  aircraft 
m easurem ents for two LLJs which showed very little  turbulence in th e  je t core. In addition, 
Frisch et al. (1992) reported  turbulence m easurem ents in an LLJ obtained w ith Doppler 
radar. They found th a t turbulence (m easured as the  variance in the  vertical velocity) 
dim inished by an order of m agnitude at all levels at night relative to  daytim e values, with 
some increase in turbulence late at night in the shear layer below the  je t core. However, 
recent prelim inary m easurem ents using aircraft penetrations on two je ts  reported  by Clark 
and M cD erm ott (1997) indicated th a t the level of turbulence in the two je ts  differed by an 
order of m agnitude, w ith the more highly sheared je t having m ore turbulence; and  th a t, for 
the  m ore intense case, the turbulence could be as im portan t to  dynam ical forcing as other
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term s in the  m om entum  equation. It appears from these m easurem ents th a t turbulence 
may be more im portan t in some LLJs than  others. If a threshold  of vertical shear (or 
some o ther param eter) exists above which turbulence is triggered, then the  im pact would 
be highly non-linear. In any case, not enough m easurem ents or analyses are available to 
clearly define the role of turbulence in the LLJ.
2.2 Development of Governing Equations and Turbulence Pa­
rameters
2.2.1 Basic Equations
Using the  Boussinesq approxim ations (namely V  - % 0 and  1 +  ^  ~  1, w ith p a
deviation density from a constan t background density, po) and ignoring m olecular viscosity, 
the general equations of m otion are (e.g. Arya, 1988, p. 123) for w ind vector 1Ï = (U ,V ,W );
V  1^ =  0 (2.1)
W hich expresses m ass conservation, and:
"  =  f v - l ^
(It Po dx
(it Po dy
^  ( 2 .2 )
(it Po Po dz
W hich express N ew ton’s second law. T he param eter f  is the  Coriolis param eter and g is the 
grav ita tional constan t. For these equations, P and p are deviations from the hydrostatic 
background values, Pq and po- T he background sta tes is generally a function of z.
To arrive a t equations for m ean m om entum  in the presence of turbulence, we apply 
Reynolds averaging. We use the decomposition:
U = u-\- u'
V  = V + v'
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W  =  w + w' 
P  =  p + p' 
P -  P + P (2.3)
where p, p, u, v, w are averages and p', p ' , u' , v' , w' are deviations from the average 
(which have tim e averages equal to  zero). S trictly  speaking, these are ensemble averages 
over a large num ber of independent bu t nom inally identical flow realizations. However, 
if the  flow is s ta tis tica lly  s ta tio n ary  for some tim e interval, A f (i.e., < <  1), then
tim e averages can be used. T he interchangeability  of ensem ble and dynam ical averages is 
known as th e  ergodic hypothesis.
Using the  decom position (2.3) in (2.2), averaging th e  equations, applying rules for 
averages, and  using V  • r?  =  0, gives the  following for
dU du du'
dt dt dt
Du , , .d u  , , .d u  , , .d u
d\t' du' du' du'
du du du du  , du  , du  , du
—  +  u - — t- V —— h w - — u - — f n - — hw —  
dt dx  dy d z  dx  dy dz
du' du' du' ,du ' ,du ' ,du '
+ u —  +  V —  + w —  + u '—  + v ' —  + w '  —
dx dy dz  dx  dy dz
du , du' , du' du'
=  - j r +  W — + v ' — + w '  —  
dt dx  dy dz
du d{u'u') d{u'v') d{w'u')
dt ^  d x  dy  ^  dz
w
, dw' . dv'
dz
du d d d
, +  — u'u' + — u'v' +  — w'u' 
dt dx  dy dz
îi 'V  • — 0
w ith sim ilar expressions for ^  and  E quating  w ith the  average of (2.2) gives equaUons 
for the average wind acceleration com ponents:
du I dp d - f - j  d - j - j  d
—  -  f v ---------------- — u'u' -  — u'v' -  — u'w'
dt Pq dx  dx  dy dz
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dv I dp d —  d - j - j  d -y—
—  -  - f u ------- -------- — u'v' -  — v'v' -  — v'w'
d.t Po dy dx  dy dz
dw p  I dp d  —p-7 d —j—7 d
- y ------------------— w'u' -  — w'v' -  — w'w' (2.4)
dt Po Po dz  dx dy dz
T he correlation term s {u'u', u'v', u'w', v'v', v'w', w'w')  have the physical effect of shear 
stress, sim ilar m athem atically  to m olecular viscous stress, r  . Shear stress due to viscosity, 
from the  constitu tive relation for a N ew tonian fluid w ith constan t kinem atic viscosity, v.
IS:
Txy dll dv 
= I'' i zr- +p V dy d x ,
We can hypothesize a constan t tu rbu len t kinem atic viscosity (or eddy viscosity), K, as first 
done by Boussinesq in 1877, and model:
- w  = A ' ( | + | ;
+ ^
=  2 a ( ^ )
'du  
,dx
- W  = 2/C ( I )
Physically, the correlation term s, for exam ple -^{u'w') , are expected  to be non-zero and 
to  tran sp o rt m om entum  in a m anner som ew hat analogous to m olecular perturbations 
(Tennekes and Lurnley, 1972, pp 34-50). A fluid p ertu rb a tio n  m oving a t w ' up or down 
will acquire u ' if 0% is non-zero, as w' tran sp o rts  x-m om entum  upw ard or downward. This 
tran sp o rted  x-m om entum  creates some u '. If a mixing parcel is being moved by w' for a 
characteristic  time, t, then an estim ate of the  parcel’s change in u is:
(^ 11
== (2.5)dz
which suggests a  correlation will exist in observed u ' and  w' for a flow w ith shear. Equiv­
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alently, w't  can be replaced by a characteristic length scale, 1, analogous to the niean-free- 
pa th  of m olecular m otions. This also, once again, suggests m odeling turbulence by analogy 
w ith m olecular viscosity which tran sp o rts  m om entum  by the  sam e correlation mechanism. 
If (2.5) were exactly true, w ith u '~  A u ' :
UZ UZ oz
W hich suggests m odeling K in term s of characteristic velocity, tim e, and length scales as:
/2
K  a  \u'~t — w'l  =  —
Expressing K in term s of any two of the three characteristic scales w', 1, and t; is again 
analogous to  recjuiring any two of the  three physical properties of pressure, tem peratu re, 
and density  in order to determ ine m olecular viscosity. From  the stan d p o in t of m aking 
m easurem ents of turbulence (as in Ch. 4), the  velocity scale, w', is the easiest to m easure 
d irectly and m ay be the only one available (by way of m easurem ents of the  tu rbu len t 
kinetic energy). Since K is w hat m atters in the equations of m otion, w'  is not by itself 
sufficient to  characterize the effect of the turbulence. E ither a length or tim e scale are 
additionally  needed. However, in the  m ixing layer theory of P ran d tl (1925), it is assum ed 
th a t the velocity scale can be related to  the length scale and the  m ean shear:
w
W here i t  - (u ,v ,w ) and 1 is known as the m ixing length. T his assum ption  does not follow 
by analogy w ith molecular viscosity where it would be invalid because the  characteristic 
velocity p ertu rb a tio n  of molecules is related  to  the tem peratu re  and  is com pletely unrelated  
to  the bulk shear. If this assum ption is m ade for tu rbulence w here one can argue th a t 
tu rbu len t velocities are related to  the shear, then  K can be estim ated  in term s of a single
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characteristic scale as;
which is entirely  in term s of quantities th a t can be directly  m easured w ith a Doppler radar. 
This equation will be used for deducing K from rad ar d a ta  in Sec. 4.7.4.
T he assum ption of (2.6) is probably reasonably good during nighttim e conditions when 
the turbulence is generated  m ostly by shear. In th is case, w' ~  However, during 
daytim e conditions, turbulence is generated largely by buoyancy. In th is case, velocity 
pertu rb a tio n s are caused in large p art by buoyancy and not shear, so th a t (2.6) and (2.7) 
would not be expected to  be valid as vv' would be due to bo th  buoyancy and the  existing 
shear th a t was being m ixed . Even during nighttim e conditions, regions of stab le  s tra tifi­
cation  could m ake (2.6) invalid due to suppression of vertical m otion from positive sta tic  
stability. However, the error is certainly less than  an order of m agnitude, and possibly 
w ithin a factor of 2. Nonetheless, K values calculated by applying (2.7) should be viewed 
w ith some skepticism .
T here are m any theoretical short comings of the tu rb u len t viscosity and  mixing length 
concepts due to  difi'erences between m olecular and  eddy dynam ics. For exam ple, in simple 
plane Poiseuille How, the lam inar solution is a parabolic profile. T he solution using a 
uniform  tu rbu len t viscosity is also a parabolic profile using a constan t K, while the problem  
is unsolvable using (2.7); bu t observations of tu rb u len t and lam inar Poiseuille flow reveal 
th a t while the  lam inar solution is correct, ac tual tu rb u len t profiles are qu ite  different, 
having a much flatter profile in the  core of the flow. M ixing length  theory  can be m ade 
to  work in th e  case of Poiseuille only if the  mixing length  can be em pirically re la ted  to 
d istance from the solid boundary  (for example. W hite, 1974, p. 469-70). T he concepts of 
eddy viscosity and mixing length are a t least dim ensionally correct and  are prevalent due 
to  the lack of superior alternatives.
2 .2 .2  f-P la n e  A n a ly sis  o f  LLJ D y n a m ics
T he purpose of this section is prim arily  to provide a description of how energy can build­
up in the LL.I due to the action of turbulence, a phenom ena suggested by the  Blackadar
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(1957) theory. T his is a t first glance paradoxical as tu rbulence ordinarily  su b trac ts  energy 
from system s.
For a non-convective (w—0) and approxim ately horizontally hom ogeneous boundary 
layer of air: (2.4) reduce to  f-plane equations (which assum es f has no la titu d in a l variation):
P 1 dp 0 - j - y
0 =  ( j   ------ — w'w'
Po Po Oz Oz
W ith  th e  tu rb u len t viscosity m odel, these become:
du I Op 0 On
-jr =  J 'u  w -q-Tf —dt Po Ox Oz Oz
We note th a t  the  vertical equation reduces to the hydrostatic  relation. Also:
K  — K { z , t )  — du
d z  dz
For geostrophic balance w ith no turbulence, ^  ^  = 0  and the  geostrophic wind is:
For analyzing the LL J, it is convenient to  resta te  (2.8) and (2.9) in term s of the  geostrophic 
and  ageostrophic w ind com ponents:
U =  U a +  Un  V =  Va +  V;i
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W ith  an approxim ately constan t pressure gradient, ^  =  0 and (2.8) and (2.9)
d‘Ua r 0
I F  =  I  ( S V )  (2.12)
Ignoring any variation in the geostrophic wind, allows these equations to only represent 
the B lackadar inertial oscillation theory of the LL.I and, in particu lar, can not cap ture
the H olton theory involving heating  and cooling of terrain  (which im pact the geostrophic
wind through the hydrostatic  pressure gradient fluctuation). A constan t geostrophic wind 
essentially implies a balance between the ageostrophic wind and the acceleration of the 
ageostrophic wind. B lackadar (1957) originally solved these for no turbulence, getting:
Ua =  Uaocos{ft)+ Vaosin{ft)  (2.13)
1’a =  -UaOSinift) + VaOCOs(ft)
W here u^o and Vgo are initial values. T he am plitude of the solution wind is:
\ j u l + v l  =  ^JuI q +  vIq =  const.
T he angle of the ageostrophic wind, 9, can be found from tan{6) — Va/ua and is found using 
(2.13) and trigonom etric reduction to be ^ -  f t  (where tan{6o) =  Vao/uao ) implying
clockwise ro tation . (2.13) describes the classic inertial oscillation from the Coriolis force 
in which the ageostrophic wind vector perpetually  ro ta te s  around a circle w ith a constant 
am plitude. See Fig. 2.1 for a hodograph of this oscillation.
T he to ta l kinetic energy per un it m ass, KE is:
FTE =  ^ (ü ^  +  ü | ) . ( t#  +  +  ^2)
To get an equation for KE, we m ultiply (2.8) by u and (2.9) by v and add:
1 dv? u dp d  ——
2 Ï F  =  -f™
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Figure 2.1: D iagram  of hodograph of inertial oscillation. F igure shows fixed geostrophic 
wind vector (ug,Vg) and ageostrophic wind vector (ua,Va) which ro ta te s  clockwise.
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1 dv'^ V dp d ——-
à #  =
d u dp V dp d ——- d
. , : {KE)  =      -----------------u — u'w' -  v — v'w'  (2.14)
d.t Po àx  Po dy dz  dz
The Coriolis ten u s  drop out, as they should since the  Coriolis force acts perpendicular to 
m otion and, hence, does no work. However, the Coriolis force does u ltim ate ly  affect KE as 
it affects u and  v, which are involved in (2.14). N eglecting the turbulence term s (as might 
be app ropria te  under nocturnal conditions), and expressing the  pressure grad ien t in term s 
of the  geostrophic wind, (2.14) =>
=  (2.15)
=  -  —  i t - V p  (2.1C)
Po
If th e  flow is geostrophic, u -niy and v---Vg and - 0 .
In term s of geostrophic and ageostrophic winds;
K-E =  . fit +  +  ATE, (2.17)
where KE^ — IfZ^ • îï^ and KEg . In the  case of a constan t geostrophic wind and
no turbulence, we know th a t only the  term  v t  ■ üg oscillates (e.g., Fig. 2.1), so;
K  E  = K  Ea + K  Eg + oscillation  (2.18)
Since the  tim e average of the oscillating term  is 0;
K E  = K E a  + K E g  (2.19)
As we wish to consider the  situation  of a constan t geostrophic wind, changes in K E  will
be related  only to changes in KEa-  It is therefore useful to  exam ine the  equation for KE%, 
from (2.12);
d  , , ,  „  , d d
— [ KEa)  -  -U a-^[u 'w ' )  -  Va-^[v 'w')  (2.20)
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It is clear th a t only turbulence ra n  a lter KE%. KE„ is the KE th a t  would be m easured in a 
reference fram e moving a t üg . For =  const., th is inertial fram e of reference is as valid 
as any for describing energetics and is simpler for th is s itu a tio n  as th e  constan t energy 
from the geostrophic wind does no t appear. (2.20) is valid even if u^ j ^  const, though the 
geostrophic reference fram e is no longer inertial, and in terp re ta tio n  of KE„ would be m ore 
com plicated.
To facilitate further analysis, an a ttem p t will be m ade to  m odel the tu rbu len t tran s­
po rt/d iffusion  term s by viscous dam ping terms:
~ u ' w ' =  c{t)u =  (2.21)
wz #z J z
0 - f —j ,,s d  dv~ v ' w ' -  c{t)v -  - — A  —
oz # z  #z
W here c(t) is some positive definite function of time. Doing th is makes the  1-D equations 
(2.8) and (2.9) 0-D, by elim inating the  z-depeiidence. This is justifiab le  physically as one 
way to  m odel tu rbu len t stress in a bulk expression is as a dam ping coefficient p roportional 
to speed (i.e., viscous dam ping). D am ping proportional to speed is a crude, bu t po ten­
tially  effective, way to m odel tu rb u len t dissipation. In num erical fluid dynam ical m ethods, 
viscous dam ping is used (where it is known as “Rayleigh dam ping”) in som e areas of the 
m odel dom ain to  dam pen unw anted flow. M athem atically, th is can be partia lly  justified 
by considering the tu rbu len t viscosity term:
d
d z dz
If K is replaced by a layer average, (2.22) ~
(2 .22)
(2.23)
If u can be expanded in z approxim ately as a  cosine function of wave num ber 1 w ith an 
arb itrary , bu t separable, tem poral dependence function, f(t), as:
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and
u ( z , t )  =  co, s { l z ) f { t )
then
Ô‘u
—  =  ~lsin{lz)J{t)
d'^u
= - l~cos{lz) f{t)  = - î ^ u { z , t )
— u'w' = - - ^ K ^  -  l ^K{t )u{z, t )  -  c{f)u 
az  oz  Oz
Tlie use of a frictional term  proportional to wind speed and in the  opposite direction was 
first done by G uldberg and M ohn in 1876 (reviewed by K utzbach, 1979, p. 101-110). 
Viscous dam ping of the surface layer is som etimes referred to  as the “G uldberg-M ohn 
hypothesis” (Lewis, 1997).
T he question arises as to  the usage of the ground-relative in (2.21), since u!w' is 
independent of the choice of inertial reference fram e while is reference fram e dependent.
is appropria te  here, instead of, say, or , because it is the velocity relative to  the
ground th a t gives rise to turbulence. In o ther words, when #  is zero, there will be no
turbulence, which (2.21) correctly models.
W ith  (2.21), (2.20) becomes;
—  { KEa)  =  - U a C U  -  VaCV =  -c(û^ • i t )
=  - c { u ^ - [ u ^  + u^ g]) -  - c [2K E a  + U^ -U^g)
=  - 2 c K E a  -  eû t • ^  (2.24)
In (2.24), the  term  -2cKE„ is always negative and the term  c û t  • can be positive or 
negative. (2.12) becomes:
^  = f v a -  c u  (2.25)
= - f U a - C V  (2.26)
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(2.25) and (2.26) are zero-dim ensional and describe the behavior of an air parcel sub ject 
to  the Coriolis force, a constan t pressure gradient (which does not appear, having been 
removed w ith  the geostrophic wind), and tu rbu len t dam ping. T here are no spatia l gradients 
to  the  velocity com ponents. Pressure, of course, has a spatia l gradient, b u t this gradient 
is a constan t in the equations, and since pressure is not solved for, there are no relevant 
spatia l gradients.
To understand  how the  inertial oscillation arises as the result of friction, we consider 
a s ituation  initially  in geostrophic balance, =  0. By (2.24), Jr(K E a) =0. However, by
(2.25) and (2.26):
dUa
d t
=  —cv,j (2.27)
(2.27) show the tran sp o rt of m om entum  from the ground to the  air parcel due to  friction at 
the  ground. This occurs since, in this reference fram e, the ground is moving by an am ount
of -u\f.
After a short tim e. A t,
U a  —  — C U y A t  V a  —  - C V g A t  (2.28)
but i t  (2.29)
so from (2.24), KE„ then  develops according to:
—  K E a  =  C U y U y A t  +  C V g V g A t
A nd KEa will be created  initially  due to  the action of tu rbulence m aking the flow ageostrophic.
T he second term  in (2.24), -cut ■ can be positive or negative depending on the 
orientation  of u t  relative to ufj , while the first term , -2cKEa is always negative, and, 
therefore, always su b trac ts  energy. It is clearly only the second term  th a t can add energy
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to  the  system . For this to happen, we need:
< 0 w i t J i  ï ïf i ■ =  I'fZ^I |n || c o s 9
which occurs wlien the angle between and , 6, is:
90° <  g <  270° (2.30)
For KE(j to  grow, we also m ust have, from (2.24):
(2A:E« +  i l t  4 )  <  0
or
(2.31)
or
-  |n^| l'ü^ l COSÔ > o r  |fl^t < ~ 1^1 coaO
T his gives a  m axim um  possible am plitude to  th e  ageostrophic wind. In order for (2.31) to
be satisfied, we m ust have \vt\ < |n ^ | or = |ü ^ |,  and -2 |n ^ |.
According to the  inertia l oscillation theory, c(t) is large during the  day giving rise to
v^.  A fter sunset, c(t) is much sm aller. If it is zero a t night, then  from (2.24):
i ( K E , ) = 0
and from (2.25) and (2.26):
r r
i r  =
A nd the  ageostrophic w ind vector ro ta te s  according to  (2.13), and  to ta l K E  will increase 
by way of th e  oscillating term  in (2.18). K E q will increase during the  day only if < 0
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and  |?7 |^ <  -  \Hfj\ cos9.
If the  tu rbu len t dam ping, c, is large, then one m ight suspect a s tead y -sta te  solution 
m ight exist despite th a t fact th a t (2.8) and (2.9) are known to have oscillating solutions 
(such as the inertial oscillation). This is because, w ith sufficient dam ping, the Coriolis 
force should be overwhelmed and ought to approach (which is constan t) according 
to (2.25) and (2.2G) w ith c / f  large. Seeking a stead y -sta te  solution to  (2.25) and (2.2G), 
we s ta r t with:
c(u„ 4- u,j) -  fVa 
c { V a  +  V,,)  =  - f U a
Solving these for u„ and v„ gives:
—
a
T he scpiared am plitude and direction, 0, of the ageostrophic wind are then:
'^a ' f2
1 +  ?
and
(2.32)
For c / f  large, these equations im ply th a t v t  = For c= f, |ïï^| =  |üg| w ith
a t a  135° angle from ü |.  However, these results would only be reasonable for large c/f. 
D uring daytim e conditions of intense surface heating, they m ight have some validity, bu t 
their value here is m ostly conceptual, allowing the  understand ing  of w hat happens during 
daytim e conditions in a  zeroth order sense.
T he developm ents in th is section lead to  the  following conceptual p ic tu re  of the LLJ 
oscillation and how energy can build-up in it due to  the  action of turbulence:
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1. If you begin at point A of the hodograph of Figure 2.2 w ith an air parcel in geostrophic 
balance =  0) at some tim e during the day, this parcel will in itially  acquire 
ageostrophic wind A-il^ =  due to tu rbulen t tran sp o rt w ith the ground, ac­
cording to  (2,27). T he Coriolis force and the pressure gradient do not act initially, 
as the flow is in approxim ate geostrophic balance. KE„ increases while KEg is con­
stan t. However, Total KE decreases due to the negative sign of the oscillating term  
in (2.18). This obviously m ust be the case as dam ping su b trac ts  energy from the sys­
tem , and it is the  only force active initially. In the reference fram e of th e  geostrophic 
wind, K E  ( -K E „ )  increases due to the action of turbulence as the ground is moving 
at -iT  ^ and some of this m om entum  is transferred to the air. In the ground-relative 
reference frame, KE decreases due to turbulence.
2. After som e time, significant ageostrophic wind develops and the ageostrophic wind 
vector will tend to ro ta te  clockwise due to the constant pressure gradient. Turbulence 
will continue to increase KEq only if the am plitude of the  ageostrophic wind is less 
than  the  geostrophic wind and if the angle, 9, between the geostrophic wind and 
the ageostrophic wind is between 90° and 270° (visually, if points to  the left of 
the 90° - 270° line indicated in Fig. 2.2). Total KE is decreased by the  action of 
turbulence and can oscillate due to  the pressure gradient, following (2.14). Following 
(2.20), KEq can increase or decrease from turbulence, depending on the  direction 
and am plitude of ro ta tes clockwise due to the  Coriolis force, b u t th is does 
not affect K E q .
3. At sunset, is possibly a t point B in Fig. 2.2. T he angle between and at 
B depends to some extent on the  ra tio  c / f  (possibly sim ilar to [2.32]). T he greater 
the turbulence during the day, the closer would be to -v^ and the m ore rapidly it 
would get there.
4. A fter sunset, c, the m easure of turbulence, is conceived to  be nearly elim inated as the 
boundary layer stabilizes from radiative cooling a t the E a r th ’s surface. Consequently,
only ro ta tes a t night, according to (2.13), by an am ount th a t depends on f  (and 
consequently on latitude), ending a t point C a t sunrise. K E q is constan t while KE
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oscillates due to the action of the prevailing pressure gradient (and indirectly  the 
Coriolis force). W hen 0= 0 , the peak in K E is reached and equals (from (2.17)) KEg 
+3K E (, .
5. .A.fter sunrise, the cycle repeats with turbulence again affecting the  wind, in addition 
to  the Coriolis force. How develops on the  second day depends on where point C 
in Fig. 2.2 is. If C is to the  right of the 90°-270° line, then  KE„ will initially decrease 
due to tu rbu len t dam ping. However, if begins a t point C  instead, then  turbulence 
could im m ediately increase KE^. T his m eans th a t certain  com binations of c(t) and 
f can be m ore effective in creating inertial oscillations and  LLJs. T he possibility of 
resonance, in which the periodicity of c(t) and the value of f are m atched so th a t the 
am plitude of K E q increases on subsequent days is explored in the following section.
W hen turbulence is creating  K E q, it is reducing to ta l KE, as would be expected from 
a source of diffusion. Total K E eventually increases, however, because of the action of 
the Coriolis force which, when turbulence is weak, ro ta tes the  ageostrophic wind vector. 
T he ro ta tion  of th is wind vector tow ards the  direction of the geostrophic wind cause the 
geostrophic and ageostrophic wind vectors to  add constructively, and  results in an increase 
in KE.
More precise solutions w ith varying functions for c(t) are explored in the  next section.
2.3 Zero-Dimensional Modeling
In B lackadar’s 1957 paper, he form ulated  a sim ple 0-D m odel of th e  LLJ which illus­
tra ted  the basic physics of the  inertial oscillation. T he equations of m otion for a Lagrangian 
parcel subject only to  horizontal motion, th e  Coriolis force, a  pressure gradient, and friction 
reduce to |2.10|:
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^  U
Figure 2.2: H odograph diagram  of h istory  of ageostrophic wind under f-plane conditions 
w ith a constan t pressure gradient and  daytim e turbulence, beginning during the  day 
at geostrophic conditions (point A), passing th rough  day tim e subgeostrophic conditions 
(point B), and  ro ta tin g  during the  night th rough  supergeostrophic conditions to point C 
or C ', which m ay or may not be supergeostrophic.
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If the  tu rbulence term  is dropped from these equations, then  they describe the m otion 
of a  partic le  sub ject only to a  pressure gradient and  the  Coriolis force. If the pressure 
grad ien t is constan t in space and time, then this is a 0-dim ensional system  (th a t is, v and 
V vary tem porally, b u t no t in space). T he solution is s tra igh t forward and was shown by 
B lackadar (1957) to be:
Ua =  Ua OCOs { f t )  +  V a O S i n { J t ) ,  Va =  VaOCOs { J t )  -  U ,„ o .s in ( /f)
W here u„ and v„ are the ageostrophic com ponents of the wind and Uqq and Vqo are the 
in itia l ageostrophic values. This describes a c ircular oscillation of the m otion vector in 
hodograph space which goes on indefinitely in the  absence of friction. T he am plitude of 
the ageostrophic am plitude is exactly equal to the  m agnitude of the initial ageostrophic 
wind. If the  flow is initially in geostrophic balance, then  there is no oscillation. This 
ageostrophic oscillation w ith a frequency equal to  th e  Coriolis param eter, f, neatly  shows 
the  inertial oscillation of the Blackadar theory w ith the supergeostrophic am plitude at 
night equal to  the (initial) subgeostrophic am plitude during  th e  day.
We also obtain  this solution using a R unge-K utta  in tegration  of (2.33) and (2.34), 
shown in Fig. 2.3 for a la titude  of 30° and in Fig. 2.4 for a la titu d e  of 50°, bo th  for an 
in itia l ageostrophic wind of u = 0  and v= 0  m /s  and  for a pressure gradient corresponding 
to a geostrophic wind of Ug= 0 and v^=10 m /s  (i.e., the  winds are in itially  subgeostrophic 
by 10 rn /s). R u n g e-K u tta  integration is used la ter for a ltera tions of these equations which 
are m ore difficult to  in tegrate , here it merely provides a check th a t the  code is working 
correctly. T hese figures illustra te  th a t  the frequency of th e  oscillation depends on the 
la titude .
In tegration  of (2.33) and (2.34) becomes nontriv ial when turbulence (K) is included 
(M artin  and Shapiro, 1999). In order to keep the equations 0-dim ensional, it is necessary to 
replace the Laplacian w ith a viscous dam ping term  (th a t is, dam ping which is proportional 
to  w ind speed). Here, we will take a  proportionality  coefficient c ( t)= r( l+ c o sw t) , where r 
is a constant:
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RK 0-DIM  LLJ model NO FRICTION
phi= 30 degrees15.0
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Figure 2.3: Inertial oscillation a t 30°N la titu d e  for no friction.
RK 0-DIM LLJ model NO FRICTION
phl= 50 degrees15.0
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Figiire 2.4: As Fig. 2.3 a t 50°N latitude .
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T h e coefficient r in the viscous dam ping is unknown, b u t could in principle be found by 
com parison w ith m ulti-dim ensional models. This depends on surface physics and tu rb u ­
lence in the PBL. D am ping plays a complex role in these equations. If the  flow is initially 
geostrophic, then w ith no dam ping, the flow will rem ain  geostrophic: while very large 
dam ping will dam p-out the inertial oscillation and any possibility  of resonance. An in ter­
m ediate level of dam ping is necessary for resonance of the  inertial oscillation to m anifest 
it.self. A value of r is chosen here such th a t a LLJ forms w ith a supergeostrophic am plitude 
sim ilar to th a t typically observed (i.e., a wind speed 40% above the  geostrophic value).
An exact solution of (2.33) and (2.34) is available due to Shapiro (personal com m uni­
cation):
V =  {vQCOsft -  U Q s i n f t ) e ~ +  A [  s i n f { t  -  t
Jo
u =  {vQsinft +  u o c o s f t ) e ~ -  A f
Jo
where A =  the constant  pressure qradient force = — a n d ^ — 0
p oy ox
Using the exact solution produced results identical to  th e  R un g e-K u tta  in tegration  to 
w ith in  round-off error.
E quations (2.35) and (2.36) are in tegrated  for a constan t geostrophic pressure gradient 
corresponding to winds of Ug=0 and Vg=10 m /s  as in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4. However, now 
we s ta r t  from geostrophic balance and let the model friction generate  the  subgeostrophic 
flow. T he results a t 30 and  50 degrees la titude  are shown in Figs. 2.5 and  2.6.
W hile the  am plitude in Fig. 2.5 a t 30°N la titu d e  grows w ith each day reaching a 
supergeostrophic am plitude 40% above the  geostrophic in 3 days, the am plitude a t 50°N 
la titu d e  shown in Fig. 2.6 doesn’t grow and rem ains very close to  the  geostrophic value. 
This shows a very clear resonance effect. Since the  Coriolis param eter (and th e  frequency 
of n a tu ra l oscillation, f, is: 2Hsin(i^) where 4> is la titude , and the frequency of diurnal 
forcing is Ü (i.e., 27t radians per day), resonance is expected  when these two frequencies
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RK 0-DIM  LLJ model
phi= 30 degrees15.0
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Figure 2.5: Inertia l oscillation from 0-D m odel w ith friction a t la titu d e  30°N.
RK 0-DIM LLJ model 
phl= 50 degrees
Figure 2.6: As Fig. 2.5 a t 50°N latitude, 
are th e  sam e, which occurs when:
=  2Qsin{(/)) or (j) = 30°
W ith  in itia l conditions th a t  are ageostrophic, the evolution would be different, depending 
on w hether the  ageostrophic am plitude was in phase or out of phase w ith  the forcing, 
though  it is expected  th a t th e  final am plitude of the oscillation, after a sufficient num ber 
of days, would be the same.
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2 .3 .1  R eso n a n ce  in  0 -D  m o d e l
T he possibility of resonance was first suggested by B u ajitti and Blackadar (1957), 
bu t has no t been analyzed since and B u ajitti and Blackadar did not believe it would be 
significant due to viscous dam ping. Actually, viscous dam ping is essential to  the creation 
of the  inertial oscillation and to resonance. If the  Blackadar theory of the LLJ as an inertial 
oscillation is correct, the je t decouples from the  boundary layer a t night and dam ping at 
night will be m inim al, while dam ping during the  day is necessary to  drive the oscillation.
By running the 0-D model over a range of latitudes, a resonance plot can be created. 
Fig. 2.7, in which the am plitude of the  oscillation after a period of tim e (in this case 11 
days) is p lo tted  as a function of la titude . The dam ping coefficient is the sam e as Fig. 2.5, 
bu t the  solution is in tegrated  out to  11 days and the peak-to-peak am plitude of the  last 
cycle is analyzed a t each latitude. Fig. 2.8 was generated in the sam e way as Fig. 2.7 
except the  dam ping function was chosen to be a square wave instead of cosine wave. This 
m ore ab ru p t transition  in forcing appears to lead to a stronger resonance peak, which is 
a t 30 degrees in bo th  cases, as expected theoretically. These plots suggest th a t resonance 
will be a possibly significant factor a t la titudes of 25 to 40 degrees n o rth  or south. By 
reducing the  dam ping, th e  resonance peak becomes more sharply  defined, as shown in Fig. 
2.9 where the  dam ping coefficient was selected to be 1/3 th a t of Fig. 2.8. As dam ping is 
reduced, th e  oscillation takes longer to  establish itself due to  weaker forcing of the inertial 
oscillation, b u t the am plitude of the  oscillation after a  long tim e is more sharply defined 
near the theoretical m axim um  as the  reduced dam ping allows more energy to accum ulate 
in the oscillator.
2.4 One-Dimensional Modeling
As a next step towards m odeling the LLJ, we now take an advanced 3-D mesoscale 
m odel (the Advanced Regional P rediction System , ARPS) w ith a com plete suite of surface 
physical, radiative, and tu rbu len t param eterizations and run  it in a 1-D m ode th a t retains 
all variables as a function of height (bu t does not allow horizontal variations). Fig. 2.10 
shows the  winds a t 300m when all sources of friction and mixing in the model have been
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RK 0-DIM LLJ model cos forcing
Resonance curve r=.15*f30
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Figure 2.7: Resonance curve w ith cosine dam ping.
RK 0-DIM LLJ model sq u are  w ave forcing 
R esonance  curve r=.15*f30
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Figure 2.8: Resonance curve w ith square-wave dam ping.
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RK 0-DIM LLJ model square wave forcing
Resonance curve r=.05*f30
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Figure 2.9: As Fig. 2.8, bu t w ith 1/3 of the  dam ping.
turned-off, and ru n  from the sam e initial conditions as Fig. 2.3. Here, w ith  no sources of 
friction, the  m odel behaves ju s t as the 0-D m odel did in Fig. 2.3. T h is generally confirms 
th a t the  m odel is functioning correctly.
All the  app ropria te  physical param eterizations are then  turned-on  and  s ta rted  from  the 
sam e initial condition of geostrophic balance as in Figs. 2.5 and 2.G. Figs. 2.11 and 2.12 
show the  results a t 30 and 50 degrees la titu d e  respectively. T he 1-D m odel runs are quite 
sim ilar to  th e  0-D m odel runs. T h e  difference between Figs. 2.5 and 2.6 (0-D) and Figs. 
2.11 and 2.12 is th a t the  oscillation in the  0-D m odel depends on an  assum ed dam ping 
function while the  oscillation for the 1-D runs depends on com plex radiative, surface, and 
tu rbu len t transfer param eterizations.
2 .4 .1  1-D  M o d e l S e n s it iv it ie s
M esoscale m odels inevitably come w ith a wide selection of different physical param e­
terizations th a t can be selected by the  user for each physical process. By experim enting 
w ith some of these selections, we have found, no t too surprisingly, th a t  the  LLJ is strongly 
dependent on which param eterization  is chosen. Figs. 2.13 and  2.14 show results w ith 
model conditions identical to those of Fig. 2.11 (1-D a t 30°N la titude) except for the 
selection of tu rbulence model. In Fig. 2.11, a  tu rb u len t kinetic energy form ulation of
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1-DIM mesoscale LLJ model NO FRICTIO N
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Figure 2.10: 1-D mesoscale m odel w ith no friction a t 30°N latitude.
1-DIM m esoscale LLJ model, SPG PHYS
phl= 30 degrees, Z=300m MOENG15.0
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Figure 2.11: 1-D mesoscale model a t 30°N la titu d e  using M oeng and  W yngaard (1986) 
turbulence.
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1-DIM m esoscale LLJ model, SFC PHYS ,5 g  phi= 50 degrees, Z=300m MOENG
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Figure 2.12: Same as Fig. 2.11 a t 50°N latitude.
15.0
1-DIM m esoscale LLJ model, SFC PHYS 
phi= 30 degrees, Z=300m, SMAG
E
3
Figure 2.13: As Fig. 2.11 bu t with Smagorinsky turbulence.
turbulence following a scheme of Moeng and W yngaard (1986) is used, while for Fig. 2.13, 
a Sm agorinsky (1963) param eterization is used, and in Fig. 2.14, a tu rb u len t kinetic en­
ergy form ulation of Sun and Chang (1986) is used. T he Sun and Chang and Smagorinsky 
turbulence m odels produced a much weaker je t than  the Moeng and  W yngaard, showing 
very little  evidence of a  resonance effect. The Smagorinsky turbulence m odel (the simplest 
param eterization  of turbulence used here) produced a particu lar weak je t w ith only slightly 
supergeostrophic winds.
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1-DIM mesoscale LLJ model, SFC PHYS
phl= 30 degrees, Z=300m, SUN/CHANG15,0
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Figure 2.14: As Fig. 2.11 bu t w ith Sun & C hang turbulence.
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Chapter 3
Clear-Air Radar Data
W h at I can not create, I do not understand  — R ichard  Feynm an
3.1 Scope of Clear-Air Work
I t is the  purpose of this chapter to  provide a  general review and discussion of radars 
and of clear-air rad ar d a ta , and to analyze and come to  some conclusions ab o u t the n a tu re  
of clear-air rad ar signals. In later chapters, clear-air rad ar d a ta  will be used to  deduce 
m om entum  and  turbulence profiles of LLJs. A basic in itia l goal of th is pro ject was to 
acquire and analyze d a ta  of the  LLJ using Doppler radar. T h e  m ost relevant conditions 
from  a s tan d p o in t of b o th  LLJ dynam ics and rad ar d a ta  analysis are conditions free of rain, 
which will generally be clear-air conditions for the  radar. For N EX R A D  and C im arron 
radars, clouds th a t do not have p recip ita tion  usually  have very low reflectivity, often too 
low to m easure, so clear-air conditions can be cloudy, b u t not rainy. It is, thus, necessary to 
un d ers tan d  from basic principles w hat the n a tu re  of th e  clear-air signal is. T his topic has 
been the sub jec t of some controversy and confusion over the  years. I t is a large and complex 
sub ject, w ith  hundreds of references extending back to  the beginnings of radar. Knowledge 
from  num erous diverse fields is drawn upon in study ing  clear-air re tu rn , including the  fields 
of electrom agnetics, fluid m echanics, meteorology, ornithology, and entomology.
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Figure 3.1: NSSL’s C im arron R adar, looking NNW .
3.2 Radars Used for This Study
A ltogether, d a ta  from 6 radars in 5 different raw  d a ta  form ats are included in this 
d issertation . T he m ost im portan t of these is the  C im arron D oppler R adar (Figure 3.1) 
m ain tained  by the  N ational Severe Storm s L aborato ry  as a research radar. It is located 
ju s t sou th  of Page a irport, abou t 15 miles west of O klahom a C ity w ith  an  elevation of 413 
m eters.
Table 3.1 shows the param eters for the  C im arron D oppler R ad ar and some of the 
sam e inform ation for NEXRAD radars (Zahrai and Zrnic 1993; and  C rum  and Alberty, 
1993), the  D oppler on W heels rad ar (D 0W 3, W urm an, 1997, 2001), and  the University 
of M assachusetts 3 m m  mobile rad ar (UMASS, B luestein and Pazniany, 2000); all radars 
which were used as p art of this work. C im arron has b e tte r  spatia l resolution th an  the 
N EX R A D  radars, due to the larger antenna. However, it is less sensitive (due to  lower 
power) and suffers m ore from noise. Its  advantages are its  higher spatia l resolution, its 
dual-polarization  capabilities, and the fact th a t it can be used by researchers in any desired 
m ode (i.e., the user can specify the  scan strategy, single or dual-polarization, num ber of 
sam ples, etc.). I t ’s disadvantages are its non-standard  d a ta  form at, frequent m aintenance 
problem s, and  a lack of a  display console to  m onitor d a ta  collection (now fixed). On 
balance, th e  C im arron Doppler rad ar has been invaluable for th is study.
D a ta  are collected rem otely a t the NSSL offices in N orm an onto 8 m m  tapes, which
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are then read using software which has been recently transla ted  by NSSL to run  on a 
Sun w orkstation (C im arron and another sim ilar rad ar [now decommissioned] in Norm an 
were developed in the 1970’s). T he software supplied by NSSL reads and  decodes the raw 
d a ta  one radial a t a time (a radial is the d a ta  received from one set of sent and received 
pulses w ith the radar at a certain  azim uth and elevation angle) into speed, reflectivity, 
spectrum  w idth, and polarization fields. All subseciuent analysis and display software for 
these d a ta  used for this s tudy  were developed as part of this study. One radial of d a ta  
contains 768 gates 150m ap a rt in radial direction. Each gate contains one byte of d a ta  for 
speed, reflectivity, and spectrum  width. W hen in dual-polarization mode, 3 m ore fields 
are stored: differential reflectivity, differential phase, and correlation coefficient. In dual­
polarization mode, twice as m any radar pulses are needed to  produce one radial of data, 
w ith pulses a lternating  between horizontal and vertical polarization. W ith  32 bytes of 
housekeeping inform ation, this m eans each radial has 2336 bytes of inform ation in single­
polarization m ode and 4640 bytes in dual-polarization mode. The num ber of samples 
(tran sm itted  pulses in single-polarization m ode and half the  num ber of pulses in dual­
polarization mode) used to  determ ined values for a radial is selectable by the operator. 
If a small num ber of sam ples is chosen, radiais are o u tp u t m ore frequently, b u t they are 
noisier. 128 sam ples was generally used here. W ith  a P R T  (pulse repetition  tim e. Table 
4.1) of 768 /is, th is will give a  radial every .098 seconds in single polarization m ode and 
d a ta  will accum ulate a t the ra te  of 86 M bytes per hour (for either m ode) and a standard  
5 G byte 8 mm tape  will hold abou t 58 hours of data.
T he d a ta  digitization resolution is 1 m /s  in speed, .25 m /s  in spec trum  w idth, and 
approxim ately 1 dBZ in reflectivity. Reflectivity values are obtained from a look-up table of 
calibration values based on raw -returned power corrected for range. Values for azim uth and 
elevation are directly m easured a t the rad ar and stored w ith  the  housekeeping inform ation 
for each radial w ith a resolution of .1 degree. T he Zulu tim e of each radial is also stored 
in the housekeeping inform ation to  a resolution of 1 second.
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P ara m e te r C im arron D O W 3 UM ASS N E X R A D
freq u en cy 2735 M Hz 9380 M Hz 95040 M Hz 2700-3000 MHz
W avelength 10.97 cm 3.198 cm .3157 cm 10.0-11.1 cm
B eam  W id th 0.9° .95° .18° .95°(3dB)
P eak  Pow er 500 kW 250 kW 1.2 kW 750 kW
A n ten n a  gain 46 dB 46 dB 60 dB 46 dB
A n ten n a  d iam ete r 10 m 2.44 m 1.2 m 8.5 m
P ulse W id th 1 p s  (300m) .075-2ps(23m -600m ) .2 p s  (60m) 
can be varied
1.57 p s  and  4.7 p s 
(471 m and  1410 m)
Receiver noise level -110 dB m -112 dB m -112 dB m -112 dB m
M atched  filter b an d w id th  (6 dB ) 0.85 M Hz NA NA NA
System  losses 11.7 dB NA NA NA
C ross-polar iso lation 20 dB NA NA NA
M axim um  sidelobe level -22 dB NA NA -27 dB
G ate  spacing 150 m 12m-600m 15 m 250 m  for velocity  1 km  for reflectivity
Velocity reso lu tion 1 m /s NA NA .5 m /s
N yquist Varies Varies Varies Varies
R eflectivity  resolution 1 dBZ NA NA .5 dBZ
3 .2 .1  R adar D isp la y  S oftw are (R A D D IS P .F )
For th is pro ject, a F O R T R A N 90/77 program  (R A D D ISP.F) was w ritten  to  read radar 
d a ta  in raw form from different form ats and  to  display it as gray-scale, half-tone images. It 
was very useful to  have such software available as varian ts of it were used for analysis of the 
d a ta  in ex tracting  VAD inform ation and velocity profiles. T he use of custom -built software 
also enforces a discipline of knowing the details  of the  raw  form at of the  d a ta  being used, 
and affords the  opportun ity  to  a ttem p t to achieve a  display of th e  b est possible resolution 
and  (quality.
A gray-scale display, ra th e r than  color, was chosen for a couple reasons. F irst, from a 
p ractical s tandpo in t, black and w hite im ages on a laser p rin ter are faster, m ore convenient, 
and  cheaper to  obtain . T hey are also cheaper to  reproduce. Second, from a  scientific 
s tan d p o in t, the  use of a gray-scale w ith th e  darkness proportional to  m agnitude of the 
variable being displayed gives a m ore accu ra te  visual im pression of th e  spatial gradient of 
the  variable shown. T he selection of a color tab le  is often an a rb itra ry  assignm ent of colors 
to  specific variable levels.
A color display for the  field of velocity, however, is com petitive w ith black and white 
because color is a positive /negative  quantity . If one color is chose for positive velocities 
and  one for negative (red and  blue are com m on, for exam ple), th en  shades of these two 
colors (ra th er th an  the  single grey color) work well for displaying th is field. Still, superior 
co n trast in terp re ta tio n  is achieved using a  single color. For exam ple, a  m esocyclone is 
identified in color-coded rad ar velocity d a ta  as an area of red in close proxim ity to an area 
of blue. T his s ignatu re s tands-ou t if one is tra ined  to  look for it. In  a  gray-scale image, 
a  m esocyclone would show as an area of w hite near and area of black. W hite /b lack  is a 
sh arp er con trast th an  red /b lu e  and  s tands-ou t m ore clearly. W ith  a  single color, spatial 
g rad ien ts in velocity are linearly m apped to  th e  display, ra th e r th an  a rb itra rily  w ith a  color 
tab le  m apping. T he software used in this research has been carefully optim ized so th a t the 
b est possible resolution hard-copy images resu lt. However, recent experience w ith hum an 
viewers of black and w hite ra d a r images suggests th a t  th e  usage of color m akes it easier 
for people to  read precise values of the  presented variable from im ages, though gradient
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in form ation  would still be poorly represented.
One problem  with displacing velocity on a gray scale is the  need to  avoid confusing 
velocity d a ta  w ith missing da ta . It is m ost convenient and in tu itive to  display a  region 
w ith no valid d a ta  as simply white. For velocity displays, the m inim um  velocity to  be 
shown will be displayed as the lightest shade of gray, no t white. T his insures th a t any d a ta  
to be displayed will show as some level of grey, and will not be confused w ith no data .
R A D D ISP.F  reads in rad ar d a ta  one rad ial a t a tim e and m aps it to a rectangular 
array. T h e  rectangu lar array stores the image to be displayed as pixel values. If radar 
pixels th a t are large in size are to be displayed, each d a tu m  is m apped to  the necessary 
num ber of display pixels in range and azim uth. A fter the  image is form ed, it is passed to 
a sub rou tine  which converts it into a halftone P ostscrip t image. To do this, each display 
pixel is m apped to  a 4 by 4 array  of dots, which gives a  possible 16 different shades of gray 
to display. For half toning (which works much b e tte r  th an  d ithering), a  single rectangular 
dot is form ed in the  4 by 4 array  for a particu la r pixel value. T he size of the rectangular 
do t scales w ith the  pixel value.
S tan d ard  laser prin ters now are capable of 600 dots per inch (dpi) resolution. W ith 4 
by 4 array  pixels, this transla tes to  150 image pixels per inch. A version of RAD DISP.F 
which uses 8 by 8 do t arrays to  achieve 64 different shades of gray was also developed, but 
is m ost ap p ropria te  for 1200 dpi printers.
T he features of R A D D ISP.F are:
1. C reates P ostscrip t ou tp u t w ith 16 shades of gray.
2. R eads U niversal Form at (D 0W 3 d a ta  converted w ith the N C A R  SOLO program ).
3. R eads raw C im arron form at.
4. R eads raw UMASS rad ar format.
5. R eads NEX RA D  level II form at.
6. W ill display sector scans, RHI, P P I, P P I scaled w ith height rings, and tim e-height 
scans.
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7. Has a crude de-aliaser as an option. T his de-aliaser works by tak ing  a user speci­
fied environm ental wind vector, and using it as a reference wind against which the 
radial velocity datum  closest to the rad ar is com pared and  checked for aliasing (and 
potentially  dealiased). This de-aliased radial velocity is then used as the reference 
velocity for checking (and de-aliasing) the radial velocity a t the next gate out from 
the  radar. T he radial velocity at each subsequent gate is checked using the already 
processed radial velocity a t the previous gate as the  reference.
8. W ill display fields of velocity, reflectivity, spectral w idth, raw power, and polarization 
param eters.
9. D isplays range-rings and radial lines speckled so they can be seen through the  data .
10. C an display an arb itra ry  m agnification of the data .
11. A nnotates each image w ith 3 lines of identifying text.
3 .2 .2  E xam p les o f  C im arron  C lear-A ir  d a ta
Figure 3.2 is an exam ple of a clear-air reflectivity P P I scan (plan position indicator 
scan), in this case w ith a tilt of 2 degrees obtained on M arch 17, 1999 a t abou t 730 Z 
(1:30 am  local tim e). This image displays one com plete scan of reflectivity, which took 
abou t 1 m inute to  acquire in this case. D a ta  values in the range of -25 to  20 dBZ are 
m apped linearly into a gray-scale, half-tone postscrip t image w ith 16 shades of gray. D a ta  
are p lo tted  in this figure in a  non-trad itional m anner using height above the ground as the 
radial variable, ra th e r th an  range from the radar. For analyzing wind profiles, it is much 
more convenient to plot radar d a ta  in term s of height above th e  ground th an  in term s of 
horizontal distance. In Fig. 3.2, range rings are p lo tted  every 250 m eters above the ground. 
T he to ta l depth  is abou t 2.5 km. The to ta l horizontal range is then 2.5 km /  sin(2°) =  72 
km. D a ta  for which the signal s treng th  falls below the  noise level are rejected, w ith  the 
reflectivity being set equal to -999 dBZ (which will appear as white areas in Fig. 3.2).
A few points are worth noting about Fig. 3.2. F irst of all, the m axim um  reflectivity is 
abou t 25 dBZ, surprisingly high for clear-air. There is also a graininess to th e  reflectivity
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Figure 3.2: Reflectivity P P I scan a t 2° of tilt from C im arron rad ar, under noctu rna l clear- 
air conditions, 0 3 /17 /99  , 730Z. R ange rings are draw n every 250 m  in height above the 
ground. T otal horizontal range (the 10th range circle) is 72 km. R eflectivity range is from 
-20 dBZ (white) to 25 dBZ (black).
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p a tte rn ; a strong  varia tion  in reflectivity over very sm all d istances. As will b e  discussed in 
Sec. 3.8, this granulation  implies th a t  the  radar ta rge ts  are isolated point targe ts. There 
is a thick annulus of strong  reflectivity w ithin the  central th ird  of the  im age, which has 
weak reflectivity w ithin it and  a rap id  drop to  much lower reflectivity ou tside it. There is 
also a dark  central disk of reflectivity which is partly  due to  ground c lu tter.
F igure 3.3 shows the  velocity determ ined from th e  Doppler shift of th e  reflectivity 
shown in Fig. 3.2. In  th is figure, lighter shades are velocities tow ards the ra d a r and darker 
shades are velocities away from  the  radar. This im age shows a well defined LLJ from 
the  southw est, w ith  an am plitude over 35 m /s . Some aliasing is apparen t as some black 
areas ap p ear w ith in  the  w hite inbound velocity region; and some w hite w ith in  the black. 
M edium  gray shading  near the  center of the  image is caused by ground c lu tter.
F igure 3.4 shows the  spec tral variance plot of the  velocities of the  sam e radar scan. 
T he m odulation  of velocity variance w ith azim uth in a m anner sim ilar to  th e  velocity is 
due to wind shear, as will be discussed in section 4.3.
3.3 Radar Equations and Calibration
C alibration  generally involves com paring the o u tp u t of a m easuring instrum ent (such 
as a radar) w ith  a  known stan d ard  inpu t. For D oppler radar, th e  velocity is determ ined 
theoretically  from  th e  known physics. As long as the speed of light is known and  an accurate 
tim e base is available for determ ining the  Doppler shift frequency, radars do not need 
calibration  for velocity. T hey do, however, need calibration for reflectivity. Reflectivity 
values are determ ined  from the  power detected  a t the  an ten n a  from ta rg e ts  back scattering  
ra d a r energy. T h is power depends, am ong other th ings, on th e  precise power ou tp u t of 
the  tran sm itte r, losses in the wave guides, and the efficiency of th e  antenna. These losses 
can no t be known accurate ly  enough theoretically  and calibration m ust be done if accurate 
reflectivity values are to  be obtained. For the purposes of this study, precise reflectivity 
values are needed in order to  draw  conclusions abou t th e  n a tu re  of th e  ta rge ts  (birds versus 
insects versus index of refraction gradients).
W h a t is com m only called “the  w eather radar equation” takes various forms, bu t gen-
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Figure 3.3: Velocity scan of a LLJ from C im arron radar
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Figure 3.4: Spectral variance d a ta  (square of spectral w idth) for a LLJ from Cim arron 
radar.
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erally relates the received power to num erous rad ar and ta rge t param eters. For a single 
ta rg e t near the  center of the  rad ar beam  for a system  using the  sam e an ten n a  for tran s­
m itting  and receiving, it is (P robert-Jones, 1962; Doviak & Zrnic, 1984, p. 21-58; B a ttan , 
1973, p. 29-33):
P t G ^ L  
(47r)^r‘ ^  (3-1)
where:
P r = average received power
P( -  tran sm itted  power in pulse
G -  an ten n a  gain
A -  rad ar wavelength
L = loss factor
r =  range to center of probe volume
cr -  backscatter cross section of ta rg e t
T he loss factor, L, includes the effects of wave guide losses, an ten n a  inefficiencies, beam  
a tten u a tio n , receiver bandw ith  lim itations, and  any o ther factors no t explicitly included. 
For an  an tenna th a t is a circular paraboloid, the  gain, G, is approxim ately:
G =  ^  (3.2)
T he beam  width, 9, for com m on m eteorological radars is approxim ately  (Doviak and Zrnic, 
1984, p. 26):
„ 1.27A
Da
W here D q is the an ten n a  diam eter.
T he backscatter cross section, cr, is the  cross-sectional area a non-absorbing isotropic 
sca tte rer would have which reflects th e  sam e am ount of energy as th e  targe t, cr can be 
much sm aller th an  the ac tua l physical size of the ta rg e t if th e  ta rg e t is a poor scatterer.
These equations depend upon the  ta rg e ts  being in the far-field of the ra d a r beam . 
T he rad ar beam  changes shape w ith d istance away from the an tenna , r, due to  diffraction 
effects. T he beam  exits the  rad ar an ten n a  w ith a d iam eter equal to  the  rad ar an tenna
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Figure 3.5: D iagram  of rad ar beam .
diam eter. A t a d istance of abou t 2D^/A, it becomes the idealized conical shape usually 
assum ed. For a NEX RA D  rad ar or for C im arron, this d istance is abou t 2 km. At d istances 
less th an  this, the beam  is wider than  th a t assum ed by the ra d a r equation and  less power is 
received from such ta rge ts  th an  would be expected by (3.1), (see Fig. 3.5). If radar targe ts 
need to  be considered which are closer than  2D„/A , then one way to apply the  far held 
equations approxim ately  is by assum ing the beam  has a w idth equal to the  rad ar an ten n a  
d iam eter out to  a  d istance of D q/ 0. This allows the  replacem ent of r in rad ar equations 
by D a /0  for r< D a /0 .
For a population  of targe ts, the  contribution from each ta rg e t to the averaged received 
power sim ply add together, after accounting for their phases, (Doviak k. Zrnic, 1984, pp. 
48-49), and th e  rad ar equation is expressed in term s of to ta l back sca tte r cross section per 
un it volume tim es the  volume illum inated. T he illum inated volum e is the  volume of space 
re tu rn in g  echoes to the  rad ar a t a particu la r tim e, and it depends on the  beam  w idth, 
9, and  th e  pulse length, h, the two-way transm ission characteristics (i.e., the illum inated 
volum e is the  intersection of the  tran sm itted  and reflected cones of energy), and a  factor
to  account for the G aussian  beam  shape. T he probe volume is approxim ately: 7r(r0/2)^^‘2 •
T h e  factor h /2  occurs ra th e r than  h because a t the  tim e th a t signals arrive a t the  an tenna 
from  a d istance r, signals from locations from r ± h /4  are sim ultaneously arriving, b u t 
signals outside r± h /4  have yet to arrive or have already passed. T he probe volume is half
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of the pulse width. The resulting equation (e.g., Battan, 1973, p. 32) is:
, 3 3 1
'  I024{(n2)jr2r2 V d  ' '
where:
6 -  round angular beam  w idth
h =  pulse length
-su m m atio n  of backscatter cross section from all i targets in 
illum inated volume divided by a unit volume 
Since radars are designed to see w ater drops, which are typically small relative to 
the radar wavelength, it is often assum ed th a t the Rayleigh approxim ation applies to the 
scatterers. This approxim ation is:
= (3.4)
where K is a  function of the index of refraction and absorption of water, and  D is the drop 
diam eter. For m athem atical convenience, the complex index of refraction, m, is defined as: 
m = n-ik  where n is the ordinary index of refraction and k is the absorption coefficient. K 
is then  defined as K —(m ^-l)/(m ^ + 2 ) For w ater at microwave wavelengths, \K\^ is about 
.93 (see Table 3.2) . T he lim its of validity of the Rayleigh scattering  approxim ation will 
be addressed in Sec 3.5. T he reflectivity factor, Z, is defined as
y  _  Z :  ^ ' H i (^Ray /o
T he reflectivity factor, Z, is distinguished in the lite ra tu re  from the reflectivity, t/, which 
is defined as:
T he illum ination volume, Vol, for a narrow beam  is:
■nr^O^h
V ol =
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In common parlance, the  reflectivity factor converted to  decibels, dBZ, is often referred 
to as sim ply ’’reflectivity”. R adar o u tp u t is typically processed w ith Rayleigh scattering 
from spherical w ater drops (3.4) assum ed. Received power is transla ted  th rough the above 
equations, into Z values. W hen the targets are not sm all spherical drops of w ater, reported  
Z values are effective values. A com bination of (3.3), (3.4), and  (3.5) yields:
p,aV L k ,‘ \Kf
1 0 2 H ln 2 y ‘ y -  ' ’
W hen it is believed th a t the targe t is a single sca tte rer in the  probe volume, ra th e r than
a d istribu tion  of Rayleigh scatters, the radar cross-section of the ta rg e t can be recovered
from the reported  Z value by equating (3.6) w ith (3.1), provided the  single sca tte r is near 
the beam  axis, yielding:
which also yields the to ta l radar cross-section in the illum inated volume.
W ith  (3.2) in (3.6), the radar equation becomes:
P,Lhn^lKf
'  lO24{ln2)r2A202 ' *
Converting to conventional un its and su bstitu ting  in constants, (3.8) becomes:
p. =  1.29M 10-“ ^ Z  (3.9)
W here:
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P r and  P( are in W atts
h is in m eters
r is in kilom eters
A is in centim eters
6 is in degrees
Z is in mrn*  ^ /m ^
L is a dim ensionless loss factor <  1 
Since the  power received can span several orders of m agnitude, decibels are usually
used for recorded power levels. I t  is s tan d ard  to  used dBm  for power m easurem ents, which
is decibels of power relative to 1 mW:
P
d B m  =  lOlog—  with  Pq - .001 W a tts
C onverting (3.9) to  dB m  gives;
Pr(dBm) — -1 2 8 .9  +  lO lo g ^ ; ^  + d B Z  -  20logr -  sy s tem lo sses  (3.10)
W here dBZ is lOlogZ, a logarithm ic m easure of reflectivity. The negative of the  first two 
term s on the  RHS of (3.10) is often called the  “rad ar co n stan t”, or RC. If the  pulse length 
of the  ra d a r can be changed (as in a  DOW  rad ar), then  th e  RC changes. In term s of dBZ:
d B Z  = dBm. + R C  + 2Qlogr + losses (3.11)
A ccurate ca lib ration  determ ines th e  system  losses, and  can account to  some exten t for 
inaccuracies in the  assum ptions inherent in the rad ar equation.
3 .3 .1  C a lib ra tio n  E rror E ffect on  Z -R  R e la tio n sh ip s
T he need for accurate  rad ar calibration  is, perhaps, under-appreciated . Because of 
the  logarithm ic n a tu re  of reflectivity, estim ates of rainfall ra te s  m ade w ith  rad ar are very 
sensitive to  the precision of the reflectivity m easurem ent. C onsider th e  Z-R relation of Joss
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and Waldvogel (1970):
Z ^ a B ! "  (3.12)
where Z is reflectivity in nim ^ni“  ^ and R is rainfall ra te  in in in /h r. For Joss and Waldvogel 
(1970), a=300 and b=1.5 ; o ther Z-R relations have this form w ith a and  b taking on 
different values (Doviak and  Zrnic, 1984, p. 201). To find the  approxim ate error in R  due 
to an error in dBZ, we first use the  definition dB Z —lOlogZ and solve 3.12 for R  giving:
„  -1 ilBZ
R  = a i> 10
From basic error analysis, the  absolute error in R, SR, is found from:
W here SdB Z  is the absolute error in the  m easurem ent of dBZ. T his gives the  fractional 
error in R  of:
Or, w ith the  value of b of 1.5:
R  10b
—  =  .15 S d B Z
Every 1 dBZ error in calibration  leads to  a 15% error in rainfall ra te . N EXRAD s are 
in tended to be calibrated  to  w ithin 1 dBZ, leading to  a  significant inherent error in rainfall 
ra te  estim ation. T he inaccuracy of the  adm itted ly  crude Z-R relationship  and any error in 
calibration lead to significant reductions in accuracy. R eports of large underestim ates in 
N EX R A D -determ ined rainfall to ta ls (e.g., Fo and Craw ford, 1999, found a  28% underesti­
m ate  when com pared w ith O klahom a m esonet rain  gauges) could be due p artly  to simple 
calibration errors, though large errors in rain  gauge estim ates of rainfall are also a  problem.
3 .3 .2  C a lib ra tion  o f  N E X R A D , D O W 3 , C im arron , an d  U M A S S
N EX R A D  radars record d a ta  in level II form at, the  rawest form at generally available, 
to  a d ig itization of .5 dBZ. These radars are calib rated  to w ithin 1 dBZ by using internal
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reference signals. T his is done by a  radio-frequency pulse being injected into the  receiver 
every volume scan. Such calibration checks do not account for some kinds of system  
degradation (such as antenna gain loss over tim e), and it is possible th a t  som e NEXRADs 
may not be in accurate calibration. Indeed, those studying  rad ar rainfall estim ation  point 
to  calibration error as a significant po tential source of error (A nagnostou et ah, 2001). It 
is not possible to  know the m agnitude of possible unaccounted for system  losses, b u t such 
errors would be losses, no t gains, in signal strength . If a N EX R A D  were ou t of calibration, 
it would likely be underestim ating  reflectivity values. A bsent knowledge of such equipm ent 
problems, the  precision of NEXRAD reflectivity is assum ed to  be ±1  dBZ.
D 0W 3 has not been calibrated by reference signals or by reference targe ts. It is possi­
ble to  calculate w hat the  calibration should be using the form ulas above (e.g., 3.10) based 
on known rad ar characteristics and then  adding a pessim istic 5 dB for system  losses (W ur­
m an, personal com m unication). Such an estim ate would then  be good to  ±  3 dB, though 
this would also miss certain  equipm ent problem s sim ilar to the  problem s w ith NEXRAD 
calibration. For exam ple, mis-aligned wave-guide connections or a m alfunctioning tran s­
m itte r w ith fluctuating  power levels could lead to  grossly erroneous calib ration . However, 
consistency of rad ar operation  (e.g., th a t  radar echoes of certain  phenom ena are sim ilar 
to  those expected by the  radar operator) lead to  some confidence th a t the  calibrations are 
no t too far off.
C im arron rad ar is sim ilar to NEX RAD  in th a t it is ca lib rated  by reference signals. In 
recent years (Zrnic, personal com m unication) the  tran sm itte r has had  significant power 
fluctuations as much as 10 dB, leading to  inaccurate calibration.
T he UMASS radar was calibrated by using a reference ta rg e t (a corner reflector) after 
the com pletion of the 2001 d a ta  collection season (Pazmany, personal com m unication). 
T he calibration was found to quite accurate to  w ithin 1 dB and  stable a t th a t  time.
A theoretical ca lib ration  for D 0W 3 to ±  3 dB and th e  system  s ta ted  calibration for 
NEXRAD to ±  1 dB are probably accurate m ost of the tim e and  m ost studies using radar 
reflectivity values sim ply assume their radars are in calibration , though we should realize 
the  possibility exists for significant calibration error. Ideally, radars should be calibrated
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by reference target b o th  before and  after an experim ent. In practice, th is is alm ost never 
done.
3.4 Review of The Nature and Origin of the Clear-Air Radar 
Return
T he hypothesis th a t nocturnal clear-air re tu rn  is due to m igrating  birds makes this an 
im portan t topic to cover here, since, if true, it would m ake radar profiling of LLJs highly 
inaccurate as birds have air speeds of 10 to 20 m /s . T h a t th is m ight be the  case is suggested 
by the quality  control of N O A A ’s wind profiler network which routinely  flags nocturnal 
LLJ d a ta  as being contam inated  by birds, and by radar ornithologists (e.g., Eastwood, 
1967, G au threaux  and Belser, 1998) who imply th a t clear-air ’angel’ echoes are alm ost 
always birds. Recent studies by m eteorologist (e.g., Zrnic and  Ryzhkov, 1998; Jungb lu th  
et ah, 199-5; and O ’B annon, 1995) support the  existence of bird contam ination  of S-band 
radars; while W ilson et al. (1994) support the  more trad itional view th a t angel echoes are 
m ostly insects. Insects are probably acceptable tracers of air m otion, except in situations 
where they  are all m igrating  in the  sam e direction, since their uncorrelated  m otions would 
only be expected to  add a few m eters per seconds to the spectrum  w idth.
Alm ost all clear-air echos are believed to  be caused by either insects, index of refraction 
gradients (modified by turbulence), or birds. O ther things which are known to occasion­
ally cause radar re tu rn  are particu la tes in the  form of smoke from fires or fireworks and 
interference from o ther radio equipm ent or the  sun. In order for p articu la tes as small as 
dust particles to give a m easurable signal, enough needs to be present to give a visible 
cloud (such as in fireworks). Individual insects, on the o ther hand, are easily detected  by 
m odern m eteorological radars. T he large body of research available (m uch of it more th an  
30 years old) combined w ith the need to study  the hab its of birds and  insects makes this 
a  daunting  subject. Some reviews are available about the  topic (e.g.. H ardy and K atz, 
1969; B a ttan , 1973, Ch. 12; G ossard and S trauch, 1983; Doviak and Zrnié 1984, Ch. 11; 
Vaughn, 1985, and H ardy and Gage, 1990).
In the  following sections, some of the  variety and characteristics of clear-air radar
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echoes which have been observed (bo th  day and night) are listed and  the  th ree possible 
explanations for n o c tu rn a l clear-air re tu rn  are discussed. Reference is m ade to  some of the 
d a ta  presented la te r in th is repo rt as illustra tions of clear-air re tu rn .
3.4.1 C haracteristics of Clear-Air Radar Echoes
T his section lists som e characteristics of clear-air re tu rn ; all of which have been observed 
as p art of this research by e ither viewing N EX R A D  radars from across the  country, using 
the C im arron rad ar, or in the lite ra tu re . However, some of these observations have not 
been w ell-docum ented in the lite ra tu re , desp ite the considerable lite ra tu re  on the topic of 
clear-air re tu rn .
C lear-air re tu rn  can occur as isolated (dot) targe ts  or as layers or volumes filled with 
reflectivity. Isolated  clear-air ta rg e ts  have been referred to  as “ghosts”, “phantom s”, or, 
m ost commonly, “angels”. The term  “angel” is used in th e  lite ra tu re  to refer to  clear-air 
echoes in general, including volum etric, layer, and point echoes.
C lear-air reflectivity has a very pronounced daily cycle. Typically, it is weak during the 
day and  confined to  the  lowest kilom eter or less. T here is a  very definite dip in reflectivity 
and height of re tu rn  a t sunset, followed by a  rapid (1 hour) increase in reflectivity and 
height of re tu rn  (to 2 or 3 km ). At any tim e of the year, reflectivity values often reach 
surprisingly strong  values. N octu rnal re tu rn  can reach 25 dBZ in exceptional cases and 
is com m only 10 dBZ or more, values com parable to  those of light rain. N octurnal return  
gradually  decreases tow ards the  end of the  night followed by a rap id  dip a t sunrise, which 
is followed by a m odest, bu t rap id  increase to  the  daytim e level. T h is cycle is sum m arized 
by the d a ta  in Fig. 3.6 which shows average reflectivity below 2 km versus tim e and 
height for one n ight in May. T h e  local m inim a in reflectivity a t sunrise and sunset are 
qu ite  in teresting  featu res which were seen on all nights exam ined as p a rt of th is research 
in which appreciable clear-air re tu rn  is received by a radar. H ardy  and Glover (1966) 
suggested th a t th is cycle could be due to  insects of one species leaving the  atm osphere at 
sunset while ano ther one enters it a t night. W hatever the  cause, there  is some d istinct 
change from  daytim e to  n ighttim e sca tte ring  m echanism . T here are no fixed rules obeyed
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Figure 3.6: P lo t of average reflectivity below 2 km versus tim e for a noctu rna l LLJ case. 
Sunset is near 2Z and  sunrise is near IIZ . D a ta  is from th e  C im arron rad ar from May 31, 
1999.
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by clear-air reflectivity all the tim e and on some occasions, the clear-air reflectivity is as 
strong or stronger during the day than  a t night. S trong clear-air reflectivity during the 
day does appear to  be correlated with strong  nocturnal re turn .
C lear-air reflectivity is usually very weak over large bodies of water. This effect is 
so m arked th a t often details of a coastline can be discerned by looking a t the p a tte rn  of 
the clear-air re tu rn . It is com m on for th e  M elbourne N EX RA D  in F lorida to  show 10 
to 20 clBZ of reflectivity over land a t night and none over adjacent coastal w aters and 
Lake Okeechobee. Small islands can som etim es be seen as isolated spo ts  of reflectivity. 
Sometimes, though, reflectivity is ju st as strong  over w ater as over land. T he frequency of 
strong reflectivity over w ater is not known.
T here is a pronounced seasonal variation in clear-air re tu rn  w ith re tu rn  generally being 
stronger in the warm  season. In the  G reat P lains, la te  spring seems to  have the strongest 
clear-air re tu rn  a t night. D ay-to-day values can fluctuate considerably; however with 
reflectivity m agnitudes differing by 20 dBZ from one day to  the next.
T here are strong day-to-day regional fluctuations. On one night, for example, the clear- 
air re tu rn  could be strong over the Gulf C oast s ta tes  and weak everywhere else while on 
the next night it m ight be strong over s ta tes  in the upper M idwest and  weak along the 
Gulf C oast and everywhere else. C lear-air re tu rn  tends to be weak a t locations west of the 
rockies year round.
C lear-air re tu rn  is sensitive to synoptic boundaries. Typically, clear-air re tu rn  is strong 
a t night in the spring south of a cold front and weak n o rth  of it. B oundaries generated 
from outflow from storm s can som etim es be seen to be co-located w ith  gradients in clear- 
air re tu rn  for presum ably sim ilar reasons (w hatever they are); however, clear-air re tu rn  at 
night is som etim es strong everywhere, including entirely around an MCS up to the  edge 
of where there is strong  reflectivity from w ater drops. T h in  lines of clear-air reflectivity 
are common in the G reat P lains region. For reasons which have never been elucidated, 
they tend  to best defined (thinest and sharpest) in the la te  afternoon, though they can be 
present a t any tim e of the  day or night. N octurnal th in  lines are m ost often seen associated 
w ith thundersto rm  outflow. D aytim e thin lines are more com m on, and  so num erous th a t
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is not always clear w hat they are related to. Fronts, drylines, outflow boundaries, and 
convergence lines are all candidates for the cause of a  th in  line on N EX RA D  radar.
C lear-air reflectivity is often granular in presentation. Fig. 3.2 shows a wide area 
of reflectivity consisting of a large num ber of discrete spots. T h e  granularity  is different 
between daytim e and n ighttim e re tu rn  (Browning & Atlas, 1966), w ith n ighttim e re tu rn  
having larger grains. T his granulation is strong evidence for large particu la tes, possibly in 
the form of insects or birds, being the source. This hypothesis is explored by high-resolution 
radars in this rep o rt in Sec. (3.8).
Rings and lines of clear-air reflectivity are also often seen. T h in  lines on rad ar appear 
to be associated w ith a variety of wave phenom ena and  boundaries including: fronts, 
drylines, gust fronts, and sea breeze fronts. The source of echos for such lines has been 
a ttr ib u ted  to insects accum ulating at meteorological boundaries (W ilson et ah, 1994); 
however, boundaries are also typically locations of po ten tially  large and  sharp  index of 
refraction gradients. A pparent convective rolls are com m only seen during  the  day with 
the clear-air reflectivity showing a p a tte rn  of parallel lines. E xpand ing  rings of clear-air 
re tu rn  are also seen at certain  tim es of the year in th e  m orning. E lder (1957) first noticed 
these and suggested th a t they might be due to  a sort of shear-gravity  wave. However, 
it is now recognized th a t these expanding rings are alm ost certain ly  due to  birds leaving 
nesting sites (R attan , 1973, p. 258-9, Eastwood, 1967, p. 165-181, G au th reau x  and Reiser, 
1998). T hese rings occur reliably from the sam e central geographic po in t every m orning 
over known nesting sites of birds, and birds can be observed leaving these sites in the 
early m orning hours. In O klahom a, such rings are seen and have been identified with 
various species of egrets, a relatively large bird (Rider, personal com m unication). Personal 
observations of bird rings in C entral Oklahom a have revealed th e  b irds to  fly in small 
isolated groups of 2 to  10 birds. At sunset, expanding rings of reflectivity are also seen 
in some locations and have been identified w ith bats leaving roosting  sites. Rings of 
reflectivity 1 to  3 km  in d iam eter which do not expand are also som etim es seen; som etimes 
num erous such echos are seen covering a  considerable horizontal area. T hese are believed 
to be th e  result of convective cells or therm als in the lower atm osphere (Doviak and  Zrnic,
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1984, p. 417).
Layers of clear-air re tu rn  are also often seen, especially w ith the longer wave-length 
radars. These are often co-located in a ltitu d e  w ith inversions (Lane and Meadows, 1963; 
and  Friend, 1940). Som etim es these layers are seen to  form K elvin-H elm holtz rolls which 
subsequently  break into turbulence.
P P I  scans (p lan-position  ind icator scans, horizontal displays of d a ta  in polar coordi­
n ates of range and  azim uth) of reflectivity during b o th  day and night (bu t m ore often at 
night) som etim es show quite m arked b ilateral sym m etry  in which reflectivity is strongest 
in two directions 180 degrees ap a rt. An exam ple is given in Fig. 3.30. T he bilateral 
sym m etry  also ex tends to  polarization  variables (Zrnic, 1999). T his sym m etry  was noted 
by Schaefer (1976) who a ttr ib u te d  it to  insects being aligned in the  sam e direction. It 
was no ted  by G au th reau x  and Belser (1998) who a ttr ib u ted  it to m igrating b irds all being 
aligned. An insect or bird explanation  for this b ilatera l sym m etry  stem s from  the larger 
rad ar cross-section from biological ta rg e ts  when viewed broadside, as opposed to head- or 
tail-on.
3 .4 .2  B ird s as T h e  C a u se  o f  C lear-A ir  R etu rn
O rnithologists began study ing  birds w ith radar as early as 1945. E astw ood (1967) gives 
an excellent review of the  early  h istory  of rad ar ornithology. Eastw ood accepts th a t birds 
are th e  cause of m ost p o in t-ta rg e t angel echoes. He s ta tes  (p. 88), “R ad ar studies m ade 
by a  num ber of observers b o th  prior and subsequent to  th is work have left little  room 
for d o u b t th a t b irds and  angels m ay be substan tially  equated .” In term s of biasing radar 
w ind profiles, it is m ostly when birds are all moving in the  sam e direction th a t  they are a 
problem , which, of course, would be expected to be the  case during m igration.
O rnithology and  the  s tu d y  of bird  m igration is a  fascinating and rich subject (e.g., 
B ertho ld , 1993). For m eteorological purposes, however, generalizations ab o u t bird behav­
ior should  probably  not be m ade. B irds exhibit a wide variety of behavior even within 
a single species, and  there are thousands of species. G enerally speaking, even though or­
n ithologists are able to  m ake some broad sta tem en ts abou t bird behavior, they  also cite
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m any exceptions. For example, Lowery and Newman (1966), who studied  m igration p a t­
terns on four specific nights, revealed a great variety of behavior of b irds relative to  fronts, 
prevailing winds, and  day to day; with birds som etim es flying w ith the  wind, som etimes 
against it, and  som etim es flying in opposite directions in nearby geographic regions. Me­
teorologists should probably ju s t accept th a t it is possible for birds to  be m igrating at 
anytim e of the  day or night, on any day of the year, w ith any relationship  to  the  w eather, 
and  in any direction. And any pa tte rn s th a t exist can change from year to  year. T h e  Date 
Guide to the Occurrences of Birdu in Oklahoma (Grzybowski et ah, 1992) lists 441 species 
of birds which frequent Oklahom a, the m ajority  of which m igrate from place to  place at 
varying tim es throughout the year.
B irds tend  to be m ost active (i.e. flying for w hatever purpose) a t sunrise and sunset. 
M igratory birds, which m ust move long distances, often travel a t night, som etim es in flocks, 
b u t also individually (Eider and Schnell, personal com m unication). It m ay be possible th a t 
birds traveling n o rth  could deliberately take advantage of the LLJ by flying in it; however, 
it is not clear by w hat m eans they m ight discern the existence of a je t or w hat level it is 
best to  fly at. Since the  habits of some m igratory  birds are synchronized w ith the nocturnal 
boundary  layer, it can be difficult to tell if changes in clear-air reflectivity between night 
and day are due to differences in bird num bers or differences in boundary  layer dynam ics. 
B ird behavior is species-dependent, w ith m any species m igrating during day light hours. A 
g reat deal of detailed inform ation about birds has been learned by ornithologists; however, 
reasons for every detail of bird behavior (such as the precise advantage of m igrating  at 
night versus day) are not known with any certainty, though speculation is abundan t. For 
exam ple, it is speculated th a t one of the reasons some species m igrate a t night is to  avoid 
being spo tted  by predators. A nother reason considered is th a t during daylight hours, 
b irds are busy feeding, and some fly at night so as to  avoid conflicting w ith this activity. 
A nother theory is the  need to  use the s ta rs  for navigation. T here are probably more 
unproven theories about how birds navigate th an  any o ther ornithological topic.
B ird behavior is driven alm ost entirely by instinct. A rem arkable exam ple of th is is 
given by studies of E uropean Blackcaps (B erthold, 1993, p. 146). Blackcaps from the
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western p a rt of central Europe m igrate tow ards the  southw est, while those from eastern 
E urope m igrate  tow ards the southeast. H ybrid Blackcaps th a t result from  cross-breeding 
western and  eastern  E uropean birds, exhibit instinctive southerly  orientation. The means 
by which birds determ ine direction is a subject of debate in ornithology, w ith some fasci­
nating  theories (Able, 1999) th a t are well beyond the  scope of th is work.
B irds should certainly be detected  by w eather radars when present, though it is not 
obvious if they  fly a t a high enough altitude  and in large enough num bers to really be 
a serious source of contam ination. M ost birds spend their lives less th an  100 m above 
the  surface. N O A A ’s Environm ental Technology L aborato ry  (ETL) considers th is to  be 
a significant problem  and radar wind profiler d a ta  at night a t low levels during certain  
m onths of the  year are routinely flagged by them  (under certain  criteria) as “bad” based 
on the assum ption th a t the d a ta  are due to  birds (van de K am p et ah, 1997, Miller, 1997, 
W ilczak et ah, 1995). This is particularly  un fo rtunate  since w ind profiler m easurem ents 
of the  LLJ in the  spring tim e are alm ost always rejected by ETL.
T he strongest evidence in support of the bird theory are observations from balloon 
soundings sim ultaneous w ith rad ar derived wind profiles which show rad ar derived winds 
significantly different from those derived from balloons. T hese differences appear to occur 
only a t night and  during seasons when birds are expected to  m igrate. O ’B annon (1995) and 
G au th reaux  et ah (1998b) report on this discrepancy w ith N EX R A D  VAD wind profiles 
and W ilczak et ah (1995) report on this problem  w ith long wavelength wind profilers. 
T hese differences can be as large as 15 m /s , w ith the  difference wind vector consistent in 
direction and am plitude with w hat would be expected if the rad ar was tracking m igrating 
birds. Ja in  et ah (1993) exam ined th is problem  by com paring C im arron VADs with CLASS 
soundings for a LLJ in May. T hey found rad ar winds higher th an  th e  balloon sounding 
by abou t 4 m /s . T hey considered birds as a possible explanation, b u t doub ted  it because 
of th e  horizontal uniform ity of reflectivity over a wide area. Instead , they  blam ed the 
discrepancy on the long sam pling tim e of the CLASS system . T he CLASS balloons use 
sam pling tim es (operator selectable) from 30 seconds to  2 m inutes. In 2 m inutes a  typical 
balloons will have risen 300 m eters. This coarse vertical resolution is significantly poorer
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th an  w hat tlie rad ar is capable of and m eans the balloon m ay m iss recording the  actual 
peak speeds in a  je t. T heir d a ta  indicated  th a t  the  research-grade CLASS soundings did 
a very poor job  of sam pling the  LLJ.
O bservations of differences between VADs and raw insondes in a m anner consistent 
w ith errors due to  m igrating birds is very strong  evidence in favor of birds being the 
source of noctu rna l clear-air re tu rn  during a t least som e LLJs. S trong n octu rna l clear- 
air re tu rn  occurs on alm ost every night there is an  L L J, and  th e  identification of some 
bird contam ination  on some occasions suggests th a t  all rad ar d a ta  for LLJs could be 
contam inated  by birds. However, a num ber of observations suggest th a t th is is not the 
case:
• N octurnal re tu rn  has a substan tia l areal coverage and  is m ost often very hom ogeneous 
(over length scales larger th an  the g ranularity  p a tte rn  of a few kilom eters), w ith  fairly 
constan t reflectivity levels over an  area m any s ta te s  in size. N octu rnal re tu rn  is also 
com m only strong th roughout a  dep th  of 2 to  3 km. T he vertical profile of this 
reflectivity is highly variable, varying from som etim es fairly constan t levels up to 2 
km, to  som etim es th in  vertical layers of high reflectivity. In  order for birds to be 
the source of this reflectivity, they  m ust occur in large num bers evenly d istribu ted  
through th e  b read th  of a wide area and  in varying ways in th e  vertical.
•  B ird  rings (expanding rings of reflectivity in th e  m orning which are unequivocally 
due to  birds leaving nesting sites) have reflectivities of 5 to  15 dBZ (G authreaux  
and  Belser, 1998), com parable to noctu rna l reflectivity  values. B ird rings are caused 
by a  fairly dense concentration of birds. In order for th e  s tro n g  n o ctu rn a l re tu rn  
to  be due to  birds, this necessary concentration of birds would have to  exist over a 
large volum e of space, and  would require a very large num ber of birds. One b ird  in a 
rad a r probe volume can account for 10 dBZ of echo (O ’B annon, 1995). Using a radar 
probe volume equal to  a 100 m eter cube, one b ird  per probe volum e over the  s ta te  of 
O klahom a through a dep th  of 3 km would require a half billion birds. It is no t clear, 
though, how closely spaced the birds would need to  be. O ne b ird  per 500 m eter cube 
would only require 4 million birds. However, spacing th a t  w ide would tend  to  imply
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a m ore in te rm itten t rad ar signal at short ranges (where the probe volume is smaller) 
which is not observed. G ossard and S trauch (1983, p. 174) by counting the  num ber 
of individual echoes w ith a  1.5 m eter resolution FM -C W  rad ar used a t night in July 
in N ebraska, determ ined there were abou t 1 echo per 12 m eter cube through a depth 
of ab o u t .5 km. T hey assum ed the echoes were caused by insects. This density  would 
im ply abou t 46 billion m em bers over the  s ta te  the  size of Oklahom a, which would 
certain ly  preclude birds.
•  T h e  observation th a t  noctu rna l re tu rn  is typically extrem ely weak over w ater can 
perhaps be explained by a reluctance on the p a rt of birds to fly over water. However, 
G au th reaux  and  Belser (1998) show images of clear-air reflectivity a t night along the 
gulf coast in southerly  flow (their Fig. 2). Typical of nocturnal re tu rn , th e  images 
show very weak reflectivity over the G ulf and strong  reflectivity over land. In order 
for th is reflectivity to  be due to birds, the  coastal area m ust be a source of m igrating 
birds all night, as the  rad ar indicates a  southerly  (ra th er th an  parallel to  shoreline) 
d irection. This would tend  to violate the  continuity equation for birds. O bservations 
of N EX RAD s along the G ulf of Mexico coast a t night often show a  m ore m arked 
boundary  in reflectivity over land and  w ater th an  th a t shown by G au th reaux  and 
Belser. Som etim es the reflectivity extends a little  ways out over the Gulf, in which 
case the  birds m ust somehow be m aterializing over w ater (or th a t they fly a t low 
levels over the ocean and gain a ltitu d e  over land).
• T he observation of b ilateral sym m etry  in P P I  displays of reflectivity a t n ight has 
been cited (G authreaux , 1998) in su p p o rt of the bird hypothesis, as it is reasonable 
to  expect the reflectivity of a  com plex reflector like a  b ird  to  differ depending on 
the  azim uth angle. However, this is really ra th e r strong  evidence against th e  bird 
hypothesis because th is b ilatera l sym m etry  is rarely  seen a t night. If the  reflectivity 
is really caused by m igrating birds, the  b ilatera l p a tte rn  ought to  occur all the  time.
• T he tim e-height cross sections of the LLJ obtained w ith rad ar in Figs. 4.23-4.26 are 
also inconsistent w ith  a  bird explanation  because the  m easured speeds increase too 
slowly. Sunset is a t near 2Z in the figures and the  reflectivity rises to  strong  values
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w ithin an  hour. If this increase in reflectivity was caused by birds taking off for a 
nights m igration, then there ought to  be an ab ru p t increase in speed of 10 to  20 m /s  
coincident w ith the reflectivity increase . Instead, the  speed gradually  increases from 
6 to  10 m /s  a t .5 km  w ithin the hour after sunset. It takes 3 hours after sunset for 
the  speed to  increase by 10 m /s.
It is difficult to  ob tain  observations of the num bers and altitudes of birds flying a t night, 
and reports  of the actual presence of birds during times when rad ar winds appear to  be in 
error have not been reported. M ueller (1983) is an exception. He had an optical telescope 
slaved to a tracking rad ar w ith a high in tensity  light. This perm itted  visual observation 
of the  sca tte ring  object if it was a bird. Still, Mueller could only verify the identity  of one 
echo. A s tan d ard  m ethod of counting birds a t night is to observe m oon crossings of birds 
through a telescope, from which traffic rates can be extrapolated . G au threaux  (1998) has 
correlated such bird crossings w ith NEXRAD reflectivity levels. T here is, however, a  great 
deal of sca tte r in this correlation. Also, bird m oon crossings do not give any inform ation 
on the  a ltitu d e  of the birds.
O rnithologists have used meteorological radars extensively in studying birds. Some 
of the  b ird  behaviors invoked by m eteorologists to explain nocturnal clear-air re tu rn  may 
have been learned by ornithologists using rad ar w ithout confirm ation by other m eans. To 
avoid erroneous reasoning, only facts abou t bird behavior learned w ithout radar should 
be used in su p p o rt of the theory th a t radar re tu rn  is caused by birds. For example, if 
the fact th a t birds som etimes m igrate a t 12 000 feet has been learned by ornithologists 
by study ing  rad ar d a ta  w ithout confirm ation by other observing m ethods, then th is fact 
should no t be used to  support the theory th a t radar echoes a t 12 000 feet are caused by 
birds. T he sam e is true  for facts about insect behavior used to  support argum ents th a t 
clear-air re tu rn  could be due to  insects.
3 .4 .3  In sec ts  as T h e C ause o f  C lear-A ir R etu rn
Sim ilar to  rad ar ornithology, radar entomology has existed from practically the begin­
ning of radar. As early as 1949, Crawford (1949) identified insects as the cause of most,
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if not nearly  ail, angel echoes. He came to  this conclusion on the  basis of the  difficulty of 
artificially creating refractive index inhoniogeneities strong enough to  be sensed by radar, 
and on visual observations of insects coinciding strikingly w ith rad ar observations. Riley
(1989) provides a review of radar entomology, and Drake and  Farrow (1988) and  B urt and 
Pedgley (1997) review issues of insect m igration versus meteorology. M ost insects stay 
close to the surface when under self-directed flight, presum ably to  stay  in the layer of air 
near th e  surface where am bient winds are weakest (Srygley and  Oliveira, 2001). Insects 
which fly a t a ltitude  m igrate prim arily w ith th e  am bient w inds, which are typically much 
faster th an  insect self-propelled air speeds. As long as insects are not aligned, they  pose 
little  th rea t to  radar wind m easurem ent accuracy. However, insect alignm ent, believed to 
occur by entom ologists, could add an erroneous 5 m /s  to  radar-de term ined  winds. Align­
m ent of insects was identified by Riley (1975) in which a  b ilatera l p a tte rn  of sym m etry 
in the  P P I  display of rad ar echoes was believed to  be caused by insect alignm ent and the 
higher rad ar cross-section for insects when observed broadside. C om parison of a pilot bal­
loon and  rad ar tracks indicated th a t the targe ts  were moving against the  wind w ith an air 
speed of abou t 5 m /s . T he m eans by which widely separated  insects align them selves in 
the  atm osphere are not known w ith certainty. A targe t source sim ilar to  insects is balloon 
spiders (Suter, 1999). In the case of balloon spiders, the long th reads of silk used by the 
spiders to  suspend them selves in the atm osphere are po ten tially  good reflectors of radar 
energy.
T he LLJ has been cited by several entom ologists (Drake, 1984, 1985, W allin and Loo- 
nan, 1971; B erry and Taylor, 1968) as directly assisting insects in m igration. Drake (1984, 
1985) stud ied  m oths m igrating in a  nocturnal LLJ in A ustralia. He also observed w ith a
3.2 cm rad ar (common am ong entom ologists) b ilateral sym m etry  of P P I reflectivity scans, 
presum ably due to  insect alignm ent. Drake also observed th e  ra d a r echoes concentrating 
into th in  layers aloft a t an inversion. Drake also noted the rapid increase in reflectivity 
a t dusk, which he a ttrib u ted  to a mass take-off of large insects. Aerial trapp ing  w ith a 
k ite-borne net confirmed the presence of m oths up to an a ltitu d e  of 220 m. O f course, the 
confirm ation of insects does not prove th a t m ost of the rad ar signal was due to insects,
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since birds m ay have been present as well. However, Drake rep o rted  rad ar echoes w ith 
a  radar cross-section of ab o u t 1 cm^ , typical for large insects. T his, com bined w ith the 
large num ber of echoes and  th e  trap p in g  of some insects, convinced D rake th a t m ost of 
his echoes were insects. T he m igration of aphids, a  very tiny insect, appears to  be greatly  
aided by the  LLJ. W allin and Loonan (1971) found aphids appearing  in Iowa after LLJ 
episodes advecting air from  Kansas, O klahom a, and  Texas, where aphid  populations were 
high. T hey found th a t LLJs were a p red ic to r of the  tim ing of aphids and infestation from 
a  p lan t virus they carried. By using airborne trap s . B erry and  Taylor (1968) confirmed 
the  presence of aphids to  an a ltitude  of 610 in a t night in K ansas. T he concentration of 
aphids did no t depend on the  presence of a LLJ for the  cases they  had  d a ta  for. They also 
found th a t th e  concentration  a t night was abou t one th ird  th a t  during  the  day.
Influential studies conducted a t W allops Island in th e  m id 1960’s com pared the clear-air 
reflectivity p a tte rn s  obtained  sim ultaneously w ith rad ars of different wavelengths (3 cm, 
11 cm, and 71 cm; H ardy and  K atz, 1969). These experim ents showed a  wavelength de­
pendence of the  streng th  of echo for different kinds of clear-air re tu rn . T hese experim ents 
showed th a t do t echoes in the  lower troposphere decreased in reflectivity a t longer wave­
lengths. This is w hat is expected for sca tte ring  from  objects sm aller th an  the wavelength 
of the  radar. Such Rayleigh scattering  has an inverse dependence on the  fourth power 
of wavelength. This supported  the view th a t the  sca tte rs  were sm all objects, probably 
insects. T hin  layer echoes, on the o ther hand, were stronger a t th e  longer wavelengths. 
T his dependence was shown to be quan tita tively  consistent w ith  sca tte ring  from index 
of refraction gradients caused by turbulence which has an inverse dependence on the 1/3 
power of wavelength. As a result of these experim ents, do t echoes are firmly believed to 
be due to  insects or birds, even if they  are concentrated  into th in  layers several thousand 
m eters aloft. M ore recent work w ith m ultiple wavelength rad a rs  by W ilson et al. (1994) 
cam e to  the sam e conclusion th a t m ost daytim e clear-air re tu rn  is due to  insects. Gossard
(1990) shows high resolution radar im ages of do t echoes m ostly  above an inversion, m ostly 
below an inversion, on b o th  sides of an inversion, and  in th in  layers 50 m eters thick; all of 
which are identified as insects.
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Kropfli (1986) using 3.22 and .86 cm radars in the convective boundary  layer (CBL) 
during th e  day, deduced th a t the clear-air reflectivity he routinely  sensed in Colorado was 
prim arily  due to  passive sca tte rs such as seeds, insects, and  p articu la tes  carried aloft by 
vertical m otions. He noted agreem ent of VAD winds to  w ithin .2 m /s  w ith a tall tower 
anem om eter located  nearby. He also noted th a t the typical clear-air reflectivities of -15 
to 5 dBZ (for 3.22 cm radar) were much larger th an  the  -50 dBZ th a t they would expect 
if the re tu rn  was due to  index of refraction gradients. This, along w ith  the absence of a 
m axim um  in reflectivity near the inversion height, ruled out the  index of refraction source 
of reflectivity.
Som etim es strong  clear-air reflectivity events are noticed a t th e  sam e tim e as unusual 
num bers of air-borne insects. For example. H ardy and K atz (1969) rep o rt on Benard-like 
cells seen in clear-air during the day with unusually high reflectivity  a t the  sam e tim e as
an abnorm al num ber of airborne an ts were observed.
A problem  w ith th e  W allops Island studies and sim ilar ones is th a t  they  were con­
ducted  on day-tim e d a ta , while th is research is m ostly concerned w ith  n ighttim e data . 
D aytim e and nighttim e clear-air re tu rn  are d istinctly  different. T h is  was shown by Zrnic 
and Ryzhkov (1998) in term s of polarim etric param eters. T hey com pared clear-air re tu rn  
in the daytim e (which they assum ed was due to  insects) w ith  th a t  a t night (which they 
assum ed was due to  birds). The daytim e re tu rn  had  higher differential reflectivity {Zdr  
values) and  lower differential phase than  the  nighttim e re tu rn . Zrnic and  Ryzhkov had  no
way to confirm  positively th a t th e  source of the  echoes was zoological.
Perhaps the biggest problem  w ith the insect theory for n o ctu rn a l re tu rn  is th e  difficulty 
in explaining the  daily cycle of reflectivity. In order to explain th e  tim e history of reflec­
tivity  seen in Fig. 3.6 (which shows a  brief dip a t sunset and  sunrise and  a rap id  increase 
after sunset in height and  s treng th  of reflectivity), insects (of perhaps a certain  species) 
m ust fall ou t of the sky a t sunset shortly  before some o ther insects (of perhaps a different 
species) take flight, some of which propel them selves upw ard to  several kilom eters in an 
hour. T hese noctu rna l flying insects m ust stay  aloft for the  entire night. This scenario of 
different species of insects to  account for the transition  from day tim e to  n igh ttim e char­
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acteristics of clear-air d a ta  was suggested by H ardy and Glover (1966). Schaefer (1976) 
describes the p a tte rn  seen in Fig. 3.6 and in terpreted  it as an “impressive” evening take-off 
of insects (locusts and m oths). This identical scenario was described by O ’B annon (1995) 
as an  “explosion” of areal coverage and streng th  of signal a t sunset. He believed it to be 
due to  m igrating birds.
3 .4 .4  In d ex  o f  R efra ctio n  G radien ts as T h e  C ause o f  C lear-A ir  R etu rn
T he question of w hat causes the backscattered rad ia tion  th a t radars receive from ap­
paren tly  clear skies has been around for alm ost as long as radars them selves and reflections 
off of index of refraction gradients was the first explanation offered for them . As early as 
1939, Friend (1939, based on work begun in 1935), using a vertically po in ting  radar op­
era ting  a t wavelength of 125 m with an A-scan display, had  found th a t strong  reflectivity 
layers in the  lower troposphere (at 1 to 2 km) were related to  tem p era tu re  inversions (de­
duced from aircraft soundings and, later, radio soundings, Friend, 1940). He a ttrib u ted  
the  echos to reflections off gradients in the dielectric constant of the  propagating medium; 
m ore commonly and equivalently referred to in meteorology as gradients in the  index of 
refraction of the air. Friend also found th a t he could detect tu rbulence specifically (as 
verified by aircraft flight) by the  fluctuations in the  echos.
T h a t refraction of electro-m agnetic energy is significant in the atm osphere is obvious to 
anyone who has ever observed s ta r twinkle. Refraction in air is essentially non-dispersive at 
radio wavelengths, so th e  index of refraction is not a significant function of rad ar frequency. 
T he index of refraction of the air relative to a vacuum  at radio wavelengths is a  function 
m ost strongly of m oisture and, to  a lesser extent, of tem peratu re, according to  the  following 
approxim ate form ula (Doviak and Zrnié, 1984, Eqn. 2.19):
A  =  (7 7 .6 /T )(P  +  4810e/T ) (3.13)
W here N is the refractivity  in “N -units” (refractivity is the  refractive index minus one 
tim es 10^ ’), P is pressure in millibars, T  is tem peratu re  in Kelvin, and e is the  w ater vapor 
pressure in millibars. A tlas (1960) gives the following formula for changes in N under
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average sum m er conditions:
A N  = - 1 . 4 A r  +  4.2Ae
If clear-air re tu rn  can be re la ted  to  index of refraction gradients, then  clear-air rad ar studies 
have the po ten tia l of providing therm odynam ic inform ation, as suggested by G ossard et 
al. (1999).
C alculations of the  index of refraction gradients necessary to account for the  observed 
reflectivities ind icated  th a t the necessary gradients were on the  order of 20 N -units per 
cen tim eter-an  extrem ely high value (B attan , 1973, p .255). D oubts ab o u t w hether such 
large gradients could actually  exist led to the acceptance of the  theory  of tu rbu len t Bragg 
scattering  (discussed in detail in Sec. 3.7). In this theory, tu rb u len t flow mixes fluid 
across some gradient in the  index of refraction. This mixing creates a  field of refractivity  
p ertu rb a tio n s which leads to  a much larger reflectivity th an  a sim ple gradient. Calcu­
lations m ade w ith th is theory assum e homogeneous, isotropic turbulence and m ake use 
of Kolmogorov scaling. D espite all the assum ptions, very good agreem ent was obtained 
by several researchers between predicted reflectivities and those observed w ith radars of 
various w avelengths (Kropfli et al., 1968). This success has led to the  belief th a t the  prob­
lem of accounting for the  reflectivity seen in elevated layers has been conclusively solved. 
Turbulent B ragg sca tte r is widely accepted as a m ajor source of clear-air re tu rn . However, 
Cage (1990) reviews research w ith long wavelength radars which suggests th a t  specular 
(mirror-like) reflections from strong refractivity  gradients m ay be p artly  responsible for 
echoes seen w ith vertically pointing radars.
A couple classic images of layer echoes supposedly caused by tu rb u len t Bragg sca tte r 
actually  suggests th a t reflections can som etimes be the  m echanism . Figure 3.7 shows 
a plot from Lane and M eadows (1963) of reflectivity from a  vertically pointing radar 
w ith a  wavelength of 10 cm (on the left) and m easurem ents m ade w ith an aircraft-born  
refractom eter of the index of refraction profile (in N -units) m ade a t the  sam e tim e (on the 
right). This figure shows a th in  line of reflectivity a t the  exact sam e a ltitu d e  (1.4 km) as a 
sharp  gradient in the  index of refraction. Lane and M eadows indicate  th a t  the m axim um  
gradient was ab o u t 10 N -units per m eter. It is not clear if th is grad ien t is sufficient to
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Figure 3.7: S im ultaneous rad ar and  refractiv ity  soundings from  Lane and  M eadows (1963).
account for reflection a t  a  w avelength of 10 cm, b u t it could still be an u nderestim ate  of the 
actual nearly  discontinuous value due to in strum en ta tion  lim itations. It is very difficult 
to  m easure gradients over d istances of a  few m eters w ith flying aircraft. According to 
the B ragg sca tte r theory, th is layer of reflectivity m ust be tu rb u len t in order to  generate 
index of refraction inhom ogeneities a t half the  wavelength of th e  rad ar (5 cm in this case). 
However, th e  presence of a  sharp  gradient in therm odynam ic p roperties im plies th a t  the 
flow is definitely not tu rb u len t a t th is location. T he m ain effect of tu rbu lence is diffusion 
and sm ooth ing  of p roperties. T he existence of a  sharp  gradien t over a  d istance of a  few 
m eters would ap p ear to  exclude turbulence a t scales g rea ter th an  a  m eter. Furtherm ore, 
the constan t height and  thickness of the  layer implies th a t  if it was a  tu rb u len t layer, the 
outer scale of eddy size would have to  be significantly less th an  the  constan t thickness 
(about 100 m eters according to Fig. 3.7). I t is m uch easier to  accept th a t  th e  gradient in 
index of refraction  a t  th is  location was much stronger th a n  the  in strum en t was capable of 
m easuring and  th a t w hat is being seen is ac tually  a  specular reflection of rad ar energy.
A nother well-know im age reproduced in F igure 3.8 show a  layer of reflectivity wrapping- 
up into K elvin-H elm holtz (K-H) waves. T he rad ar used was an u ltra  high resolution FM- 
CW  ra d a r w ith a  range resolution of I m eter, operating  a t a  wavelength of 10 cm. T he use 
of such a  high resolution in strum en t has revealed a layer of reflectivity as th in  as 1 meter.
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T he radar was pointed vertically and shows s tructu res passing over it. T he K-H wave 
itself is a  lam inar stru c tu re , though it m ay subsequently  break into turbulence. W hile a 
pilot flying through a  region w ith K-H waves would experience buffeting of the aircraft 
and report the  experience as “turbulence”, it is not tu rbulence in th e  more clinical fluid 
m echanical sense of having a  continuous cascade of energy form long to  short length scales. 
In order for th e  Bragg sca tte r m echanism  to be responsible for th e  reflectivity in this case, 
th is lam inar s tru c tu re  m ust have a tu rbu len t sub stru c tu re  where there  is reflectivity with 
an outer scale of 1 m eter. In addition , the reflectivity of th e  layer varies as the slope of 
th e  layer w ith vertical segm ents showing the  least reflectivity. T h is is exactly w hat would 
be expected from specular reflections, b u t not from homogeneous turbulence in which the 
orientation of the  layer shou ldn’t m atte r. Finally, broken K-H waves appear a t the end of 
th e  tim e-height display, w ith a greatly  dim inished reflectivity. T his is also exactly what 
would be expected from the  reflection m echanism  as tu rbu len t diffusion sm ooths-out the 
large index of refraction gradient, bu t the exact opposite of w hat would be expected from 
Bragg sca tte ring  since w ith Bragg scattering , we m ight expect an increase in scattering 
w ith  an  increase in turbulence. H ardy and Gage (1990) also recognized the problem s raised 
by these m easurem ents for the Bragg sca tte r mechanism. T his reasoning and  these figures 
suggests th a t m easurable reflection of rad ar energy from index of refraction gradients might 
occur in the  atm osphere. It is no t too difficult to  accept th a t, in the  absence of turbulence, 
ra th e r sharp  gradients in refractive index can occur and th a t m easurem ents have simply 
been too coarse to reveal them .
P ilo ts also often report very th in  layers in the atm osphere which noticeably reflect or 
sca tte r light. Such were reported  by Friend (1940). O ptical sca tte ring  seems unlikely to 
be due to  the  Bragg m echanism  as the wavelengths of visible light are too short (around 
1 nm),  and are probably  below the  size of any tu rbu len t eddies.
Using gradients in the  index of refraction to  explain the n octu rna l re tu rn  over the entire 
dep th  of the lower troposphere by e ither reflection or sca tte ring  is problem atic, however, 
because of th e  granulation of th e  re tu rn . R etu rn  is ob tained from  w hat appears to  be a 
large num ber of small reflectors or sca tte rers  th rough a dep th  of up  to  several kilometers.
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Figure 3.8: Wave features seen w ith vertically pointing high-resolution FM -C W  radar. 
Horizontal axis is tim e in m inutes. From Gossard and R ichter (1970).
To explain th is w ith the reflection m echanism, the  existence of areas of sharp  gradients 
d istribu ted  throughout space m ust somehow be explained. It is perhaps possible th a t sharp 
vertical gradients form in the stable nocturnal boundary layer which are subsequently 
gently mixed by flow pertu rbation , localized convection, or turbulence. However, such a 
scenario has no t been observed in therm odynam ic data .
Atlas (1960) directly com pared rad ar echos (from 1.25 cm radar) w ith sharp  gradients 
in refractivity. A tlas observed sharp gradients in refractiv ity  horizontally along sea breeze 
fronts and vertically in an inversion, exactly  co-located w ith clear-air re tu rn . He specifically 
was able to  exclude birds as a source of echo by having an observer w atch th e  location of the 
probe volume for birds, and by the  fact th a t the echos were much weaker th an  birds would 
have produced. He also ruled out insects as the  source of echo due to  th e  lack of a theory 
explaining how insects could concentrate into th in  reflectivity layers aloft, the  difficulty 
in explaining o ther characteristics of the reflectivity w ith insect behavior, and due to  the 
excellent agreem ent between reflectivity and index of refraction gradients. A tlas s ta ted  
th a t the evidence in favor of an index of refraction explanation was “overwhelming”. This 
was despite the  fact th a t his observed gradients in refractiv ity  were not large enough to 
account for m easurable echo by reflection. B ut A tlas accepted th a t his refractom eter would 
not have been capable of m easuring the necessary sharp  gradients had  they existed. Atlas 
also applied a  theory  he devised (Atlas, 1960b) in which curvature of surfaces of refractivity  
gradient partia lly  focus energy back to  the  radar, giving echos for much weaker refractiv ity
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gradients. This theory  has now been abandoned by A tlas and  o thers (H ardy and Gage, 
1990).
3 .4 .5  S u m m ary  on  th e  C ause o f  N o c tu rn a l C lea r-A ir  R etu rn
T he general conclusion on the cause of clear-air re tu rn  as prom ulgated  by various re­
views of the  topic is th a t dot echos are due to isolated insects or birds and  th a t diffuse 
layers or regions of clear-air echo are caused by the tu rb u len t Bragg sca tte r mechanism, 
w ith  significant specular reflections rarely if ever happening  (except possibly a t long wave­
lengths) due to  the  excessively large gradients in the index of refraction  needed to  account 
for observed reflectivities. Regions of volume-filling, non-granular, clear-air echo could be 
caused by insects or birds if the density  of targe ts  is sufficient to fill every rad ar volume. 
Bragg sca tte r is also expected to be quite  weak at the  3 to 11 cm wavelength bands com­
m on in surveillance radars, leaving birds or insects to  account for strong  clear-air re tu rn  
typical a t night.
Historically, refractive index gradients were first suspected , b u t insects were eventually 
identified as by far the m ost common source of clear-air do t echoes. M ore recently, m igrat­
ing birds have been identified as an im portan t source of n octu rna l re tu rn  which seriously 
biases wind m easurem ents m ade w ith radars. This was first no ted  in long-wavelength wind 
profilers, followed the identification of the problem  in N EX R A D  radars.
O rnithologist and entom ologist bo th  use rad ar to  s tu d y  their creatures. A basic diffi­
culty  is the problem  of identifying the species being studied . This is a basic problem  for 
m eteorologists try ing  to  use clear-air d a ta  as well, since they need to  know th a t  birds are 
not biasing velocities. A m ethod to  distinguish bird  ta rge ts  from  insects is desired, b u t elu­
sive. B irds can be  distinguished if an estim ate of the airspeed of the ta rg e ts  can be m ade. 
T his is often no t possible. This leaves am biguity to m any ornithological, entomological, 
and m eteorological studies using clear-air data . It is possible th a t ornithologists some­
tim es accidentally study  insects while entom ologists m ay som etim es accidentally study  
birds. It is in teresting  th a t A tlas titled  his 1960 artic le “Possible Key to  th e  D ilem m a of 
M eteorological ’A ngel’ Echoes”. 40 years later it rem ains a dilem m a.
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T his has been and  still is a controversial Issue. A tlas (1959) sta ted , “T he evidence indi­
ca tin g  th a t  th e  sea-breeze echoes are due to atm ospheric inhom ogeneities is overwhelming; 
the  evidence against birds, insects, or o ther p articu la te  m a tte r  being the echo source is 
sim ilarly  im pressive.’' W ilson et al. (1994) sta ted : “R esults...have strongly suggested th a t 
the  boundary  layer clear-air re tu rn  is generally from  insects.” Ju n g b lu th  (1995) sta ted  
“T h is experim ent has revealed conclusively th a t  con tam ination  of th e  w ind profiler d a ta  
by biological ta rg e ts  does indeed exist”. W ilczak et al. (1995) s ta ted , “It has been shown 
th a t  915- and  404-M Hz wind profiler d a ta  are frequently con tam inated  by m igrating b irds.”
3.5 Mie Scatter Calculations
E qn. (3.4) above explicitly assum es th a t rain  drops are Rayleigh sca tte rs , i.e., scatters 
th a t  are m uch sm aller th an  th e  w avelength of the  radar. For D O W  radars, th e  wavelength 
is ab o u t 3 cm and  for the  C im arron and  N EX RA D  radars, the  wavelength is abou t 10 
cm. It will be shown here th a t  the Rayleigh approxim ation for back sca tte r cross-section 
is accura te  to  5% for drop radii, r, less than  approxim ately  .02A. For a  N EX R A D  and 
a D O W , th is approxim ation  is, then , good for drop radii less th an  2 m m  and 0.6 mm, 
respectively. R ain  drops vary in size from 100 to  several m illim eters, w ith a typical 
size of 1 m m . For insects and  birds, which are typically much larger th an  rain  drops, the 
R ayleigh approx im ation  is no t valid a t th e  common m eteorological rad ar wavelengths. In 
th is case, Mie sca tte r  calculations, which can give th e  correct ra d a r cross section for any 
o b jec t a t any ra d a r wavelength should be done.
T h e  equations for sca tte rin g  from spherical ob jects were derived first by Mie in 1908 and 
have been s tud ied  in g reat deta il by others since, (e.g., W iscom be, 1980). T he equation for 
th e  rad a r b ackscatter cross-section from spherical partic les in the  Mie theory  is (W iscombe, 
1979);
_
^  47T
N
^ ( - l ) " ( 2n  + l ) ( a „  -  hn) (3.14)
n = l
W here a^ and  bn are the  M ie coefficients which can be expressed as functions of Spherical 
Bessel and R iccati-B essel functions of order n. T hese functions are in tu rn  functions of the
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ra d a r wavelength and rad ar n k \K\^
10 cm, NEX RA D , C im arron .63 ^2 8
3.21 cm, DOW 8T4 2.00 .9275
3.19 m m , UMASS 3.41 jW8
Table 3.2: Coefficients for the  complex index of refraction of w ater a t 20° from G unn and 
E as t (1954) and L herm itte (1990); and  th e  resulting values of \ K ^  for use in (3.4).
com plex index of refraction, the size of the  sphere, and  the wavelength of the  radiation. 
T h is equation is generally applicable to  the  entire electrom agnetic spectrum . It is exact 
for N-> 00. For practical calculations, N is of the order of the  sphere’s circumference 
divided by the wavelength. C om puter codes for doing the lengthy and tedious Mie scatter 
calculations are widely available. This work uses a  code obtained  from N A SA /G oddard  
and  described in W iscom be (1979, 1980).
T h e  inpu t to  the Mie sca tte ring  algorithm  is the rad ar wavelength, drop radius, and 
th e  com plex index of refraction. T he com plex index of refraction, m^^n-ik (which includes 
the  norm al index of refraction, n, and the absorption coefficient, k) depends on the radar 
wavelength and tem peratu re . Values for th is study  for w ater were taken from G unn and 
E as t (1954) for 20°C for 10 cm and 3.21 cm wavelengths, and L herm itte  (1990) for 3.2 mm 
wavelength, as shown in Table 3.2. T hese wavelengths are very close to those of radars 
used for this s tudy  and th e  index of refraction is no t a strong function of wavelength at 
microwave wavelengths.
R esulting rad ar cross sections from the Mie sca tte r calculations for a  range of drop size 
and for 3 radar wavelengths are shown in Fig. 3.9. O n this figure, are p lo tted  for reference 
the  letters  ’R ’, T ,  and ’B ’ a t a  location corresponding to  the approxim ate equivalent water 
sphere sizes for rain  drops, insects, and birds (Vaughn, 1985). Also p lo tted  in Fig. 3.9 
are th ree  parallel solid lines which are th e  Rayleigh sca tte r value, and ano ther solid line 
crossing the  th ree  parallel lines w ith is th e  so-called “optical lim it” line. T his line is the 
line for which th e  radar cross-section equals the drop cross-section. For large drop radii, 
th e  rad ar cross-section from Mie calculations are a  little  below the  optical lim it due to 
absorp tion  of energy.
T h e  percent error in the  Rayleigh assum ption is shown in Fig. 3.10. From th is figure, it
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Figure 3.9: R adar cross-section in cm^ as a function of w ater sphere radius a t 20° C. for 3 
mm, 3 cm, and 10 cm radars; from Mie sca tte r calculations. T hree parallel solid lines are 
the Rayleigh sca tte r approxim ation. Solid line crossing the  th ree parallel lines is the  line 
for which the radar cross-section equals the actual spherical cross-section. The letters ’R ’, 
T , and ’B ’ are p lo tted  a t the approxim ate equivalent w ater sphere sizes for rain  drops, 
insects, and  birds, respectively.
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Figure 3.10: E rror in Rayleigh approxim ation of back sca tte r cross-section, a ,  as a function 
of w ater sphere radius for three radar wavelengths. E rro r is ca lcu lated  as 100*(crM%e -
^ R a y l e i g h ) I ^ M i e  ■
is clear th a t  the  error in calculated cross-sections are less th an  5% for approxim ately  r< .02  
A for 3 to  10 centim eter wavelengths and r< .0 6  A for a wavelength of 3 m m . B ackseatters 
are good to  25% for r< .04  A a t centim eter wavelengths and for r< .1 5  A a t the 3 mm 
wavelength. T hese lim its are consistent w ith G unn and  E ast (1954), who did sim ilar 
calculations.
R adars are configured to  give dBZ values for a d istribu tion  of Rayleigh sca tte rs, w hether 
the  ac tua l targets are such sca tte rs or not. Fig. 3.11 indicates th e  equivalent reflectivity 
th a t a rad ar would report if a single M ie-scattering w ater sphere were in th e  rad ar beam  at 
a d istance of 2 km. T his was calculated by solving for Z in (3.7). For the  m ore common case 
of a d istribu tion  of targets. Fig. 3.12 shows the  equivalent reflectivity th a t th e  three radars 
would repo rt if there were 5 targe ts  per 20 m cube, all of th e  sam e radius. This would 
co n stitu te  a very light shower for small drops. T he curves for Fig. 3.12 were calculated 
from (3.5). For this figure, the curves for all th ree radars overlap for sm all radii, as they
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EQUIVALENT REFLECTIVITY
FOR SINGLE W ATER SPHERES, M IE  SCATTER CALCULATIONS
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Figure 3.11: Equivalent reflectivity, dBZe, for single w ater spheres a t 3 ra d a r wavelengths. 
R ad ar param eters  from  Table 3.1 were used for N EX R A D , DOW , and  UMASS radars, 
w ith  a range of 2 km  and =.93. A pulse w idth of 24 m eters was used for D 0 W 3 , and 
1410 m for N EX RA D .
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EQUIVALENT REFLECTIVITY
FOR 5 W ATER SPHERES PER 20 M CUBE, MIE SCATTER
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Figure 3.12: Equivalent reflectivity, dBZe for a d istribution of 5 w ater spheres per 20 m 
cube.
should since the Rayleigh approxim ation and dBZ estim ates are accura te  for small radii 
drops.
From these calculations, it is clear th a t birds and insects m ay be difficult to  distinguish 
on the basis of back-scatter cross-section or reflectivity alone. W hile birds are almost 
always larger th an  insects, reported  values for radar cross-section (Vaughn, 1985; Riley, 
1985) of birds and insects show considerable overlap, w ith insects ranging from 10“  ^ cm^ 
to  10 cm^ and  birds ranging from 10~* cm^ to 10  ^ cm^.
3.6 Theory of Radar Reflections from Refractivity Gradients 
and Discontinuities (Fresnel Reflection)
In th is section, a  theoretical developm ent from first principles is given for predicting 
the  am ount of energy reflected from changes in the index of refraction of the propagating 
m edium . T his section covers m irror-like or specular reflections from p lan ar discontinuities
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z
A
Figure 3.13: C onceptual diagram  for electrom agnetic p lanar wave reflection/transm ission, 
a t the interface between two m edia of different refractive indicies.
and gradients in the  index of refraction. From electro-m agnetics theory, the  first principles 
are M axwell’s equations, which include F araday’s and A m pere’s Laws.
For a  single reflection of a plane wave propagating from  a m edium  w ith refractive 
index iii across a discontinuity in n into a m edium  of index of refraction n2, we refer to 
Fig. 3.13. W ith  a propagation speed of c, wavelength of A and  a frequency of w, £ /  and
 y
B[  are th e  incident electric and m agnetic fields, respectively, oscillating in the x-y plane 
(i.e., poin ting  in a direction transverse to  the direction of propagation) and propagating  in 
the z-direction:
—y —yE l  = E i{z , t )  wi th  amplitude E I cos{kz — wt)
and
= ^ i  {z,t) wi th  amplitude Bicos{kz  -  wt)
where k —
(3.15)
En  and B n  are the  reflected electric and m agnetic fields and E t  and  B r  are the  transm itted  
fields. E / ,  E t , En,  and  E / ,  B r ,  B n  are all in phase a t the  interface. T he direction of the 
electric and  m agnetic field vectors is perpendicular to the d irection of propagation, z.
By F araday’s Law:
V X ' È  = (3.16)
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and from [3.15], ^ j r  =  -w ]^ tan (k z -w t) and V X ' É  =  A.-fcX^tan(kz-o;t) w ith  k  the  un itdt
vector in th e  z-direction.
=> :^  =
w
By definition, the  index of refraction is
Cvacuo
Cdielectric ^
=  - k X ' È  (3.17)
c
[3.17] requires th a t E /  and 5 /  are in phase, which was assum ed in [3.15].
By A m pere’s Law;
^  ^  ■ ( i t  = iJ-oeo-^ ■ ( f ^  +  (3.18)
For no currents present, ~î = 0 and  using a rectangu lar prism  w ith faces parallel to  the
interface, - ( fÂ  =  0 on the faces of the prism  parallel to  th e  interface as is ±  to  ( ÏÂ.  
By sym m etry, f  • cL^ over the faces perpend icu lar to  the  interface vanishes.
Taking th is integral around a  rectangular circuit su rrounding  the  interface w ith  two sides 
parallel to the interface gives:
B] + El i — B t  (3.20)
Similarly, F araday’s law in integral form gives
=  (3,21)
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w ith l ê  parallel to  th e  interface, ■ d~À ~  0 and  /  ^  • d t  = 0 implies:
El  +  Eli  =  E t  (3.22)
By [3.17|:
B ,  = — E,
c
B t  = ----   E t IE t B i opposite direction o f  E i)
B t  = - ~ E t
c
and [3.20] becomes:
n \ E i  — u \ E t  — U’i E t  (3.23)
E lim inating  E r  from  [3.22] and ]3.23] gives:
^  =  0 1 ^  (3.24)Ej m +n2
[3.24] is know as “the  Fresnel equation for norm al incidence”. 
T h e  energy flux vector is th e  Poynting vector, ^  :
Po
W ith  ^  and ^  m utually  perpendicular:
and by [3.17]
= — E B k  
Po
S =  — E^
(3.25)
cpo
T he ra tio  of incident to reflected energy, R, is the square of [3.24], called th e  “reflectivity” 
in electrodynam ics (not to  be confused w ith reflectivity in rad ar m eteorology, which is the
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Figure 3.14: Conceptual diagram  for electrom agnetic energy reflection from an index of 
refraction gradient
back sca tte r cross-section per unit volume):
(3.26)
In air, n% 1 (typically 1.0002 in the lower troposphere) so for a discontinuous change in n 
of A n  , [3.26] is:
/ i = ( f ) '  (3.27)
So far, this developm ent has followed th a t found in stan d ard  tex ts  on classical electrody­
nam ics (e.g., Jackson, 1962). We now use these results to  calculate the energy reflected 
from a gradient. Similar derivations have appeared in technical reports by Swingle (1950) 
and B auer (1956). T he book by Brekovskikh (1960) also covers this topic in  some detail 
for various forms of layered m edia for the  reflection of acoustic and  electro-m agnetic waves 
(the former being of in terest to  seismologists). We divide the  gradient into a  series of 
differential steps of spatial size A z  and  diffraction change A n . Fig. 3.14 illustra tes the 
situation , where L is the radar pulse w idth. The electric field received a t the antenna, E m  
, will be the sum  of all the differential wave reflections th a t reach the  receiver a t one time. 
T hese waves will generally have different phases depending on z, the point a t which the
reflection occurred. W ith E j  = Eicos{ut)  and using [3.27]:
(3.28)
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(j) is th e  phase of the differential reflection relative to Ei  a t z=0. [3.28] neglects secondary 
reflections and a ttenua tion , which are good approxim ations if A n  is sm all (it is typically 
~  ) and R  in [3.27] and [3.26] is small. T he sum m ation is over L /2  instead of L
because reflected energy from only 1/2 the pulse w idth is received by the  an tenna a t one 
time. To see th is, consider th a t if the receiver is gated  to  m easure energy reflected from 
th e  back of th e  pulse a t z—0 a t t= to . All energy reflected a t la te r tim es as the pulse 
p ropagates in the  z-direction will arrive after to and will not add to  E^j.  However, some 
energy reflected from the pulse at earlier times and a t d istances z >0 will arrive a t the 
sam e time. Since the outbound pulse travels a t the sam e speed as inbound reflections, 
reflections from locations z<  ^  will arrive a t the sam e tim e as those from z = 0 .
W ith  A n  = ^ A z  for a constan t refractive index gradient, and (j) = ^  ]3.28] becomes4 t t z
Ehiii)
as A z  -4 0
d n E i  f  i 47TZ
T z Y J o
(3.29)
W ith  some m anipulations: 
E m U)
dn E l  A 
dz  2 47t 
dn X
-
4 . , , ,  4nz0 sm[u)t  H— — )
sin[ujt +  -  sin{ujt)
or
EfJiit) = ^ ~ E j { s i n { ù j t ) c o s { ^ ^ ^ )  +  cos{u)t)sin{^^^^) -  s in{ut))  
dz  o7T A A
This is equivalent to:
__ dn  A / ,2'kL.
Em it) dz 87t
y 2 2cos( ^  ) sin{u!t +  'Ip)
where ij) is a  phase angle:
s i n ( ^ )  
c o s { ^ )  -  1
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Emit ]  is then sinusoidal in tim e w ith an am plitude, Ea/:
T h e  reflectivity is then:
[3.30] contains a cosine term , the  value of which depends on the  gate  w idth  L. R adars 
determ ine received power by averaging typically around 100 pulses. Typical pulses are 
ab o u t 300 rn in length  and typical wavelengths are abou t 10 cm, or 1/3000 of a pulse 
length . It is therefore no t expected  th a t  L of the  tran sm itted  rad ia tion  will be exactly 
the  sam e (to w ithin a  fraction of A) in each pulse (variation in L laterally  across the  pulse 
would have the  sam e effect), so will be an  essentially random  phase and  the  rad ar will 
d e tec t th e  average of [3.30] over L which is:
A sim ilar result was derived by Swingle (1950) and B auer (1956). A form of th e  Swingle 
equation , equivalent to  one half of (3.31), was used by m any researchers in the  1950’s (e.g.. 
A tlas, 1960b), which leads to  a  factor of 2 underestim ation  in th e  reflectivity of refractive 
index gradients.
If L was exactly  the sam e in each pulse used to  ob ta in  the  average power, th en  R  could 
vary by a factor of 0 to  2 from (3.31). C om paring [3.31] and [3.27], we note th a t  a rad ar 
will effectively see a  refractive index grad ien t as if all th e  n-change through a  d istance 
was concentrated  into a  discontinuity. T he ac tua l size of th e  pulse w idth , L, does 
n o t m atte r. For th is reason, longer w avelength radars  are expected to  m ore easily detect 
refractive index gradients.
If the  entire refractive index gradient occurs in a th in  layer w ith a thickness, A s  , less 
th an  L /2 , then the  in tegration of [3.29] is carried  ou t over A s  instead  of L /2 , and  [3.30]
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becomes;
^  "  2 c o . s ( ^ ) )  / o r  A a <  ^  (3.32)
In this case, we need to keep the cosine term  as the  actual layer thickness will approach A. 
T he to ta l change in n across this th in  gradient is A n  =  ^ A s  or ^  ^  ■ For a given
A n , we can exam ine w hat happens as A s  0 and the gradient becomes a  discontinuity. 
For sm all A s  :
A t t A s  1 / 47rA.s  ^ ^
1 — cos-
and [3.32|
/  A n  A \  / 4 n A s  \~  /  A n  \  '
[ ~ r )  = W
which recovers the  discontinuity  form ula [3.27].
If the  entire n-gradient w ithin the  probe volume of length  L /2  had been concentrated  
into a single discontinuity, then, by (3.27) the reflectivity would be:
/  4r L \ ^
T his is ( f f  ) tim es the value of R  for a constan t gradient from (3.31). For a NEX RAD  L 
of 250 m and A of 10 cm, the gradient reflectivity is one fifteen m illionth of th a t from the 
sam e n change in a discontinuity (or 70 dB weaker). This enorm ous decline in reflectivity 
is due to the destructive interference of the energy reflected across the  gradient, energy 
which is m ostly no t in phase. Clearly, if refractiv ity  gradients can be sharp , w ith significant 
changes occurring over a d istance of a  rad ar wavelength, then  the  reflectivity can be orders 
of m agnitude stronger then  for gradual gradients. Because of in strum en tation  lim itations, 
it is difficult to  m easure gradients of refractiv ity  in the  atm osphere a t scales much less 
th an  a m eter, consequently it is no t known precisely how sharp  gradients typically are. It 
is commonly assum ed th a t  discontinuities sufficient for strong  reflections do not norm ally 
occur.
To determ ine the effective reflectivity factor, Zg, a  rad ar would detec t if it was observing 
a discontinuity or gradient in n, we first find the  reflectivity, r], th e  backscatter cross section
per unit volume. For a single discontinuity, the backscatter cross section for a reflection is 
RAr, where Ar is the cross sectional area at the probe volume. T his im plies rj—
Using (3.5) we then  find Zg for a gradient in n:
and for a  discontinuity in n of A n;
S trictly  speaking, this derivation is for rad iation  reflected from  planes perpendicular to 
the rad ar beam . Layers of refractive index pertu rba tions occurring a t o ther angles would 
reflect energy specularly a t th is angle and not be seen by the  radar. However, undulations 
in the surface m ight be expected to  give back-scattering through  a wide range of incidence 
angle.
Using these equations, we can revisit the th in  reflectivity layer of Lane and Meadows 
(1963) shown in Fig. 3.7. The radar display is an analog represen ta tion  of signal power. 
The refractiv ity  sounding shows a near discontinuity in n of 30 N -units, or .00003. By 
(3.34) this would give a  reflectivity of 19 dBZ for the 10 cm Lane and  Meadows radar. 
O ther param eters of the radar are: P(=500,000 W; L =30 m; beam  w idth=3.6° (an tenna 
gain of 34 dB); a noise level of -91 dBm  (for a  signal to noise ra tio  of 1); a detection 
threshold of -104 dBm; and a range to  the layer echo of 1.3 km. Using these values and 
assum ing system  losses of abou t 5 dB, we can apply (3.10) to calculate the  expected signal 
strength:
d B m  — d B Z  — 94.4
This discontinuity would therefore give a signal of -75.4 dBm , which is 29 dB above the 
detection threshold for a signal-to-noise ratio  of 16 dB. If the  observed refractiv ity  change 
was concentrated into a discontinuity, then it would have been easily detected  by the 
Lane and Meadows radar. If instead of a discontinuity, the  refractiv ity  change occurred
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gradually  across a gradient, then we apply (3.33) with (3.10) yielding:
d B m  — 20log{ —  ) — 36 
dz
W ith  a detection threshold o f -104 dBm, this would m ean th a t the gradient would have to 
be a t least 30 N -units in 8 cm, or th a t the  refractivity  change would need to be concentrated 
into a layer a t m ost 8 cm deep.
3.7 Bragg Scatter
T he sca tte ring  of radar energy from inhom ogeneities in the  index of refraction of air 
generated  by the  action of turbulence on a  m ean gradient in refractivity, is currently  
com m only referred to  as “Bragg sca tte r”. It is referred to  in the  m eteorological lite ra tu re  by 
various o ther term s, including: R efractive index turbulence (H IT) and turbulence scatter. 
T he term  “B ragg sca tte r” was borrowed from the physics of X -ray diffraction from crystals, 
wherein the Bragg condition m ust be m et. As will be discussed later in this section, 
the selection of the  term  “Bragg” to describe th is kind of sca tte ring  is confusing as the 
phenom enon has little  in common with X-ray diffraction. However, the term  has become 
fairly common in recent years and an a ttem p t to change it will no t be m ade here.
Fairly com plete reviews of Bragg sca tte r (each from different perspectives and w ith 
differing no tation) are available from T atarski (1961), G ossard and S trauch (1983), and 
Doviak and Zrnic (1984). T atarski gives the  best discussion in term s of th e  underlying 
physical argum ents, though it is necessary to  read m ost of the  book in order to  follow the 
no ta tion . M any aspects of T atarski (1961) are closely followed by Doviak and  Zrnic (1984) 
and Gossard and  S trauch (1983)
T he Bragg sca tte r theory has its origin in high energy physics where B ragg’s law (or 
the  Bragg condition) is used to predict the conditions under which diffracted X-ray beam s 
from a crystal are possible. T he term  “Bragg sca tte r” does no t appear in high energy 
physics, with the  term  “diffraction” being selected instead for the  phenom enon of interest.
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3 .7 .1  T h e  B ra g g  C o n d itio n  and  X -R a y  D iffraction
R eadable discussions of this topic can be found in m ost second year general physics 
tex ts  (e.g., T ip ler, 1978).
X-rays were discovered in 1895 by W ilhelm  R oentgen (for which he won the first Nobel 
P rize g ran ted  in physics in 1901). By 1899, H. H aga and  C. H. W ind had  estim ated  the 
wavelength of X-rays to  be of the  order of 1 A ngstrom  by observing a  slight broadening 
(presum ably  diffraction) of X-rays a fte r passing through slits a few thousand ths of a mil­
lim eter wide. Precise m easurem ent of the w avelength of X -rays were elusive because of the 
difficulty in construc ting  diffraction gratings w ith a spacing sm all enough for significant 
diffraction to  occur. In 1912, M ax von Lane realized th a t  the estim ated  spacing of the 
atom s in a  regular c rysta l la ttice was abou t the  sam e as the  estim ated  wavelength of X-rays, 
and  therefore, th a t  crysta ls could ac t as a three-dim ensional diffraction gra ting  for X-rays. 
E xperim ents by Lane dem onstra ted  X-ray diffraction from crysta ls and  confirmed theories 
of b o th  th e  wave n a tu re  of X-rays and the regular s tru c tu re  of crystals. Laue received the 
Nobel prize for discovering X-ray diffraction in 1914. M ethods to  quan tita tively  analyze 
X-ray diffraction were devised by W . H. B ragg and W. L. B ragg (father and son), work 
for which they  received th e  Nobel prize in 1915 (W . L. B ragg was the  youngest recipient 
of a Physics Nobel). X -ray diffraction is still a principle tool used by crystallographers.
In X -ray diffraction studies, a collim ated beam  of X -rays are passed through a crys­
talline m ateria l (in m odern  work, th is is usually  a  fine powder, b u t classically, it was a 
single c rysta l), and a  p a tte rn  of diffraction spo ts will be exposed on a photographic p late 
behind  th e  c rysta l. By classical diffraction, each atom  in th e  crysta l can be though t of 
as acting as a spherical rad ia tion  source. T he diffracted energy p a tte rn  is the  sum  of the 
rad ia tio n  from  each atom ic source. W hen all these waves interfere constructively, a spot 
(or image of the  rad ia tio n  source) appears. C onstructive interference occurs because there 
are certain  charac teristic  spacings of th e  atom s in the  crystal. If the  atom s were random ly 
arranged, only a diffuse and weak p a tte rn  of rad ia tion  would result. T h e  Braggs realized 
th a t  the charac teristic  beam  diffraction angles of X-rays were re la ted  to  the spacing be­
tween planes in which th e  atom s in th e  crysta l lie. Fig. 3.15 is a sim ple diagram  of an
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dsin0
Figure 3.15; X -ray wave front a-b reflecting from a family of planes in a crystal with 
reflected wave front c-d.
incom ing wave front being reflected from a  family of planes in a  crystal. The incoming 
wave front is a t a-b and the reflected front is a t c-d. T he reflected wave front energy will 
be the  resu lt of constructive interference only if the  p a th  difference betw een th e  two fronts 
is an  integral num ber of wavelengths. This leads to  the  Bragg condition:
2dsin9 = m \ (3.35)
W here d is an  in terp lanar spacing, 6 is the angle the beam  makes w ith the  plane (and the 
d iffracted beam  angle), and m is an integer. For even sim ple crystals, num erous planes 
exist and  deducing the  crystal s tru c tu re  from diffraction inform ation is a  complex problem. 
E arly  X-ray experim ents also had  “unclean” radiation w ith m ultiple wavelengths. The 
Braggs first had  to  m easure the  wavelengths of their rad ia tion  by using crystals of known 
geom etry (N aCl); they  could then  m easure in terp lanar spacings (d) of o ther crystals using 
the  then  known wavelengths of their radiation, and finally they could deduce the previously 
unknow n crysta l s tructu re .
It is instructive th a t m odern X-ray crystallography uses fine powders ra th er th an  single 
crystals. Since planes of atom s only reflect energy specularly, only planes which have
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certain  orientations w ith respect to  the  incoming rad ia tion  (values of 9 which satisfy (3.35) 
) will give rise to  constructive interference and diffraction spots. By using a powder of 
crystals, all possible angles are present sim ultaneously, and all the possible diffraction 
angles are obtained w ithout having to  ro ta te  a crystal.
3 .7 .2  T h e  B ragg  C o n d itio n  in  R a d ia tio n  S ca tter  from  T u rb u len t A ir
In the  Bragg sca tte r theory, tu rbu len t mixing of a m ean refractive index gradient leads 
to local pertu rba tions in the refractive index. By applying the  Bragg condition, only 
tu rbu len t eddies abou t the size of half the rad ar wavelength u ltim ate ly  contribu te to  the 
received signal. T his results in an expression for the  backscatter energy from such eddies 
as a function of the am ount of turbulence, the m ean refractive index gradient, and the 
radar wavelength.
The developm ent of this theory was driven in significant p a rt by th e  need to explain 
beyond the horizon propagation of radio waves (e.g., the exceptional long range of short 
wave radios). For such long range propagation, it was eventually deduced th a t radio 
waves were scattered  in the  forward direction from the ionosphere by turbulence-induced 
fluctuations in the  electron density. T he sam e theory was applied to  sca tte ring  in forward 
and backward directions of radio waves in the troposphere, w ith fluctuations in refractive 
index replacing fluctuations in electron density. Booker and G ordon (1950), Gallet (1955) 
and Villars and W eisskopf (1955) identified tu rbu len t mixing as the  prim ary m echanism  for 
such scattering , however, the quan tita tive  theories they proposed were la ter replaced by a 
sta tis tica l theory using O bukov/K olm ogorov scaling. This application was accomplished 
by Silverm an (1956), who derived equivalent forms for the  equations still used today. 
Silverman points to Krasilnikoff (1949) and B atchelor (1955) as earlier, sim ilar work which 
he discovered after finishing his 1956 paper. W hile Silverman (in 1956) arrived a t the form 
of the theory  still used today, the book by T atarski (1961, tran sla ted  by Silverm an) is often 
cited as a basic reference.
T here are th ree m ain steps of physical/ m athem atical reasoning which lead to  a simple 
expression for rad ar back scatter: Obukov/Kolm ogorov scaling to  give an expression for
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th e  spectral density  function of index of refraction gradients, the  solu tion  of M axwell’s 
equations so as to  ob tain  energy emission from rad ar ta rg e ts  in term s of p e rtu rb a tio n s  
in index of refraction, and the derivation of an integral to  give the  to ta l sca tte red  energy 
as a function of th is spectral density function. T he B ragg condition does not need to  be 
explicitly invoked. T he purpose of the  rest of this section is no t to  redevelop the theory 
s ta ted  in T atarsk i (1961), bu t to provide the basic physical and m athem atica l reasoning 
behind the resulting  expression for reflectivity. T he com plete derivation is lengthy and 
involves various subtle m athem atical m anipulations and has been reviewed by T atarsk i 
(1961) and Doviak and Zrnic (1984).
T he developm ent in Tatarski (1961) follows the  scaling argum ents of Obukov (1949) and 
Yaglom (1949), trea tin g  refractive index as a passive additive scaler. Obukov and Yaglorn 
base their developm ent on the classic scaling argum ents of Kolmogorov. I t is generally 
assum ed th a t the turbulence is homogeneous, isotropic and s ta tis tica lly  steady  in some 
local region, and th a t  the fluid is incom pressible. These scaling argum ents lead to the  
following expression for the spectral density  function of refractive index inhom ogeneities 
(T atarski, p. 48):
$»(Kf) =  r ( 8 /3 ) y m ( 7 T /3 ) ^ 2 ^ _ i i / 3  _  _ 0 3 3 0 1 C ^X -"/^  % (3.36)
47T
where:
$n (K ) =  spectral density function of the refractive index p ertu rb a tio n s
K =  spatial wave num ber in any spherical direction = 47t/A s, for a sp a tia l wave length
A..
Cn =  the refractiv ity  stru c tu re  param eter
is defined in connection w ith the s tru c tu re  function for refractive index, n, D„ :
Dn{r)  =  [n(ri)  - n ( r +  ri)]2
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W here r is a spherical d istance relative to the  location of r^. D„, the  au tocorrelation 
of refractive index inhom ogeneities, is a representa tion  of the  in tensity  of the  tu rbu len t 
fluctuations in n. Kolmogorov scaling argum ents lead to:
W here is:
=  (3.37)
W ith  Lo being an outer scale of the  turbulence. Doviak and  Zrnic (1984, Ch. 11) derive a 
m ore com plex form ula for as a  function of therm odynam ic variables, wind shear, and 
eddy  dissipation . T he spectral density function, 4>„(K), is th e  Fourier transform  of D „(r), 
leading to  (3.36). D „(r) is therefore th e  inverse Fourier transform  of 4>„(K). (3.36) is, of 
course, only valid for wave num bers in the  inertial sub-range of turbulence.
T he expression for backscatter cross-section per unit volum e, rj, in term s of a field of 
re frac tiv ity  p ertu rb a tio n s, derived by a p ertu rb a tio n  analysis of M axwell’s equations is, 
a fte r in teg ra ting  over the probe volume, V, T atarsk i (1961, p. 65-66):
64?r^
w
W here:
9g = h a lf  th e  angle between tran sm ittin g  and receiving directions, 
k — rad ar wavelength = 47t/A
For backscatter, 6s='nj2.
Since A n ( r i ) A n ( r 2) is ju s t the s tru c tu re  function, D „, th is is recast w ith D„ replaced by 
its Fourier integral, and w ith p = | r f  -  f^ |:
647t^
w
y  y  y  (3.39)
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T his integral can be rearranged to contain the term  T his integral will tend
tow ards zero except for K=2ksin(0g); since, sim ilar to  the  analysis for Fourier coefficients, 
for K ^ 2ksin(^g), the integrated function has positive and negative regions which tend to 
cancel. T his implies:
T or Xg = ^  f o r  backscatter 
2sin{6s) 2
(3.39) can be  in terpreted  as a Fourier integral in which the Fourier com ponent of the 
s tru c tu re  function a t K =2ksin(0s) results. T his can also be seen as being equivalent to the 
Bragg condition (3.35) for m = l .  T atarski (1961) appears to  have been the  first to  identify 
th e  condition as the sam e as the Bragg condition. Earlier workers sim ply carried-out the 
in tegrations w ithout such a physical in terpretation . Despite the  fact th a t the  integration 
does select th a t p art of the refractive index inhom ogeneities w ith a length scale of half 
th e  rad ar wavelength, there is a significant difference between this situation  and X-ray 
diffraction from crystals. In the la tte r case, interference spots occur because of certain 
characteristic  spacings in crystal, while in the  former, no such spots occur as there is no 
uniform  organization to  the  tu rbu len t eddy structu re . If the refractiv ity  pertu rbations oc­
curred randomly, the spectral com ponent of this random  field would still have a com ponent 
near A/2 th a t would be responsible for the scattered  energy. Indeed, this result is similar 
to  the  in tegration  producing a form ula for reflections from index of refraction gradients, 
which also has a dependence on rad ar wavelength (Sec. 3.6). W hile the Bragg condition 
in relation to  radar sca tte r from tu rbu len t air was first identified by T atarski (1961), the 
generalization to the term  “Bragg sca tte r” appeared first in p rin t (apparently) in Gossard 
et al. (1982).
A fter su b stitu tin g  (3.36) into (3.39) and executing the in tegrations, the  resulting ex­
pression for 77 in backscatter is (Tatarski, 1961):
V =  y f c ' ’^n(fc)
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substituting (3.36) into this =>
7; =  0.38C^A-^/^ (3.40)
To convert this to  effective reflectivity factor, Zg, from (3.5):
A'*
Zp =
Zg =  .0013C^A^^/^ (3.41)
D irect experim ental verification of (3.40) was carried out by Kropfli et al. (1968). They 
towed a refractom eter of the B irnbaum  type suspended from a  helicopter on an inbound 
radial. Sim ultaneously, a  10 cm rad ar tracked the helicopter and  m easured the  reflectivity 
ahead of it. By this means, sim ultaneous m easurem ents were m ade of t] and  C„. They 
effectively found th a t (3.40) fit the d a ta , w ith considerable sca tte r, to  w ithin a factor of 2 
on two clear-air days. This has been considered exceptionally good agreem ent, considering 
all the assum ptions th a t went into the theory. Indeed, on one of these two days, organized 
convective cells were seen in the rad ar imagery. Flows of th is n a tu re  are dom inated by 
buoyancy and the assum ption of isotropic turbulence is p robably  a poor one, yet the theory 
of Bragg sca tte red  seemed to work reasonably well anyway.
We again revisit the  layer echo seen by Lane and M eadows (1963) shown in Fig. 3.7 
in order to  calculate the expected signal s treng th  th a t m ight occur due to  Bragg scatter. 
T he level of turbulence is no t known directly, nor is the  wind shear or buoyancy profile. 
However, the  th in  layer implies a discontinuity in fluid properties over a vertical distance 
of a t m ost a few m eters. This implies th a t the outer tu rbulence scale is on th e  order of a 
few m eters. If turbulence is present, as we are assum ing for B ragg sca tte r, then  there is 
mixing of the two fluid regions across this distance, and the  m ean gradient in refractivity  
is then approxim ately V n  =  Combining (3.37) and (3.41):
Ze =  .00131-^/^ (Am)^A^ 1 / 3
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W ith  A n = .00003, Lg—3 m, and A = .l m, th is gives a  reflectivity  of 21 dBZg, some 31 dB 
above th e  detection threshold  a t a  range of 1.3 km for th is particu la r radar. T his result is 
very close to  th a t found for a reflection from a discontinuity  (19 dBZg) in Sec. (3.6), w ith a 
d iscontinuity  in the refractiv ity  assum ed ra th e r than  turbulence. This is no t too  surprising 
since the turbulence acts on the  existing refractiv ity  g rad ien t and m ixes the  pertu rb a tio n s 
th roughout the m ixing zone, ra th e r th an  having them  in one place as in a lam ina. The 
m agnitude of the  p ertu rb a tio n s  in refractiv ity  is sim ilar for b o th  cases. T he advantages 
of the turbulence theory  are th a t energy is reflected in all directions ra th e r  th an  as m irror 
reflections, and th a t large changes in refractiv ity  over d istances of only a few centim eters 
are no t required. However, the advantage of the reflection theory is th a t  th in  layers of 
tu rbulence need not exist.
3 .7 .3  T h e  B ragg  C o n d itio n  in R A S S
An application  of the  Bragg sca tte r idea which, unlike tu rb u len t-re la ted  scattering , 
is analogous to  the  sca tte ring  of X-rays from crystals is RASS. RASS (Radio Acoustic 
Sounding System s) are acoustic system s for determ ining tem p era tu re  profiles which are 
used in conjunction w ith a  rad ar wind profiler. In RASS, a  radio diffraction g rating  is 
created in  the  atm osphere by using sound waves (Kropfli, 1990). V ertically propagating  
(and audible) acoustic waves are generated  a t a frequency such th a t th e  strongest radar 
re tu rn  sca tte red  from  the  density  anom alies of the  evenly-spaced, longitud inal acoustic 
waves is received. T h is occurs a t the  Bragg condition for backscatter, 2d=m A  w ith m = l  
selected. T he wavelength of the  sound waves, d here, is th en  known. W ith  the  known 
generated  sound frequency, the  speed of the  sound can th en  be found. Prom  the  speed of 
sound, th e  tem p era tu re  is easily determ ined. By range gating , a tem p era tu re  profile can 
be obtained.
3 .7 .4  D isc u ss io n  an d  C r itic ism  o f  B ragg  S c a tte r  T h eo ry
Bragg sca tte r theory  has been widely used and verified in the  last 40 years in such 
diverse areas as astronom ic seeing conditions, short-wave radio p ropagation , s ta r twinkle,
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and clear-air re tu rns in meteorology. However, despite the  success of its application, there 
are m any som etim es questionable assum ptions th a t go into the  theory  which we should be 
aware of.
T he assum ption of locally homogeneous turbulence is particu la rly  suspect in atm o­
spheric flows, which are often dom inated by buoyancy.
T he expression for the  scattered  electric field in term s of p e rtu rb a tio n s  in the  refractive 
index (3.38) is not always physically realistic. S trictly  speaking, th is equation  is only true  
for an isolated, infinitesim al pertu rbation . In the absence of sm all-scale turbulence, this 
expression could be incorrect. For exam ple, if a  region of air of the  size of the  radar probe 
volume happened to be of uniform  n, different by some p e rtu rb ed  am ount from  the regional 
average, then B ragg sca tte r would predict significant sca tte r while in reality  there would 
be none. For Bragg sca tte r equations to  be accurate, the  region around each infinitesim al 
p e r tu rb a tio n  m ust be representative of the  average, and th is s itu a tio n  m ay not always be 
the case.
It should be recognized in Bragg sca tte r th a t som e process is needed in order to  m ain­
ta in  the refractiv ity  gradient; otherwise, the action of tu rbu lence would diffuse away any 
gradients. These processes for th in  layers are presum ably subsidence and  rad ia tion . An 
increase in turbulence would not necessarily give an increase in Bragg sca tte r, since in­
creasing turbulence could reduce the  m ean gradients in refractivity .
It should also be realized th a t, while the  Bragg sca tte r resu lt derived here is only valid 
for cases where half the rad ar wavelength lies w ithin th e  inertia l subrange of th e  turbulence, 
sca tte ring  a t some level should still occur even when th a t condition  is no t m et. Indeed, 
sca tte ring  could be significantly stronger for cases of gentle tu rbu lence as th e  reduction 
of sm all scale m ixing would lead to  less diffusion and  stronger refractiv ity  pertu rbations. 
E quations for Bragg sca tte r for turbulence of large inner scale have never been developed.
Usage of the term  “Bragg” is un fo rtunate  as it can lead to  a  m is-in terp re ta tion  of the 
physics. Diffraction spots as in X-ray diffraction do not occur in Bragg sca tte r  (w ith the 
exception of RASS). Instead, for tu rbu len t applications, the  in tegral leading to  the to tal 
energy sca tte red  depends inherently on the rad ar wavelength. T his is tru e  regardless of
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the spectral s truc tu re  of the refractivity inhom ogeneities and is related to  the  destructive 
interference of m ost of the wave energy em itted  over a spatial volume. T he m athem atics 
is sim ilar to  rad ar reflections from sim ple gradients in refractiv ity  (Sec. 3.6) which have 
no eddy structu re . Turbulent eddies do not act like a diffraction grating.
W ith  regard to sca tte r from thin layers such as those seen in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8, the 
application of Bragg sca tte r theory seems questionable. Bragg sca tte r for these cases 
would require exceptionally thin layers of turbulence (less than  a few m eters) which seem 
unrealizable physically. O f these thin-layer echoes, A tlas (1969) s ta ted , “It would therefore 
appear th a t we have the  first striking evidence of the existence of an unusual refractivity  
spectrum  in which all the  pertu rbations are in sub-m eter scale eddies.” I would instead 
suggest the  possibility th a t these d a ta  im ply th a t th in  layers such as these are not tu rbu len t 
at all, bu t th a t  reflections are adequate to explain them . If the existence of very sharp  
gradients can be accepted, it is easier to  hypothesize such gradients th an  the unusual 
com bination of physical circum stances th a t would give rise to  th in  layers of persistent 
turbulence in the  atm osphere, which have never been explained nor definitively observed. 
Since such layers tend to  be stable layers, they will not be tu rbu len t unless sufficient vertical 
shear exists. If sufficient shear exists, it would be expected th a t large scale turbulence would 
result, as is usually observed ( for exam ple lock-exchange flows, or the breaking of K-H 
waves into turbulence seen in Fig. 3.8). I t is no t sensible to claim  th a t the  sca tte red  energy 
from such th in  layers results from turbulence. This reluctance to  accept the  existence of 
layers of turbulence w ith an outer scale less th an  a m eter was also expressed by H ardy and 
Gage (1990, p. 137). Nonetheless, sca tte ring  from deeper layers probably is adequately 
explained by Bragg scatter.
3.8 Clear-Air Radar Studies
T his section analyzes and discusses d a ta  acquired on two nights and one day w ith dif­
ferent radars specifically to  study  the n a tu re  of the nocturnal clear-air radar echo. Because 
all the different scattering  mechanisms have different dependencies on rad ar wavelength 
(see Table 3.3), im portan t inform ation can be obtained about the natu re of the  scatterers
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M echanism Zg,  m^ Tj, m '
Reflections from grads. 2 . 2 X 1 0 - = ( f ) ' f A (  dn  A li \ d z  Bw J
Reflections from discons.
B ragg sca tte r .OOlflC^A"/^ 0.38C^A-^/3
R ayleigh sca tte r const.=  ^ y  '
Mie sca tte r Fig. 3.12, from Ray. to Fig. 3.9 from Ray. to
Ray. w ith one targe t
M ie w ith  one ta rg e t const  M  T r r - _ _  A' * 8 r ^V T T ^ I A ' I -  V 7t5|A'|2 R-^ 0‘^h to
Table 3.3: Collection of reflectivity formulas. R  is rad ar range, r  and D are radius and 
d iam eter of targe ts, V is resolution volume.
if different wavelength radars happen to be available to  probe th e  sam e air a t the same 
time. Two such studies were done as described in th is section.
T he known m echanisms include: Bragg scatter, reflections, Rayleigh scattering, and 
Mie scattering . Table 3.3 collects some of the equations together for effective reffectivity 
factor, Ze and  reflectivity, rj, gathered from the developm ents in th is  chapter. For isolated 
point ta rg e ts, there is a volum etric effect. Since a point targe t has a fixed backscatter 
cross-section, the  backscatter cross-section per un it volume {rj) will decline as the radar 
resolution volume increases. For determ ining Mie cross-sections. Fig. 3.9 needs to be 
consulted to  get a, reflectivity or Zg values depend on specific rad a r param eters and can 
be found by applying (3.5). I t is im portan t to pay careful a tten tio n  to un it conversion 
factors when doing such calculations.
It is im p o rtan t to  note the  wavelength dependence indicated  in th is  table. In term s of Zg 
values, if the rad ar targets are tiny Rayleigh scatters, then  the  reflectivity is independent of 
the ra d a r used. If the  targe ts  are refractivity  inhom ogeneities causing Bragg sca tte r, then 
there is a  dependence. For large Mie scatters, the dependence varies, bu t approaches 
A"* for very large objects. From a  practical s tandpo in t, a A'^  dependence will be difficult to 
discern from a A^^/^ dependence, so it will probably no t be useful to  try  to  discrim inate 
bird sca tte r from Bragg sca tte r by using m ultiple wavelengths, since birds tend to  be very 
large Mie sca tte rs  for m ost meteorological radars (Fig. 3.9).
T here is also a  volum etric effect. Since Zg is only m eaningful for a  volum etric d istri­
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bution  of ta rg e ts, if a single point ta rg e t is being sensed, the  rep o rted  reflectivity  of it will 
depend  on th e  resolution volume.
3 .8 .1  A n a ly s is  o f  a C lea r-A ir  D e n s ity  C urren t M ea su red  b y  D O W 3
Some light is throw n on clear-air signals by som e d a ta  acquired  using D O W 3 of a 
density  curren t (thundersto rm  outflow). Fig. 3.16 is a reflectivity scan in RHI m ode 
(R ange-H eight Indicator) of a  density  curren t ob tained  on Ju n e  1, 2000 in a  w heat field 
in southw est Kansas. T he spatia l resolution was high for these d a ta , w ith  a  gate spacing 
of 49 m. T his was a clear-air situation  w ith active convection som e d istance away. Figs. 
3.17 and 3.18 are the velocity and sp ec tra l w idth  d a ta  for th e  sam e RH I. T he d a ta  are 
con tam inated  by some ground c lu tte r and  by second trip  echo. T his second trip  echo is 
from  the d is tan t thundersto rm  and is indicated  qu ite  well in th e  spec tra l w id th  RHI of Fig. 
3.18, showing as a horizontal band of high spectral w idth. T h e  velocity d a ta  also show 
significant aliasing in Fig. 3.17, w ith a N yquist of only 17 m /s . T he d a ta  could be easily 
dealiased and  filtered to  remove ground c lu tte r and  second trip  d ata ; however, th a t  is not 
necessary for th e  purpose of th is section which sim ple aim s to  analyze the  reflectivity in 
some sections of the current.
O f in terest in Fig. 3.16 are the  two point echoes a t a  range of ab o u t 4 km and an 
elevation of 20°, which are probably  birds. A box has been draw n around these echoes in 
the  d a ta . Sim ilar point echoes are seen in a layer ab o u t 3 km  above the  ground. These 
echoes have higher reflectivity th an  su rrounding  reflectors and  by exam ining Fig. 3.17, it 
is seen th a t they  have a  significantly different D oppler shift th a n  surrounding  m aterial. 
By exam ining th e  d a ta  closely it is found th a t the  two strong  echoes are b o th  15 dBZ in 
reflectivity, and  the  surrounding  air is -17 dBZ. T he radial velocity of one of th e  two echoes 
is -13 m /s  and  th e  o ther is -8 m /s , which com pares w ith 4-6 m /s  for th e  surrounding  air. 
T his is a  difference of 16 m /s , a reasonable air speed for a  b ird . T his difference cannot 
be accounted for by aliasing since aliasing causes errors of twice th e  N yquist, or 34 m /s  in 
th is case. T h e  m ost reasonable explanation  for these echoes are th a t  they  are birds flying 
against the  wind. By Fig. 3.9, a  typical b ird  would have a  ra d a r cross-section a t 3 cm of
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AZM min,max 220.84 221.14 Assumed data range:-25. 10.@ 2 gspace 49. 
DATE: 6 1100 Times: 23 4 37 23 4 43 GMT RADS: 24689 25200
D 0W 3 RHI dbZ RINGS : 0.50km RAYS: 20.deg MAG 2.0
Figure 3.16: D O W 3 RH I for reflectivity of a thundersto rm  outflow. DBZg values range 
from -25 dBZ (white) to  10 dBZ (black). R ange rings are draw n every 500 m and radiais 
are draw n every 20°. Box is draw n around two high reflectivity po in t targe ts  of interest.
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AZM min,max 220.84 221.14 Assumed data ranee:-16. S.@ 2 gspace 49. 
DATE: 6 1100 Times: 23 4 37 23 4 43 GMT RADS: 24689 25200
D0W 3 RHI VEL, m/s RINGS : 0.50km RAYS: 20.deg MAG 2.0
Figure 3.17: As Fig. 3.16 bu t for radial velocity. R ange of radial velocities displayed is 
from -16 m /s  (very light gray) to  8 m /s  (black).
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AZM min,max 220.84 221.14 Assumed data range: 0. 10. @ 1 gspace 49. 
DATE: 6 1100 Times: 23 4 37 23 4 43 GMT RADS: 24689 25200
D0W 3 RHI SPEC, m/s RINGS : 0.50km RAYS: 20.deg MAG 2.0
Figure 3.18: As Fig. 3.16, b u t for spectral w idth. R ange of values displayed is from 0 m /s  
(white) to  10 m /s  (black).
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Figure 3.19: D iagram  of density curren t. Therm odynam ic properties of tem peratu re , T, 
dew point, T D , w ater vapor pressure, e, and refractive index, n, are listed a t s ta tion  # 1  
ahead of th e  curren t and sta tion  # 2  behind the curren t. Local values of rad ar reflectivity 
in dBZ are p lo tted  a t a  few locations. Lo is th e  local m ixing d ep th  w ithin the current. 
Based on Fig. 3.16.
abou t 10 cm^ and  by (3.7) a reflectivity of 15 dBZ a t a range of 4 km  w ith this 3 cm radar 
and  a 49 m  gate  spacing. T here is a, however, lot of sca tte r in rad ar cross-section d a ta  for 
birds. V aughn (1985) collects d a ta  from  num erous studies which have a range of 40 dB 
in rad ar cross-section for bird echoes. For a single species of bird, cross-sections can vary 
by 15 dB depending  on the  orien ta tion  of the bird  relative to  the  rad ar beam  (Vaughn, 
1985), so a  15 dBZ echo is generally consistent w ith a  bird  explanation. Insects have been 
reported  w ith  rad ar cross-sections as large as birds. Therefore, the  airspeed of the  targets 
alone im plies th a t  they  are birds. T he layer of point ta rg e ts  3 km  above th e  surface are 
probably  also b irds since they are strong  reflectors and have a  variable Doppler shift.
O f g reater in terest is the  source of reflectivity of the  density  curren t itself and the 
nearby air. D 0 W 3  has received a signal s treng th  sufficient to  m easure velocities in the 
en tire layer of the  atm osphere below abou t 2 km, w ith reflectivities of abou t -17 dBZ 
outside th e  density  curren t and 0 to  10 dBZ inside it. T he noise level for D 0W 3 would 
perm it the  detection  of signals as weak as -24 dBZ a t 4 km. Fig. 3.19 is a  diagram  of the 
situ a tio n  w ith  some local reflectivities and hypothetical therm odynam ic properties plotted. 
D a ta  from  Vaughn (1985) and  Riley (1985) (consistent w ith Fig. 3.9), which bo th  collect 
th e  results of num erous studies on th e  rad ar cross-section of birds and  insects, combined 
w ith th e  application  of (3.7) implies th a t  a t a range of 4 km , and  w ith  th is 49 m gate 
spacing, D 0 W 3  m ight expect the  dBZg levels and  rad ar cross sections listed in Table 3.4 
for b irds and  insects, if only one was present as a po in t ta rg e t in a  resolution volume. 
T his encom passes objects from the tin iest insects to  the  largest birds. For m ultiple targets
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T A R G ET dBZg for D 0W 3, 49 m gate, 4 km  range (T, cm^ for 3 cm radar
Birds -5 to  35 dBZg, w ith 18 dBZg typical 10 ~ ^ to  10^ w ith 20 typical
Insects -25 to  15 dBZg w ith 5 dBZg typical 10“  ^ to 10 w ith 1 typical
M osquito -25 dBZg 10-^
Sand piper 18 dBZg 20
Robin (Eastw ood, 1967) 18 dBZg 20
Locust 15 dBZg 10
M oth 5 dBZg 1
B utterfly -5 dBZg 10-^
Table 3.4: R adar cross section and dBZ values for 3 cm rad ar for some insect and bird 
targets. From  Eastw ood (1967), Riley (1985) and Vaughn (1985 ).
w ithin a  resolution volume, the received power would be the sum  of th a t for the individual 
sca tte rers , and dBZ values would increase by 10 times the  log of the  sum. Doubling the 
power increases dBZg by 3 dB, and 10 identical targe ts  in a resolution volume would 
increase th e  dBZg level by 10 dB, for example. B irds and  insects cross-sections overlap so 
it is often not possible to definitively identify an echo as bird or insect on the basis of the 
rad ar cross-section alone, though very weak echoes are probably  insects and strong ones 
m ay identified as probably  birds.
It is possible to  explain all of the reflectivity in the density  curren t in term s of insects, 
since sm all enough insects exist to  give the -17 dBZ reflectivity observed ahead of the 
curren t, and  large enough ones exists to give th e  -10 to  10 dBZ reflectivity observed inside 
the curren t. B irds are probably not a significant source of reflectivity overall. T he -17 
dBZ ahead  of the  curren t is too weak to  be caused by even the  sm allest birds, and even 
m ost b irds would be expected to  give rise to  reflectivities g reater th an  those seen inside 
the curren t. However, since the reflectivity is highest near th e  head of the current, some 
m echanism  for concentrating  insects in this region would need to  exist in order for insects 
to  explain the observations. T h a t the  current head is also a zone of convergence and 
vertical m otion m ight help to  explain a concentration of insects in th is region, though 
this is no t clear as th e  flow is still practically incom pressible. Insects would need to  move 
or be moved in a  coordinated m anner against th e  air flow in order to  concentrate in one 
location. Though an insect source could be from insects being blown off the  ground by 
the  gusty  winds. W ilson et al. (1994) explain the  hypothetical concentration of insects
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along convergence lines as being caused by insects actively flying downward to  resist being 
carried upward to  colder heights, or in free fall from im m obilization caused by cold. Drake 
and Farrow (1988) discuss this issue and conclude th a t ground concentrations can be high 
only if the convergence zone moves slowly.
It is also possible to  in terpret the observed reflectivities in term s of Bragg scatter. 
To do this, an  estim ate of is required so th a t (3.41) can be used. Recall th a t is 
estim ated from scaling argum ents to be (3.37):
For a density  current, it is reasonable to expect Lo to be th e  dep th  of the  current. For 
the gradient in n, therm odynam ic properties are required so th a t  (3.13) can be used to 
determ ine n from N=(n-l)X10*^. We do not have synoptic d a ta  for th is particu lar case, 
however typical values for a thunderstorm  outflow are p lo tted  in Fig. 3.19 a t sta tion  # 1  
ahead of the  current and station  # 2  w ithin the  current. From  these values, the vapor 
pressure is found from T eten’s formula:
, 17.67Td
6s =  6.112exp
Td +  243.5
for Oj in mb and dew point, T^, in degrees C. Assum ing 1013 m b of atm ospheric pressure,
the to ta l difference in index of refraction gradient between th e  two regions of air =  (ni
-n2) = ( l .000413-1.000345)=6.8X 10"^. Since the turbulence in the  curren t is generally m ix­
ing air from outside the current w ith th a t inside the curren t, it is perhaps reasonable to 
assum e th a t then follows from  3.37:
=  (3.42)
S ubstitu ting  this into (3.41):
=  1.3A-10'SL;^/3(An)2A^^/3 (3.43)
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w ith A n  an index of refraction difference between two fluid areas being m ixed through a 
d ep th  Lo- Using (3.42) and  (3.43) w ith a A n of 6.8X 10"^ and  the  3.198 cm wavelength of 
D 0 W 3  gives the  following
Location C^, m -^/3 dBZg
w ithin current, Lg — 1000 m 5X 10“ " -7
near head, Lg =  100 m 2 X10“ ®^ 0
T hese values are rem arkably close to the  observed -6 dBZg w ithin  the  curren t and 0 to  10 
dBZg near the head. Furtherm ore, th e  increase in reflectivity near the  head can be ex­
plained in term s of Bragg sca tte r ra th e r sim ply as being do to  the  decreased m ixing depth . 
T h e  head is precisely the  region w ith the g reatest g rad ien t in therm odynam ic properties, 
and , therefore, also the largest refractive index p ertu rb a tio n s  caused by turbulence. These 
resu lts are in excellent agreem ent w ith Bragg sca tte r theory and  su p p o rt the  theory  th a t 
the  rad ar signal could be caused by Bragg scatter. For the air ahead of the curren t, the 
reflectivity of -17 dBZ equates to  a of 5X10"^'^
Values of high enough to  account for the reflectivity rep o rted  here of ab o u t 10“ ®
to  10“ m “ ' are relatively high com pared to  those repo rted  in th e  lite ra tu re  (e.g., 
Doviak and  Zrnic, 1984, p. 386). Com mon values are 10“ ®^ m “ ^/^ w ith 10“ ^^  m “ ^/^ 
considered strong. However, K night and  M iller (1998) repo rted  reflectivities in 3 cm rad ar 
m easurem ents from Bragg sca tte r of therm als and developing cum uli as high as -10 to  0 
dBZ, which correspond to  values as high as 10“ ®^ T he wavelength dependence
of th e  signals they observed tended to  confirm the  B ragg sca tte r  explanation . Gossard 
(1990) provides a discussion of values needed to  account for th in  lines in radars and 
concludes (p. 510) th a t > 10“ ^^  are reasonable in density  curren ts, bu t values 
sufficient to account for 10 dBZg of reflectivity in a 5 cm rad a r (C„ = 5X 10“ ^°m“ /^® ) 
are m ost likely caused by insects. W ilson et al. (1994) analyzed various clear-air echoes 
w ith  m ultiple wavelength radars and and exam ined differential reflectivity values w ith 
polarization  radar. T hey concluded th a t  0 dBZg echoes of a th in-line sea-breeze front seen 
by a  3 cm rad ar and  m ost o ther cases of clear-air reflectivity seen in the  boundary  layer
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were alm ost certain ly  caused by insects since the difference betw een the  reflectivity a t 3 
cm  and  10 cm  was only 7 dB (versus an expected  19 dB  for Bragg sca tte r). However, they 
d id  adm it th a t a  th in  line they observed w ith only one rad ar (5 cm wavelength) which had  
reflectivity  of 0 dBZg could have been caused by Bragg sca tte r.
T h e  Bragg sca tte r explanation  is su pported  by the  theoretical expectation  of values 
as high as 10~ '° by the  rem arkable agreem ent between the  calcu lated  reflectivities
an d  th e  observations, and by the  explanation  th a t  variations in the  m ixing depth  cause 
th e  higher reflectivity in the  head region. T h e  small value for Lq is th e  critical elem ent 
which gives rise to  high values. In sm all scale phenom ena, such as a  density current, 
th e re  is rap id  short range mixing of air of very different com position. It should be expected 
th a t  unusually high refractiv ity  fluctuations (which is a m easure of) would occur in 
such situations. T he possibility of sm all insects, or a  com bination of insects and Bragg 
sca tte r, as the  cause of the  observed signals, canno t be conclusively ru led-out, however, as 
a  d is trib u tio n  of very sm all insects could account for the  observed reflectivity. T he biggest 
problem  w ith an insect explanation  is the  difficulty in explaining the  concentration of 
insects in the  head region, for which an explanation  has no t been confirm ed, and th e  need 
for a high enough concentration of insects in order to  account for a  spatia lly  continuous 
signal. However, D rake (1984) notes th a t entom ologists frequently  observe concentrations 
of insects a t th e  head of density  currents.
3.8.2 Volum etric Radar Echo Seen by D O W 3 and N E X R A D  at Good- 
land, Kansas, M ay 30, 2000
On May 30, 2000, D 0 W 3  was co-located w ith th e  KGLD N EX R A D  a t the G oodland, 
K ansas W eather Service Office a t approxim ately  6Z (m idnight). M oderately  strong clear- 
a ir re tu rn  was seen by KGLD and D 0 W 3  in the  lowest 2 km  of th e  atm osphere, as is 
typ ical a t th a t tim e of year. D a ta  were collected for analysis in an a tte m p t to  discern 
th e  source of echo. D a ta  from  two o ther radars , the  UMASS 3 m m  ra d a r (also co-located 
w ith  KGLD) and the M cCook, N ebraska 74 cm w ind profiler (85 miles away) were also 
exam ined. U nfortunately, th e  UMASS rad a r was not operating  properly  a t th is tim e and
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the  d a ta  were not usable for com parison. Also, the M cCook W ind profiler d a ta  could not 
be  used. In  addition  to  having no d a ta  below 500 m, the reflectivity calibration of this wind 
profiler (as o thers of its type) could not be obtained accurately  enough for a meaningful 
com parison.
D 0 W 3  was parked w ithin 100 m of KGLD, ju s t sou th  of the tower, between 5 and 
7 Z May 30, 2000. At this tim e, a scpiall line had passed off to the north  and was far 
enough away th a t KGLD was pu t into clear-air m ode abou t a t abou t 6Z. A strong LLJ 
had  developed w ith winds to 32 m /s  (according to  KGLD) w ith strong clear air reflectivity 
of 10 dBZ (in KGLD). Analysis of the wind profile obtained w ith this d a ta  set and ground 
c lu tte r contam ination problem s are discussed in the Appendix.
Fig. 3.20 is the P P I scan for reflectivity from KGLD for a tilt of 2.5° a t 5:56Z, while Fig. 
3.21 is the  corresponding P P I from D 0W 3 obtained w ithin one m inute of Fig. 3.20. These 
figures are p lo tted  w ith height range rings draw n every 200 m eters above the surface. The 
usage of height rings is different from conventional displays in which the rings are usually 
the  horizontal range from the radar. This is done to  facilitate analysis of the vertical profile 
of reflectivity. It is m ore useful to  know how far above the  ground the echo is th an  how far 
away it is in range. Figs. 3.20 and 3.21 are scans obtained a t the sam e 2.5° tilt for bo th  
radars  at the  sam e tim e and p lo tted  on the sam e scale. T he polarization of bo th  radars 
is also the sam e (horizontal). T he only difference is in the  gray scale selected. Because 
D 0 W 3  had reflectivity abou t 15 dBZ lower th an  KGLD, it was necessary to  plot on a gray 
scale 15 dBZ below th a t of KGLD. O ther differences are due to  peculiarities of the radars. 
D 0 W 3  shows some beam  blockage to the north  (top of figure), probably from the  NWS 
office and KGLD tower. T he radial resolution of D 0W 3 was also superior, w ith a 137 m 
gate spacing in this case, versus 1000 m for KGLD. T his transla tes into a  finer resolution. 
Also, while th e  angular beam  size is the  same for bo th  radars a t .95°, D O W 3 was obtaining 
radiais every .2° versus every degree for KGLD. This over-sampling in azim uth adds to the 
appearance of higher resolution for the D 0W 3 data.
T h a t D 0 W 3  reported  reflectivity factor significantly weaker than  th a t  of KGLD is an 
im portan t clue to  the  na tu re  of the echo. This rules-out Rayleigh scatterers as the source of
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Elevmin,max 2.42 2.50 Assumed data range;-15. 15.@ 2 gsp: 61. 
DATE: 5 30 0 Times: 5 55 49 5 57 17 GMT RADS: 1470 1834
KGLD HGTdbZ HRINGS: 0.20km RAYS: 20.deg MAG 10.5
Figure 3.20: P P I scan for KGLD for clear-air re tu rn  on 5 /3 0 /0 0  a t 6Z. G ate spacing was 
1 km. Gray scale range is from -15 dBZ (white) to 15 dBZ (black). Rings are height rings 
drawn every 200 m  above the  ground. T he to ta l horizontal range is abou t 45 km.
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!Elev min,max 2.47 2.50 Assumed data range:-30. 0.@ 2 gsp: 6. 
DATE: 5 30100 Times: 5 55 36 5 55 59 GMT RADS: 5447 7427 
D 0W 3 HGTdbZ HRINGS: 0.20km RAYS: 20.deg M AG 0.9
Figure 3.21; P P I  scan for D 0 W 3  for clear-air re tu rn  a t 5 /3 0 /0 0  a t 6Z. G a te  spacing was 
137 m. G ray scale range is from -30 dBZ (white) to 0 dBZ (black). R ings are height rings 
draw n every 200 m above the  ground. T he to ta l horizontal range is ab o u t 45 km.
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echo, as these would not show such a dependence on w avelength (Table 3.3). From Table 
3.3, it is easily found th a t  th e  difference in dBZg th a t two different w avelength radars 
would be expected to  have if Bragg sca tte r were the cause would be:
AdBZf, = —^ l o g i Q ^  (3.44)
and th e  difference for point targe ts would vary from 0 to:
AdBZe = 40fo(/io
A^o
Given th e  10.0 cm wavelength of KGLD and the  3.198 cm w avelength of D 0 W 3 , these 
equations give:
For Bragg Scatter  : A dB Z g — 18
and
For M ie  Scatter  : AdBZg  =  0 {very small insects) to 20 {large birds)
To analyze the  difference for th is case, a  box is draw n to the southw est of th e  radars 
in Figs. 3.20 and  3.21. T he reflectivity is averaged over th is box  for com parison. This 
location is abou t 1.1 km  above the surface (a range of 25 km) and b o th  rad ars are sam pling 
approxim ately  the  sam e air a t approxim ately the sam e tim e. For D 0 W 3 , the  signal is not 
continuous and th e  average is taken only counting those d a ta  above the  noise level. It 
is found th a t D 0W 3 had  an average reflectivity factor w ithin th e  box of -14 dBZg while 
KGLD h ad  -3 dBZe. Given the  1 dB and  3 dB calibration uncertain ties for KGLD and 
D 0 W 3  respectively, th is gives:
A dB Z e  observed =  11 ±  4 d B
T his value is not consistent w ith  a  Bragg sca tte r or large b ird  exp lanation , unless other 
unaccounted for errors can m ake-up ano ther 3 dB. It is consistent w ith insects of large 
enough size, or possibly sm all birds and is sim ilar to  the  7 dB difference betw een X and
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S-band rad ars found by W ilson et al. (1994) for sim ilar volume-filling echo. The indicated 
rad ar cross section at a range of 25 km for -3 dBZg for NEXRA D and -14 dBZg for D 0W 3, 
from (3.7), are .98 cm^ and 1.4 cm -, respectively. The lower NEXRAD value can possibly 
be a ttrib u ted  to the differing cross-section m easured a t 10 cm wavelength for some targets 
(Fig. 3.9) or calibration  error. If the D 0W 3 signals were due to individual targets, then a 
1.4 cm^ is consistent with an typical insect cross-sections, b u t is low for m ost birds.
To look a t the source of echo further, Fig. 3.22 is a reflectivity P P I scan of higher 
resolution D 0 W 3  d a ta  acquired a t a 10° tilt abou t 10 m inutes after Fig. 3.21. T hese d a ta  
are of the  highest possible resolution a ttainab le w ith D 0W 3, w ith a gate  spacing of 12 m. 
Fig. 3.23 is the  corresponding velocity P P I scan (de-aliased). Fig. 3.22 only shows the 
lowest 500 m of air to  a range of 3 km. The num erous point targets evident in this figure 
implies either an insect or bird explanation. T he reflectivity factor of th e  point ta rg e ts  is 
abou t 5 to 12 dBZg a t a range of 2 km. This corresponds to  a rad ar cross section of from 
.06 to  .32 cm^, which corresponds w ith typical insects, bu t is low for birds (Table 3.4). The 
increase in dBZg for a smaller resolution volume is fairly conclusive in indicating th a t the 
targe ts are dispersed point targets. A volum etric targe t such as Bragg scattering , would 
present as th e  sam e reflectivity, regardless of resolution volume, as reflectivity m easures 
cross-section per un it volume. T he cross section found at th is location is abou t 6 dB below 
th a t found a t a range of 25 km for 2.5° of tilt and a 137 m gate, discussed above. T his is 
possibly due to  the  presence of sm aller insects a t the lower elevation.
T he ta rge ts  are widely d istribu ted  enough such th a t only abou t one is present in the 
larger resolution volume at a time. We also note th a t the  velocity scan of Fig. 3.23, 
after ignoring all the ground c lu tter and missing data , has sm ooth  velocity (i.e., the point 
targets are no t evident in the velocity inform ation), im plying th a t  the  point targe ts  are all 
moving a t abou t the sam e speed, which further supports an  insect over bird explanation 
as the variance in bird  movement is, at least potentially, much higher th an  th a t of insects, 
which would tend  to be passive tracers.
T h a t the  source of echo was a distribution of point targe ts m ight also have been deduced 
from lower resolution d a ta  of Fig. 3.21. This figure has a granularity  to  it im plying th a t
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D0W 3 HGTdbZ HRINGS: 0.05km RAYS: 20.deg MAG 1.2
Figure 3.22: P P I  reflectivity scan from D 0W 3 w ith a  12 m gate  spacing, obtained a t  6:08 
Z, 5 /3 0 /0 0  a t a 10 degree elevation. Dark arcs and lines are ground clu tter. Reflectivity 
gray scale is from  -20 dBZ (white) to  10 dBZ (black). R ange rings are draw n every 50 m 
in elevation. T otal horizontal range is 3 km.
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Figure 3.23: As Fig. 3.22, b u t for rad ial velocity. Velocity range is from  -40 m /s  (light 
gray) to  40 m /s  (black). S ubstan tia l m edium  gray shading is from ground clu tter.
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the ta rg e t density is insufficient to fili every resolution volum e w ith a t least one target. 
T he KGLD P P I of Fig. 3.20 is spatially  continuous, and th e  th e  ta rg e t density  is sufficient 
to fill alm ost every resolution volume for th is much larger 1 km  gate spacing. NEXRAD s 
can have g ranular imagery, too, if the  density of sca tte rers is low enough. This is more 
likely to  be seen in the  higher resolution (250 rn gate) velocity d a ta . Since B ragg sca tte r is 
expected to be volum e filling a t a length scale less than  th e  ra d a r wavelength, it is always 
expected to  give a spatially  continuous signal. G ranularity  is an  excellent indication of 
point ta rg e ts  such as b irds or insects. However, a  spatially  continuous signal does not rule 
out bird or insects scatterers, as the density  of such ta rge ts  can be qu ite  high.
An RH I scan a t th e  sam e location as Fig. 3.22 and th e  sam e high-resolution 12 m 
gate spacing a t a tim e about 20 m inutes earlier, is shown in Fig. 3.24 for reflectivity and 
3.25 for velocity. Here it is seen th a t the point targets ex tend  up to  2 km  in elevation, 
though they are m ost num erous below 1 km. Fig. 3.24 also indicates a nearly  continuous 
signal in the shallow layer 200 m above the  surface. Point ta rg e ts  are still obvious in this 
layer, b u t they  are surrounded by much weaker, though detectab le, signal. T he velocity 
of the  poin t ta rge ts  in th is  layer and the  surrounding air is th e  sam e, as indicated  by Fig. 
3.25. T he reflectivity a t a range of 2.5 km  of the weak echo in th e  layer is abou t -12 dBZg. 
This corresponds to a rad ar cross-section of 2X10“  ^ cm^ , consistent w ith only very small 
insects. Possibly th is layer of air has a  very high population  of very sm all insects, or this 
weak reflectivity could be due to  Bragg sca tte r, since a layer of air near the  ground at 
night m ight have a strong  refractivity  gradient caused by rad ia tiona l cooling.
If birds were present, they m ust have been few in num ber since none of th e  point targets 
seen in Fig. 3.22 indicate a rad ar cross section much g reater th an  .2 cm^.
T he num ber density  of point ta rge ts  in Fig. 3.22 can be estim ated  and  it is instructive 
to com pare th is estim ate with ornithological bird m igration censuses. To estim ate the 
num ber density, we count the num ber of ta rge ts  over a large sector of Fig. 3.22 and divide 
by the volume of spaced sensed by th is sector. To ob tain  th e  volume of a sector, the
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Figure 3.24: Reflectivity RH I scan from D 0W 3 a t G oodland, KS at ab o u t 5:48 Z, 5 /30 /00 . 
R ange rings are draw n every 200 m in range. G ray scale is from -20 dBZ (white) to 10 
dBZ (gray). Arc echos near radar are from ground clu tter.
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Figure 3.25; As Fig. 3.24, bu t for radial velocity, no t de-aliased.
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differential volum e in spherical coordinates is in teg ra ted  over a sector:
r  AO r r + A rZ ç > i-Z A (p /i ü ^ u r->rI^T
/  /  r^9cos(t)drdQd(f)
1 -A 0 /2  Jo Jr
Vol
/ 0 - A 0 / 2
W here r is th e  radial d istance, 9 is the azim uthal d irection and  0 is the  elevation angle. 
T h is in tegration  yields th e  formula:
Vol. o f  sector =  ^-[2cos( j)sm ^-][{r  + A r)^  -  (3.45)
W hich is correct so long as |0  ±  A 0 /2 | <  tt/2 . For rad ar, A(j> is typically sm all, so 2 s i n ^  
~  A(f). C onverting to degrees, [3.45] simplifies to:
V olum e o f  sector = ^7r^cos0[(r +  Ar)'* -  r'^j
W here r is th e  inner range of the  sector, A r is the range length  of the  sector, A 9  is the 
angu lar w id th  of the  sector in degrees, and A 0  is th e  beam  w idth  in degrees. T his leads 
to  an  estim ate  of ab o u t 5.0X10“ ® birds per cubic m eter, if the  ta rg e ts  were though t to  be 
b irds, or an average bird spacing of ab o u t 60 m eters. To p u t this num ber in perspective, if 
th is concentration  was the case for all the  air below 1 km for th e  en tire s ta te  of Kansas, it 
would im ply alm ost 1 billion birds flying overhead th a t  evening in Kansas. T his estim ate 
can also be m ade from  th e  lower resolution N EX R A D  d a ta  by sim ply in tegrating  the 
to ta l rad ar cross section seen by the  rad ar over space and dividing by the  expected radar 
cross section. T his is much less precise th an  counting individual po in t ta rg e ts  in a high- 
resolution ra d a r since the  cross section of birds and insects is highly species dependent, 
varying by m any orders of m agnitude, and it is no t generally known a priori which are 
present. Also, for th is case, a  higher ta rge t density  occurs near th e  ground where ground 
c lu tte r  con tam ination  and  filtering a lter reflectivity values.
B ird  density  during  m igration  is m easured in term s of the num ber of b irds crossing 
per m ile (1610 m) of front p er hour, and  is referred to  in the  ornithological lite ra tu re  as 
“m igration  traffic ra te  (M T R )” or “flight density”, (Lowery and  Newm an, 1966). Given 
the  5.0 X 10“ ® targe ts  per m® seen in these d a ta , and  th e  average 25 m /s  ground speed of
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the  wind profile below 1 km (A ppendix A), the  calculated M T R  is 7.3X10^ birds per 1610 
m per hour. In a s tudy  utilizing 265 observing s ta tions across the country, Lowery and 
Newm an (1966) m easured M T R  th roughou t the  country  (w ith the  help of 1391 observers) 
on 4 nights in O ctober of 1952. B ird counts were accom plished by w atching the  moon 
through a telescope and applying complex formulas to  arrive a t M T R  values. Lowery and 
Newm an (1966) note various problem s w ith  th is technique. T heir d a ta  reduction task was 
so com plex, it took  over a decade to  accomplish. T hey  found typical m igration rates of 
ab o u t 3700, w ith  4500 being “heavy”. T his is a factor of 160 less th an  the traffic ra te  seen 
here. G au th reaux  (1998) reports M T R  values obtained by m oon-w atching along the U.S. 
G ulf Coast, an  area  which can have particu larly  intense m igratory  traffic. T he m axim um  
M T R  value he reported  was abou t 200 000 (on one occasion, m ore typical values were 
20 000), still 1 /3  th a t  observed w ith  these d a ta . Such high M T R  values would not be 
expected to  exist over a very wide area for a long tim e.
T he com bination of rad ar cross-section consistent w ith  insects and  low for birds, and 
the  num ber density  of sca tte rs  vastly exceeding w hat would be expected from m igratory 
birds, strongly argues against birds being a  significant source of rad ar signal in th is case.
3.8.3 UM ASS and N EX R A D  Clear Air Study, Norm an OK, May 19, 
2001
To fu rther s tudy  the  source of clear-air echoes, rad a r d a ta  were acquired on the night 
of M ay 19, 2001 a t abou t 4Z a t the M ax W estheim er A irport in N orm an, O klahom a under 
clear air conditions. T he mobile 3 m m  wavelength rad a r of the U niversity of M assachusetts 
(UMASS radar, B luestein and Pazm any, 2000) was used. This rad a r has exceptional spatial 
resolution w ith a  beam  w idth of .18° degrees and a pulse length of 60 m. Oversam pling in 
the  radial d irection  is accom plished w ith a gate  spacing of 15 m. O ther param eters for this 
rad ar are listed in Table 3.1. This night was chosen because strong  clear-air reflectivity 
had been seen a t night in N EXRAD rad ars  in the  area on previous nights. At the  same 
tim e, w hat seemed subjectively to be unusually  large num bers of small, brown m oths were 
observed congregating around stree t lam ps and other surface light sources.
1 2 2
3 m m  is an unusual wavelength for meteorological applications and use of th is radar 
presents some special problem s. One is th a t the near-field of the rad ar extends out to 900 
m. As the rad ar is designed w ith an intended range of less th an  10 km, m any of the radar 
targets will be in the  near-held. This problem  is dealt w ith by replacing r, the  range in 
stan d ard  far-held rad ar equations, w ith D /0 , where 9 is the .18° beam  w idth, as discussed 
in Sec. 3.3. A nother problem  is attenuation . 3 m m  radars suffer signihcant atm ospheric 
a tten u a tio n  due to  absorption by Oxygen (Blake, 1970). As the  am ount of Oxygen in the 
atm osphere varies w ith altitude, the am ount of a tten u a tio n  along a  radar radial depends 
on the tilt of the  radial. However, for short ranges, the  atm osphere is homogeneous enough 
to  use a single attenua tion  rate. .A.t 3 mm, two-way atten u a tio n  near the  e a r th ’s surface 
is abou t .7 d B /k m  (Blake, 1970, Fig. 42). This am ount is added to  rehectiv ity  values to 
correct for attenuation .
There was no nearby precipitation on this night or the previous day. Fig. 3.26 shows 
a P P I display of reflectivity at a tilt of 1.5° ob tained from K TLX . K TLX  is the  closest 
NEXRA D to the  location of UMASS, abou t 25 km  away. Fig. 3.27 shows the corresponding 
P P I for radial velocity.
Fig. 3.26 Indicates a very high reflectivity for clear air, to  25 dBZ in m any areas and 
a t least 5 dBZ everywhere below about 2.2 km. This is much stronger th an  the  echo seen 
in G oodland, KS, discussed in the previous section. T he velocity scan shows no evidence 
of ground c lu tte r contam ination, and  also has a  spatially  continuous signal, implying a 
high targe t concentration. The velocities are fairly weak, abou t 6 m /s  below 1 km, and 
reaching 12 m /s  at 3 km of elevation. A wind profile derived by VAD analysis of the d a ta  
in Fig. 3.27 is shown in Fig. 3.28. T his high reflectivity suggests the possibility of birds, 
bu t the UMASS d a ta  to  be discussed next strongly argues th a t  it is again insects.
Fig. 3.29 is a  tim e height display of reflectivity ob tained  by UMASS w ithin 5 m inutes of 
the  d a ta  of Fig. 3.26. The UMASS rad ar was parked and  th e  an ten n a  pointed  vertically. 
2414 radiais were obtained in 195 seconds. Fig. 3.29 shows a  to ta l dep th  of 3 km and 
m any targe ts  passing through the beam . Targets are seen below abou t 2.6 km , in good 
agreem ent w ith the  depth  of echo seen by KTLX in Fig. 3.26. It should be noted th a t
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Elev min,max 1.41 1.67 Assumed data range: 0. 25.@ 2 gsp: 25.
DATE: 5 19 1 Times: 3 55 21 3 56 34 GMT RADS: 738 1103
KTLX HGTdbZ HRINGS: 0.25kmRAYS: 20.degM A G 4.1
Figure 3.26; P P I of reflectivity from KTLX . N ear 4Z, 5 /19 /2001 , a t a tilt of 1.5°. Range 
rings are drawn every .25 km of height above the  ground. T otal horizontal range is 95 km. 
Reflectivity scale is from 0 dBZ (white) to  25 dBZ (black).
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Elev min,max 1.41 1.45 Assumed data range:-15. 15. @ 2 gsp: 6.
DATE: 5 19 1 Times: 3 56 36 3 57 55 GMT RADS: 1105 1470
KTLX HOT VEL, m/s HRINGS: 0.25km RAYS: 20.deg MAG 2.3
Figure 3.27: As Fig. 3.26, bu t for radial velocity. Scale is from -15 m /s  (light gray) to  15 
m /s  (black).
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KTLX RADS: 1105 1470
DATE: 5 19 1 Times: 3 56 36 3 57 55 GMT u = U amp
Elev min,max 1.41 1.45 Nyquist: 26.10 m/s
U, m/s
0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0
Figure 3.28: W ind profile derived by VAD analysis of Fig. 3.27.
the rad ar beam  is much wider a t upper levels, so th a t if the tim e-height display shows 
abou t the  sam e targe t density a t all levels below 2.2 km , this would im ply a  lower density 
of ta rg e ts  aloft. I t is also instructive to  note th a t fewer ta rge ts  are seen in the  layer near 
1 km  a ltitu d e  in Fig. 3.29 th an  are seen a t o ther levels. This is m ost likely due to the 
weaker winds a t th is level causing individual insects to  spend m ore tim e in the  rad ar beam  
as they  drift by, and agrees well w ith the weak winds in the wind profile a t th is level seen 
in Fig. 3.28. T he targets in th is layer are about the  sam e reflectivity as o ther layers. 
R adar cross-sections for the strongest echoes around 1 km elevation (-16 dBZe) are about 
.2 cm^, calculated from (3.7). T he strongest targets around 2 km appear to  be larger (-15 
dBZe) w ith a cross section of abou t .5 cm^. T here are no echoes a t any level indicating a 
cross-section larger than  1 cm^. This sm all cross-section is consistent w ith insects, though 
the  species can not be identified. E stim ating  the  targe t density is straight-forw ard. The 
num ber of ta rge ts  in the radar beam  below 2.2 km is counted by com puter for each radial, 
and  th is num ber is divided by the  beam  volume through a  dep th  of 2.2 km. T his count
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Elev min,max 87.90 87.90 Assumed data range:-30 .-15 .@ 1 gsp: 15. 
DATE: 5 19 1 Times: 3 50 54 3 54 9 GMT RADS: 1 2415
UMASS T-ZdBZ DZ: 0.20km DT: lO.sec MAG 1.0
Figure 3.29: T im e-height display for reflectivity from UMASS ra d a r a t N orm an, OK, May 
19, 2001 near 4Z. Vertical lines are draw n every 10 seconds and  horizontal lines are drawn 
every 200 m. Total d ep th  displayed is 3 km and to ta l tim e is 195 s. Reflectivity scale is 
from -30 dBZ (white) to  -15 dBZ (black).
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gives abou t an average of 2.7 targe ts  in th e  beam  a t any given tim e, im plying a  target 
density  of 1.0X10“ '^  per m^. T his is twenty tim es th a t  seen a t G oodland. T his num ber 
density  tim es a  rad ar cross section of .1 cm “ im plies by (3.5) a K T LX  reflectivity of about 
25 dBZe, in reasonable agreem ent w ith th a t observed.
N ear 2 km in elevation, UMASS recorded reflectivities of ab o u t -15 dBZg, while KTLX 
values averaged abou t 10 dBZg. T his is a difference of 25 dB. T he expected difference 
from Bragg sca tte r or from birds (3.44) would be 61 dB. This fu rth er su pports  the  insect 
explanation for these echoes. T he very high ta rg e t density  and rad a r cross-section typical 
of insects, again argue strongly th a t the ta rge ts  are mostly, if no t entirely, insects.
3.8.4 Summary of Clear-Air Studies
Due to a com bination of low rad ar cross-section and the  large num ber density  of targets, 
the two studies of noctu rna l clear-air re tu rn  conducted here b o th  cam e to the  conclusion 
th a t the  ta rge ts  were alm ost certainly insects, w ith no t a  single b ird  being clearly identified. 
T he difference in reflectivity between the two different rad ar wavelengths for each study  
was much sm aller th an  th a t expected for birds, which fu rther su p p o rts  th is conclusion. 
This is in agreem ent w ith the recent results of W ilson et al. (1994), and  older conclusions 
from entom ologists and rad ar m eteorologists th a t  insects are the  m ost com m on cause of 
clear-air echoes. T he current em phasis on b ird-contam ination  of noctu rna l ra d a r wind 
m easurem ents (W ilczak et al., 1995; G au th reaux  et al., 1998b) m ay be m isplaced. Clearly, 
such contam ination does occur, bu t the  incidence m ust be low as detailed  studies come to 
the conclusion th a t insects are the  cause. It is possible th a t some geographic locations such 
as the  U.S. G ulf coast could have a  larger problem  w ith bird contam ination  th an  others 
due a higher ra te  of bird m igration.
T he usage of high-resolution radars was extrem ely useful. High resolution perm its the 
resolving of the individual rad ar targets and the  estim ation  of their num ber density. This 
leads to  th e  firm conclusion th a t  the ta rge ts  were insects. T his also leads to the  ruling 
out of Bragg sca tte r as the  cause of echo as th is would be expected to  give a  spatially  
continuous reflectivity m easurem ent. However, some continuous w eak-reflectivity echo
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wa<s seen below 200 m a t G oodland and in the density  current. T h e  reflectivity seen in 
th e  density  curren t is in close agreem ent w ith  th a t theoretically  calculated  from Bragg 
sca tte r  equations, w ith an assum ption of a shallow m ixing depth . It is possible th a t some 
of the  weak reflectivity seen in these studies was, in fact, due to  Bragg sca tte r. This 
is an in teresting  possibility, especially for th e  density  curren t. If th e  reflectivity is due 
to  Bragg sca tte r, then  this inform ation could be used in a d a ta  assim ilation stra tegy  to  
re trieve therm odynam ic inform ation, due to  the  dependence of refractiv ity  pertu rb a tio n s  
on therm odynam ics.
It is possible to  construct a theory to  explain the  noctu rna l reflectivity entirely  in term s 
of refractivity. Such a  theory has never been proposed, bu t one will be outlined here. At 
n ight fall, the tu rbu lence in the atm osphere rapidly declines, and  rad ia tive cooling of the 
surface and  atm osphere commences. This decline in tu rbulence leads to  an increase in 
th e  inner scale of the  turbulence, bu t the o u ter scale, which is re la ted  to  the  boundary  
layer d ep th , could be unaffected. T he decline in turbulence would be expected to  lead to 
a  po ten tia lly  large increase in the  refractiv ity  gradient. This could lead to  m uch stronger 
re frac tiv ity  p ertu rb a tio n s  from th e  residual, large-scale turbulence. T hese pertu rb a tio n s 
could be large in size w ith isolated areas of poorly  m ixed fluid which could look like point 
targe ts. B ragg sca tte r equations would not apply as they  assum e the  existence of small- 
scale turbulence. T his scenario would account for the  rapid  increase of reflectivity a t 
sunset. However, th e  insect explanation is much sim pler and is in agreem ent w ith  m ost 
d a ta , and is, in all likelihood, the  correct explanation  for m ost cases of noctu rna l clear-air 
re tu rn .
It is, of course, possible th a t Bragg sca tte r, insects, reflections, and  birds m ay all be 
present a t one tim e. W hich would m ake bird and insect rad ar studies p articu larly  difficult.
3.9 Discrimination of Birds and Insects as Radar Targets
D iscrim inating between birds and insects as the  dom inant cause of clear-air re turn  
is a  critical and unresolved issue. Birds on some occasions have been shown to alm ost 
certain ly  significantly bias radar wind estim ates, while insects have not been shown to bias
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such m easurem ents. This is probably because of the  significantly higher air speed of birds 
over insects, and because of the  alignm ent of birds in a single direction due to m igratory 
behavior. If rad ar targe ts  w ith an air speed are not system atically  aligned, then they would 
not a lte r m ean wind estim ates. The preponderance of evidence implies th a t m ost often the 
re tu rn  is caused by insects, b u t clearly som etimes birds are present and som etimes they 
seriously bias wind estim ates. Insects are typically believed to  be acceptable tracers of air 
m otion, though it may be possible in some cases of large, energetic insects, for insects to 
also bias wind estim ates.
It is clear th a t knowledge of bird behavior is of little  help in th is discrim ination. Birds 
can m igrate any tim e of the day or night, in any direction, against the wind, w ith the 
wind, ahead of and behind fronts, and on any day of the year. T here are certain  patterns 
of b ird  behavior, b u t there are num erous exceptions as well.
One valuable tool for discrim ination is the radar cross-section of birds and  insects 
(Vaughn, 1985). B irds can be ruled out in some cases simply if the  reflectivity level is 
too low. How low is easily predicted based on a  m inim um  expected radar cross-section for 
birds. Vaughn (1985) combines various studies of birds and insects and finds a range of 
cross-section of from .1 to 1000 cm^ for birds. However, m ost of the birds are between 1 
and 100 cm^ and m ost insects are below 10 cm^. From Eastw ood (1967) passerine birds 
(the m ost common nocturnal m igrants) have cross-sections of 10 to  30 cm^. It m ight, 
therefore, be reasonable to use 10 cm^ as a b ird  threshold. W ith  a  m inim um  cross section 
of 10 cm^ in (3.5) for the param eters of a NEXRA D radar, and w ith one ta rg e t assumed 
to be in the beam  a t a tim e, the  reflectivity m ust be at least:
dRZg =  93.6 — 20/ogior { f o r r i n m )  (3.46)
in order for m oderate sized birds to be a  possibility. This is a lternately  recast in term s of 
height above the  ground for a tilt  of 1.5° :
dBZe — 62.0 — 20Io5iq//
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W here H is the height above the ground. For exam ple, 1 km above th e  ground requires 
a t least 2 dBZg of reflectivity. If the  reflectivity exceeds this level, then  b irds may or may 
not be present. As shown here, insects in high concentrations can give rise to  reflectivities 
sufficient to  explain any observed reflectivity level. Also, it is w orth citing  Eastw ood 
(1967) who reported  th a t ornithologists have realized th a t m igrants usually m igrate in 
sm all groups of several birds, so expected radar cross-sections should be several dB above 
th a t expected for a single bird.
If the reflectivity a n d /o r  velocity in a P P I display is spatially  granular, then  this implies 
a density  of targe ts  below the  density of resolution volumes. In such cases, it would be 
expected th a t each resolution volume would have only a few ta rge ts  present a t one time. In 
this case, reflectivities above (3.46) would confirm th e  presence of birds, as insects would 
be too weak to cause the  signal. T his technique can be used to confirm the  presence 
of b irds in Fig. 1 of G au th reaux  and Belser (1998). In  some situations, it m ight also be 
possible to  exclude birds on the  grounds th a t the num ber density needed to  cause a spatially  
continuous signal is excessive. G ranularity  of echo, of course, is resolution dependent. T he 
high-resolution radars  used in this work had no troub le  resolving the  ta rge ts  of even very- 
high density.
For cases of spatially  continuous and strong reflectivity, am biguity rem ains. One pos­
sibility for discrim ination is to  use the sym m etry of th e  P P I  echo. T he rad ar cross-section 
of a  bird is 15 dB weaker when scanned head or tail on, th an  when it is scanned broadside. 
T his phenom enon is also tru e  for insects (Vaughn, 1985); however, it m ight be anticipated  
th a t insects do not align them  themselves, or a t least do so rarely. A lignm ent is not nec­
essary for insect m igration, as m igrating  insects typically sim ply use prevailing winds. If 
insect air speed is small relative to the  ground-relative wind, th en  insect alignm ent would 
not be a  big im provem ent in m igration efficiency. If m igratory  birds were presen t all po in t­
ing their bodies in the  sam e direction (which is th e  only situation  in which their presence 
would add to  the  m ean velocity), then the  radar should indicate much lower reflectivities 
when scanning in the direction of their alignm ent. A possible exam ple of th is phenom enon 
is shown in Fig. 3.30, which shows a bilaterally  sym m etric P P I reflectivity factor. T he cor­
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responding velocity P P I scan is shown in Fig. 3.31. T h e  only known explanation  for such 
an echo p a tte rn  is th a t  the  rad ar targe ts have some alignm ent. I t seems reasonable th a t 
the  existence of such a  b ila tera l sym m etry  could be used to  confirm  th e  presence of birds. 
However, even though it would seem th a t such a sym m etry  should always be present when 
m igrating  b irds were present, it is not known how reliable th is ind ication  really is. Such 
b ilatera l sym m etry  is ac tually  rarely seen a t night, an d  is much m ore common during the 
day, when m igrating  birds are thought to  be much less com m on. Fig. 3.30 was obtained 
in th e  late  m orning, for exam ple. T he alm ost universal absence of a  b ilatera lly  sym m etric 
echo during noctu rnal strong  clear-air events is evidence th a t b irds are rarely, if ever, the 
cause of such reflectivity.
A nother possibility is the  use of po larization inform ation, as explored by Zrnic and 
Ryzhkov (1998), and  M ueller (1983). Zrnic and Ryzhkov found w h a t they  believe to  be 
a characteristic  s ignatu re of differential reflectivity, Tjd r , and phase, <5, which is m arkedly 
different for b irds and  insects. T heir technique is a  po ten tially  very valuable tool for 
confirm ing birds, especially, as they sta te , since the polarization  param eters  do not depend 
on ta rg e t concentration . It would work ju s t as well for an isolated ta rg e t as a  high density 
of them . However they only analyzed one case of presum ed b irds and  one of presum ed 
insects. O ne of th e  param eters of in terest was differential reflectivity, Zd r - Zrnic and 
Ryzhkov found Z d r  higher for presum ed insects th an  for presum ed birds. M ueller (1983) 
found the opposite for the  two cases he analyzed. Also, po larization  radars are rare and 
the  use of such a  d iscrim inator will no t be available to  the  national N EX RA D  radar for 
m any years, if ever.
A nother possibility for d iscrim inating  birds from insect sca tte rs  is to use th e  height of 
echo above th e  ground. S trong  reflectivity th rough a  deep layer, say 4 km, m ight indicate 
the presence of b irds as it m ight be expected th a t it would be difficult for insects to reach 
such elevations.
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Elev min,max 3.25 3.38 Assumed data range: 0. 2 5 . @2 gsp: 58. 
DATE: 8 15 1 Times: 15 3 9 15 3 41 GMT RADS: 1840 2205
KTLX HGTdbZ HRINGS: 0.30km RAYS: 20.deg MAG 5.3
Figure 3.30: P P I reflectivity scan from K TLX  a t 15Z on 8 /1 5 /0 1  w ith a  tilt  angle of 3.3° 
Reflectivity range is from 0 dBZ (white) to  25 dBZ (black).
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Elev min,max 3.25 3.38 Assumed data range:-20. 20.@ 3 gsp: 15. 
DATE: 8 15 1 Times: 15 3 9 15 3 41 GMT RADS: 1840 2205
KTLX HOT VEL, m/s HRINGS: 0.30km RAYS: 20.deg MAG 4.5
Figure 3.31: Velocity scan corresponding to Fig. 3.30.
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Chapter 4
Using Radar Data to Measure LLJ 
Turbulence
For I have dream t of bloody turbulence, and this whole night 
h a th  noth ing  been b u t shapes and  forms of slaughter.
-A ndrom ache, Troilus and Cressida, Act V Scene 3
4.1 Dealiasing VAD Data
T he m inim um  pulse repetition  tim e (PR T) of th e  C im arron rad ar is 768.0 fis (see Table 
4.1). The m axim um  speed th a t can be m easured w ithout aliasing, Vmax^ a t this PR T  is 
35.7 m /s , according to
R  - ± -  ^^max ~  ^ ' 4 P R T
y  max for N EX RA D  radars is abou t 26 m /s  for common scan m odes. Since LLJs can have 
speeds of over 50 m /s , aliasing needs to  be dea lt w ith. In th is  case, th e  aliasing problem  
is no t too severe as we do not expect more th an  one fold in velocity. T he actual velocity 
detected  from  the sam pled D oppler shift is either the value determ ined  from the Doppler 
equation. Vindicated, or any one of an infinite num ber of aliases separated  by 2Vmax-
V  —  V indicated  T  2 n V n ia x
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PR T , /is RA N G E, km Vmax, m /s
768.0 115.2 35.7
921.6 138.2 29.7
1075.2 161.2 2 5 ^
1228.8 1&L3 22 j
Table 4.1: Available PRTs, m axim um  range, and m axim um  speed w ithou t aliasing for 
C im arron D oppler R adar
where n is a  positive or negative integer. Speeds up to  3Vmaæ (= 107  m /s )  will be contained 
w ithin th e  first th ree  aliases (n = 0  or ± 1 ) and any LLJ is unlikely to  exceed this level, so 
we only need to  decide which of these three speed aliases is the  correct one. T he general 
way to dealias d a ta  (e.g., Doviak and  Zrnic, p. 141) is to com pare th e  indicated  velocity 
and all th e  possible aliases w ith w hat one approxim ately  believes the  velocity to  be. The 
velocity closest to  th is approxim ate velocity is then  chosen. Typically, th e  approxim ate 
velocity is ob tained  by a  proxim ity sounding or by D oppler d a ta  of a nearby  or analogous 
region which is no t believed to  be aliased.
F igure 4.1 shows a VAD (a  V elocity-A zim uth Display) which has no t been dealiased. 
Near th e  m inim um  and m axim um  of the  d a ta , some points ap p ear to  be in error (aliased) 
by 2V,„ax- M oving these points by 2Vrnax up  or down would bring  th em  very close to  the 
best fit curve and the  o th er d a ta  points, thus dealiasing th e  d a ta . To accom plish th is by 
au tom atic  algorithm , we proceed w ith  the  following itera tive  scheme, which was developed 
as part of th is research;
1. We find a  po in t in the  d a ta  in azim uth  th a t  we believe is no t aliased. T he d a ta  (e.g., 
of Fig. 4.1) are scanned in azim uth  to find the first po in t a t which th e  average of 3 
successive d a ta  poin ts of speed is less th an  4 m /s  (2 m /s  for D O W  and NEX RAD  
d a ta ). T hese 3 po in ts are also checked to  see if ad jacen t values differ by m ore than  
20 m /s . If they  do, then one of the  points is probably  aliased, and  the  points are not 
used as a s ta rtin g  point. As aliasing is a problem  near the  peaks in speed, speeds 
near zero are not likely to  be aliased, so we have a  po in t a t which we are confident 
th e  d a ta  are no t aliased, as long as th e  ac tua l speeds are below ab o u t 2V ^ q i . If 
speeds g reater th an  abou t 2V ,„ai were present, then  th is m ethod  will fail as some
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VAD: v=data o=CG fit 
Cimarron radar Date: 3 17 99 
start,end times: 7 31 53 7 32 52 GMT
k= 130 elev= 2 .00 r= 19.80 km z= 0.69 km
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Figure 4.1: VAD plot w ith some aliased d a ta . V ’s are d a ta , circles (solid line) is best fit 
sine wave.
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near zero velocities will be aliases. As we proceed through the  d a ta  in azim uth from 
this point, the speeds increase or decrease. If aliasing occurs, then  it first shows up 
as a discontinuous ju m p  in speed between adjacent azim uthal points.
2. Proceeding in azim uth through the  d a ta  from the  sta rtin g  poin t, an azim uthal ru n ­
ning average of 5 d a ta  points of speed is calculated and the  next point in azim uth 
is com pared w ith it. We consider this velocity value and  the  first two aliases (V 
± 2 Vmax) T his next point is replaced by whichever of these three velocities is closest 
to the  running average. Essentially, the running average in azim uth  for d a ta  which is 
assum ed to no t be aliased is used as an approxim ate value for com parison to  dealias 
speeds nearby in azim uth. This dealiasing is not done if the point being tested  and 
the running average are more th an  25 degrees ap a rt in azim uth, i.e., when the da ta  
are too widely spaced.
3. After all the  d a ta  in the VAD have been dealiased by this first pass th rough the data , 
the best fit sine wave is then  calculated.
4. This best fit is then used as the approxim ate velocity for com parison to  dealias the 
d a ta  in a  second pass. T he d a ta  are again looped through and  th e  speeds and first 
aliases are com pared w ith the best fit speeds from step 3. T he alias is selected 
which is closest to  the  best fit value. This second pass is done because the  d a ta  are 
som etim es fairly noisy and the  first pass of steps 1-2 occasionally selects the wrong 
alias. Points which are incorrectly dealiased in step  2 are undealiased back to correct 
values in step  4.
5. The best fit sine wave is then recalculated. In principle, we could ite ra te  again using 
this improved best fit to  go back and again check for aliasing; b u t s tep  4 changes few 
points in practice, and two passes through the d a ta  checking for aliases, once using 
the noisy d a ta  and once using the sm ooth fit, appears to be sufficient.
Fig 4.2 shows the results of applying th is algorithm  to the d a ta  of Fig. 4.1. T his algorithm  
uses the d a ta  near zero speed as a s ta rtin g  point first guess for dealiasing ad jacent points in 
azim uth. T he algorithm  should work up to  the point where high speeds are aliased to  close
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Cimarron radar Date: 3 17 99
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Figure 4.2: VAD d a ta  of Fig. 4.1 afte r dealiasing.
to  zero m eters per second, since these poin ts th en  m ight incorrectly be chosen as unaliased 
sta rtin g  points. Consequently, the algorithm  m ay have problem s if speeds greater than  
abou t 2Vrnax ( '7 0  m /s )  were actually  present.
4.2 Measurement of turbulence with Doppler radar
Typical m easures of turbulence are the variances in the  velocity com ponents, 2 _
w =  yji'i where th e  velocity pertu rb a tio n s are u ', u ', w'\ and  the  covariances
of the velocity pertu rbations, u'v'^ u'w ', v'w ', where th e  overbars refer to  tim e averages. 
A nother m easure of tu rbulence is the tu rbu len t intensities, which
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involves the roo t-m ean-square velocity pertu rb a tio n s. T here is also the  tu rb u len t eddy 
dissipation ra te , e. T hree techniques to  obtain  these variables from  clear air Doppler radar 
d a ta  have been described in the  lite ra tu re . These m ethods differ in the  length  scales of 
tu rbulence they  are sensitive to. T hese m ethods are:
1. Using th e  Doppler spectrum  w idth, for variances in space based on tu rbu len t
length  scales sm aller th an  the  size of the  rad ar probe volume. (G ossard, 1990). 
T his involves isolating th a t portion  of th e  spectrum  w id th  due to  turbulence 
from  th a t  due to  o ther causes.
2. Using th e  variance of th e  velocity m easurem ent in azim uth  ab o u t the VAD
w ind (W ilson, 1970; L herm itte , 1968; and  Frisch, 1992), for variances based 
on tu rb u len t length  scales larger than  th e  probe volume b u t sm aller than  the 
d iam eter of th e  scan circle.
3. Using th e  variance in tim e of an ensem ble of VAD determ ined wind values
(Kropfli, 1986), for variances based on all tu rb u len t length  scales larger than  the 
p robe volum e size (up to  a  length scale lim ited by the  ensem ble tim e m ultiplied 
by th e  m ean w ind speed).
T he first two of these will uses spatia l variances, while the  th ird  uses tem pora l variances. 
T he difference betw een spatia l and tem poral variances will be sm all provided the speed the 
p robe is scanned th rough  th e  w ind field is large relative to  th e  m ean w ind speed. T his is 
known as Taylor’s hypothesis (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972, p. 253). For spec trum  w idth, 
the  sensed rad ia l w ind variance is based on a spatia l weighted average of the  velocity 
p ertu rb a tio n s  w ith in  the  p robe volume. These p ertu rb a tio n s are sensed sim ultaneously, 
im plying an infinite scan speed. In a typical VAD scan used here, a scan is acquired in 2 
m inutes over a circum ference of ab o u t 20 km. T his gives a  scan speed of over 150 m /s, 
com pared w ith LLJ winds of 40 m /s.
For this work, we have applied th e  first two of these m ethods, as discussed in the  next 
two sections.
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4.3 Deducing Turbulence from Spectrum W idth Information
T his section describes a technique th a t is som ew hat different from m ethods published 
previously. Previous a ttem p ts  a t using spectral w idth to  deduce clear-air turbulence (re­
viewed by G ossard, 1990) have either neglected the  effect of wind shear, or accounted for 
the effect of wind shear by using m easured wind profiles. However, the m ethod discussed 
here a ttem p ts  to  take advantage of the  m odulation in am plitude of the  spectrum  w idth 
in az im uth as seen, for example, in Fig. 3.4. T he spectrum  w idth is defined to be the 
s tan d a rd  deviation of th e  velocity spectrum  about the m ean, cTr, and has a  m odulation 
in am plitude w ith azim uth  sim ilar to velocity, b u t w ith two m axim a 180 degrees ap art 
instead  of a  m axim um  and a m inim um  180 degrees apart. Fig. 3.4 actually  plots variance, 
or a^. I t  will now be shown th a t th is m odulation  is due prim arily  to vertical wind shear 
alone, su b jec t to  certain  assum ptions, and th a t spectrum  w idth  inform ation alone can be 
used to  ex tract b o th  wind shear and turbulence.
Spectrum  w idth  inform ation reflects broadening of the velocity spectrum  from a variety 
of sources th a t are generally additive in term s of variance, or spectrum  w idth squared, 
nam ely: tu rbulence, m ean velocity gradients w ithin the  probe volume, an tenna m otion 
and  signal properties, noise, and particu la tes and p recip ita tion  (and possible large objects 
like birds). To show how these are additive, consider first the variance in the  radial velocity 
spec trum  due to  wind shear, . By definition
i = l
where V^. is deviation from  the  m ean radial velocity of the ith  m easurem ent w ithin the 
probe volume, and N is the num ber of velocity m easurem ents considered by the radar 
system  (e.g., th e  128 sam ples typically used for C im arron). If we now consider the addition 
of a  random  tu rbu len t velocity com ponent to V).'_, T , we have:
= i  E K  + Tif  = i  X;(v;" + 2v;t , + rf)
t = l  j = l
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Since T  is a random  variable uncorrelated w ith , the second sum m ation  on the right of 
(4.1) is zero leaving:
cr^  =
Sim ilar argum ents (essentially assum ing the sources of spectral broadening are all uncorre­
lated) can be m ade for o ther sources of spectral broadening and  Doviak and  Zrnic (1984) 
Eqn. 5.59 states:
(4 2)
W here a'^, the  velocity spectrum  w idth  squared, is the sum  respectively of variances from 
shear, an tenna m otion (0^ )  , d roplet fall speeds (ct^) , and  turbulence. System  noise 
could also be included for com pleteness. For the  clear-air d a ta  considered in this study, 
we can neglect broadening from variance in droplet fall speeds, is also small.
Of these sources of spectral broadening, it will be shown here th a t  vertical wind shear 
is the only one sensitive to rad ar azim uth (assum ing horizontally homogeneous flow and 
isotropic turbulence). T he assum ption of isotropic turbulence is perhaps reasonable as the 
spectrum  w idth is sensitive to turbulence length scales sm aller th an  the  size scale of the 
radar probe volume (based on pulse w idths, this is a t least 150 m  for C im arron and 250 M 
for a N EXRAD , though this depends also on range), and sm all scales of tu rbulence tend 
to be m ore isotropic th an  large scales. T he m ethod of ge tting  the  tu rb u len t intensity  of 
scales larger th an  the probe volume using the variance of the  VAD itself, where we allow 
non-isotropy of turbulence, is discussed in Section 4.4.
To understand  how a f  relates to  the tu rbu len t velocity com ponents, we consider a 
purely tu rbu len t wind field (no shear) w ithin the  probe volume. If vertical m otions are 
negligible (true for sm all tilt angles), then  th e  projection of th e  horizontal com ponents of 
the velocity p ertu rb a tio n  onto the rad ar radial a t azim uthal angle 0  gives:
V/ — u'sin(f) + v'cos(j)
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Figure 4.3: D iagram  for radar sensing of wind shear w ithin a probe volume. A shows shear 
vector relative to  wind a t the  b o tto m  and top  of the resolution volume. B shows projection 
of winds onto rad ar beam  direction. C shows error in analysis (see tex t) due to  hodograph 
curvature.
and
1 w 1 ^  .
CTj =  — +  v'cos(f>Ÿ =  — ^  u'^sin^(j) +  v'^cos^cj) + 2u'v'sincpcoscf) (4.3)
^  i= i  i= i
If the turbulence is isotropic, u ’ and v ’ are uncorrelated  and  th e  last term  in (4.3) vanishes, 
leaving:
a f  = a\sin^(j) 4- a^cos^(f)
This has an azim uthal variation; however, isotropy also im plies th a t  G u  —  c f v , s o :
(4.4)
N ext, to determ ine the  variance due to wind shear, we first assum e th a t  th ere  is no 
m ean vertical wind, which for th is clear-air s tudy  should be a  p re tty  good assum ption. 
Then, for any given tilt  angle, we can pro ject th e  horizontal wind vectors onto the  plane 
of the rad ar tilt and consider w hat happens to  these p ro jected  w inds as azim uth varies. 
Vertical wind shear results in a range of velocities being present w ith in  the  resolution 
volume of the rad ar of depth  AZ. As shown in Fig. 4.3a, these velocities range from lf\ to 
Î/2 w ith  to ta l shear vector:
£? =  Ü* -  t j ;  =  ^ A Z
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If the  probe volume is small, then the radial velocity com ponents of U\ and U2  will be 
sim ilar (as draw n in Fig. 4.3a) and will be small. T he rad a r beam , a t azim uth angle 
(j), will see th e  projection  of all the winds onto the  rad ar radial. Using the  convention of 
Fig. 4.3b, th e  spread in radial velocities, AU,-, will be
A U r  — U2 Cos{a — (j>) — U\cos{a +  9  — 4))
— y — >
where U\ = U\ , U2  = U2  , 0 is the  angle between th e  w ind vectors in the  probe volume 
and  a  is th e  azim uthal angle of the wind vector C^. Using trigonom etric identities (addition 
form ula for cosines and  th e  law of cosines), we find th a t th is is equivalent to:
AUr — UsCos{4> +  ■)/))
where U. = Ut and
, _ i,U 2 Sina -  U isin{a  + 9).  ^ ^
ip — tan  (—------ :------ —---- —-------- ) — constant
"Uicos{a + 9)-U2Cosa^
T h a t is, th e  range of velocities seen by the rad ar is a cosine function  of azim uth with 
an am plitude equal to  the  am plitude of the  shear vector th rough  the  d ep th  of th e  probe 
volume. As can be seen in Fig. 4.3b, when the  rad ar azim uth is perpend icu lar to  the  shear
 y  ^
vector (when 4> = f  ~  V-’)i b o th  Ui and U2 will have th e  sam e pro jection  onto the  rad ar 
rad ia l and AUr will be zero, whereas when the  rad ar azim uth  is in the sam e direction as 
th e  shear vector (when (p — —ip), the  projections of all the  m ean winds in the  probe volume 
has an am plitude equal to  the shear vector. Spectrum  w id th  is always a  positive quantity, 
so it is re la ted  to th e  absolu te value of AUr- T he spec trum  w id th  due to  w ind shear, Og, 
is then  equal to  an azim uthally  varying quan tity
as(4>) ^  b\UgCos{4) + ip)\ (4.5)
w here the constan t b  (of order 1) is needed to convert from  AUr to  s tan d ard  deviation. 
T h e  value for b  could be calculated from considering th e  rad a r beam  as a  G aussian shape to
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weight the  velocities and  obtain  the spectrum  width as a function of wind shear. However, 
th e  C im arron rad ar beam  is not perfectly Gaussian, and it m ight be b e tte r to obtain  b 
empirically. In any case, w hat we originally sought to  obtain  here is turbulence and not 
wind shear, though it is possible th a t wind shear obtained from spectrum  w idth could be 
m ore precise th an  th a t  obtained from differentiating the wind profile determ ined by VAD 
analysis, as num erical differentiation is inherently noisy.
E quation  4.5 describes a rectified cosine wave. R etain ing only th e  term s due to  wind 
shear and turbulence in (4.2):
a'r — (7^  + ai — b^U]cos‘^{(j) + ip) + a f  (4.6)
By trigonom etric identity, this is also equal to:
u2tt2 L2rr2
(^) =  +  ^ )  +  +  V;)
In o ther words, the azim uthal display of spectral variance of the  radial wind com ponent 
consists of a cosine wave of frequency 2cp entirely due to  wind shear, plus a constant, p a rt of 
which is due to  turbulence and p a rt of which is due to wind shear. In principle, this could 
also be done w ithout the  assum ption of isotropic turbulence, in which case, (4.6) would 
include azim uthally  varying term s for the different turbulence variances and covariances.
T his straight-forw ard analysis is very useful in in terpre ting  d a ta  such as Fig. 3.4, bu t it 
has some im plicit assum ptions which are not always m et exactly in practice. In particular, 
as Fig. 4.3c indicates, if the m ean wind vectors w ithin AZ follow a  curved hodograph 
ra th e r th an  all falling along a stra igh t line, then the m inim um  variance will not be zero 
and  the constan t c will have a com ponent due to hodograph curvature. T he m agnitude of 
th is error would be ab o u t U sinA 0 and should be small as long as A Z is small. Also, this 
approach would not be valid if there are significant deviations from horizontal homogeneity 
in either the turbulence or m ean winds. The cases selected for analysis la ter in th is report 
appear to  be horizontally homogeneous as evidenced by (for example) velocity azim uth 
display not deviating system atically  from a  sine wave.
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spectral variance/azimuth display w=data o=CG fit 
Cimarron radar Date: 3 1 7 9 9  
start,end times: 7 31 53 7 32  52 GMT
k= 130 elev= 2 .00  r= 19.80 km z= 0 .69 km
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Figure 4.4: A zim uthal display of spectral variance after application of 11 point sm oother. 
Solid line is best fit for (4.6).
W hat we are in terested  in determ ining is the level of turbulence. To determ ine cr  ^ from 
d a ta  such as Fig. 3.4, we proceed in a  sim ilar way as we do to  determ ine th e  m ean wind 
profile, except here we are fitting  the azim uthal function (4.6) instead  of a sinusoid. Figure 
4.4 shows an azim uthal display of spectral variance and the  best fit to  (4.6). Spectrum  
w idth m easurem ents have m ore noise th an  velocity and to  im prove the appearance of Fig. 
4.4, the d a ta  are first passed through an 11 point sm oother (which uses a m oving average). 
One possible reason for noisy spectrum  w idth d a ta  is th a t the  probe volum e size m ay be 
sm all relative to  the  length scales of the tu rbu len t fluctuations. D espite the  noise, Fig. 4.4 
does show th a t  the  derived function (4.6) is a t least qualitatively  in agreem ent w ith the 
behavior of th e  data .
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4.4 Deducing Turbulence from the Variance in the VAD
In con trast w ith Sec. 4.3, which a ttem p ts  to  deduce turbulence by using the  spectrum  
w idth  inform ation and  separating  it into wind shear and turbulence, previous au thors 
(e.g., Frisch et ah, 1992) have used the  variance of th e  wind in azim uth ab o u t th e  best fit 
function. In this technique th e  wind is separated  into m ean and  fluctuating  com ponents:
U = u + u'
V  = V + v'
W  — u) +  w'
W here u,v,w  are the  m ean velocity com ponents, u ', u ', w' are th e  tu rb u len t pertu rbations, 
and U ,V ,W  are the  to ta l w ind com ponents. T he p ertu rb a tio n s  are generally a  function of 
space and time, u' =  u'{t, x , y, z), or from the  s tan d p o in t of the  rad a r a t a certain  elevation 
angle and range, they  are functions of tim e and azim uth , u’ = u'{t, 0). T he m easured radial 
w ind com ponent sensed by th e  rad ar is:
Vr -= [u-\- u')sin(j)cosP +  (u +  v')cos(j)cos/3 +  (w +  w ')sinP
W here /3 is the elevation angle and (p is the  azim uth  angle. T h e  m ean values, u,v, and 
w (and  therefore Vr{(p) which =  usincpcosP +  vcos(j)cosj3 +  w sinP), are known from the  
best-fit analysis of the VAD. T his average wind vector is ob tained  by the  least-squares fit 
of th e  d a ta  to a function around an azim uth  circle (over a  short period of tim e) and is a 
spatia l average velocity. T he variance of the  d a ta  ab o u t the  m ean wind in azim uth over 
an  azim uth range from 0 to  (f>' is:
uor(Vr) =  1  (V;. -  14)2(1,^  (4.7)
(p Jo
1
=  — /  {v! sincpcos^ + v'cosfpcosP + w 'sinP )‘ 
<P Jo
d(p
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1
=  — /  [(u'^sin^(t) +  v'^cos^(j) +  2u' v ' sin(j)cos(j))cos^ P 
<p Jo
-\-w'^ sin? P +  2w'u' sin(psinl3cosf3 +  2w' v' cos(j)sinj3cosl3]d(j) (4.8)
We now take tim e averages of bo th  sides of (4.8). If th is  averaging is done over a short 
enough period of tim e such th a t  var(V r) is constan t in tim e b u t a long enough period of 
tim e for the  tu rbu len t length scales to be m easured by th e  variances of u', v', w' to  be 
sensed, (4.8) becomes:
var
2 r(j)' __  __  ___
{Vr)  = — /  [{u''^sin^(j) + v'‘^cos'^(f) + 2u'v'sin(f>cos(j))cos^l3 
4> Jo
+w''^sin~l3 +  2w'u' sin(f)sin/3cosl3 + 2w'v'cos(l)sin/3cosl3]d(j) (4.9)
T his equation can be in tegrated  analytically  under the assum ption  th a t  the  turbulence 
is horizontally  hom ogeneous so th a t the tim e averaged quan tities are not dependent on 
azim uth angle, 0. T h e  m ethod devised by W ilson (1970) involves evaluating (4.9) by 
in tegration  over four quadran ts  of the scan circle. These p artia l in tegrals can then  be 
com bined to  produce the  separate  covariances and variances. However, if a single integral 
over 27t is taken, all th e  covariance term s drop out. W ith  4>'— 2 tx, (4.9) yields:
var[Vr) = ^ (u '^  +  v'‘^ )cos^P + w'‘^ sin^P (4.10)
If the  turbulence is isotropic, u' = v' = w' and var(V )-)=constant (i.e., no elevation depen­
dence). For sm all elevation angles (the usual case), (4.10) reduces to:
var{V r) =  - (n '^  -t- v'"^ ) =  horizontal T K E  — i f  isotropic  (4.11)
W here T K E  is the  tu rb u len t kinetic energy. Since T K E = ^ { u ' ^ + w ' ‘^ ) , var(V r) =  |T K E . 
Var(V r) is essentially the  sam e variable obtained  by the  spec tra l w id th  m ethod, except 
th a t  the  spec tra l w id th  m ethod  is sensitive to  T K E  a t scales below th a t  of the  radar probe 
volume while the  variance of the VAD m ethod is sensitive to  T K E  a t scales larger th an  the 
probe volume and sm aller th an  the  VAD scan circle. Since m ost of th e  tu rbu len t energy
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is in the larger scales, T K E  in (4.11) should be larger th an  th a t in (4.4). T he to ta l TK E 
would be the  sum  of these two.
It should also be realized th a t certain  non-turbulen t s tructu res could be present in the 
boundary  layer th a t would increase the variance in the  VAD. For example, lam inar bound­
ary layer convective or shear rolls would be expected to increase the  indicated turbulence, 
w ithout necessarily being turbulent.
4.5 Best Fit Methodology for VAD Winds and Turbulence
T he m ethod  used to determ ine the best fit sine wave through d a ta  such as Fig. 4.2 is 
now discussed. A conjugate gradient routine th a t minimizes a cost function form ulated as a 
sum  of the  squared error is used. T here are m ore efficient ways to  get the VAD winds than 
using a  conjugate gradient routine, which involves going through the  d a ta  m ultiple times 
to ite ra te  on minim izing a cost function as well as calculating derivatives. For example, 
L herm itte  (1968) sim ply gets the first Fourier coefficients, requiring two passes through 
the d a ta . Fast Fourier transform s would make this m ethod  extrem ely fast. However, using 
a cost function approach makes it very easy to  modify the  routine to  fit functions more 
com plicated th an  a sine wave and the conjugate gradient m ethod is still very fast. This 
m ethod would also allow the incorporation of auxiliary d a ta  and constrain ts. The conjugate 
gradient rou tine used here was adap ted  from Numerical Recipes (Press et a l.,1986, Sec. 
10.6). For determ ining a  VAD wind, the cost function, J , is:
J  = '^ { V r  -  Ucosip -  V sintpŸ  (4.12)
where V^ is th e  radial velocity com ponent sensed directly  by the radar, U and V are the 
best fit wind com ponents, p  = (90°-azim uth), and the sum m ation is taken over all the  data . 
T he d a ta  consist of pairs of V^ and p. T h a t is, J  is ju s t the  sum  over all the d a ta  points 
in a  scan of th e  squared error between the m easured radial velocity and the best-fit radial 
velocity. T he derivatives of (4.12) w ith respect to  U and V are needed by the conjugate
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log(cosl function) for VAD fit
for J=(Vr- Ucos - Vsin/'Z
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Figure 4.5: P lo t of the  n a tu ra l log of the cost function for (4.12) for d a ta  of F igure 4.2. 
S m arks the s ta rtin g  point used for the  conjugate gradient m ethod  and E m arks the final 
m inim um  found.
gradient routine and are easily calculated as:
d J
—  =  ^  -2 (1 4  -  Ucosip -  Vsinip)cosip
d J
—  =  ^  -2 (1 4  -  Ucosip -  Vsinip)sinip
A contour plot of J  for the  d a ta  of Fig. 4.2 is shown as Fig. 4.5. T he log of the cost 
function is p lo tted  as this enhances the num ber of contours near th e  optim um . This figure 
shows th a t the  conjugate gradient routine seems to  be working well, w ith the  optim um  
value m arked as “E” in the figure occurring a t the visual m inim um  of th e  function. It also 
shows th a t the  cost function is well behaved, so we do not expect problem s from m ultiple 
m inim a. In fact, since (4.12) is quadratic  in U and V, and since ^  and ^  are bo th  
positive definite, there can only be a unique minimum.
T he cost function for determ ining the turbulence from th e  azim uthally  varying spectral
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log(cost function) for spectrum variance fit
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Figure 4.6: Cost function plot (log(J)) for (4.13) using d a ta  for Fig. 4.4 w ith  b^U's =  3.97. 
S indicates s ta rtin g  point and E the ending point for th e  m inim ization routine.
variance is, from (4.6):
J  5 ^ (V F ^  - a f -  b^U'^cos' i^cI) +  iP)Ÿ (4.13)
W here W  is the  radar-m easured  spectrum  w idth, ar. T h e  d a ta  consist of pairs of W  and 
d). T he derivatives are:
d J
d a f
d J
g(62[/2)
d-ifj
- 2 G c o s ^ { 4 )  +  Tp)
W here G = W'^-af-b^UgCos'^{4>+i/)) . As there  are 3 constan ts  to  be determ ined , the cost 
function is three-dim ensional. F igure 4.6 p lo ts the cost function in th e  plane w here =  
3.97 (the com puted optim um  for the  d a ta  of Fig. 4.4). T h is  cost function  shows sym m etry
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w ith two identical m inim a spaced 180° apart. This is to be expected from  the  periodicity 
of (4.13), which gives two possible solutions for ip since cos^(0 +  </;) =cos^{(p +  V^+180). 
W hich one of these two solutions th e  m inim ization routine finds is determ ined by the 
s ta rtin g  point for th e  itera tion  (the first guess of the determ ined param eters), indicated
by “S” in Fig. 4.6. T his m eans there  will be a  180° am biguity to  the  wind shear direction
determ ined w ith this m ethod.
T here is ano ther problem  with m inim izing the  cost function, (4.13). T here is a pair of 
solutions (one real and one spurious) associated w ith the identity:
a +  bcos^O = {a+  b) -  bcos^{0 +  ^  ^ ?r)
or m ore simply:
cos^d =  1 -  cos^{6 +   ^7t)
for n an  integer. T his identity  m eans th a t som etim es the conjugate-gradient routine could 
po ten tially  find the  solution in which the variable b^f/^ is reported  as a negative num ber 
(nam ely -h’^ U]) and  in which the term  a f  is replaced by {af + h^U‘j) .  B o th  these solutions 
produce identical fits to  the d a ta , b u t w ith dram atically  different values for the sought 
variables. Since the  square of the shear term  cannot physically be negative, this negative 
shear solution is spurious. Experim ents have shown th a t th is spurious solution occurs 
often enough to be a  concern, despite judicious choices of first guess values. This has been 
dealt w ith by checking the  sign of th e  re tu rned  value for b ^ f/^ . If it is negative, h'^U^ is 
replaced by its abso lu te value, the  re tu rned  value for the turbulence term  is replaced by 
(o"t)rep(aced =  {<^ 1)re tu rn e d  ~  &^d the  angle Ip is shifted by | .
4.6 LLJ Profiles
Profiles are now produced of azim uthal average reflectivity, wind, and  turbulence pa­
ram eters in LLJs. T his is generally done by considering a single rad ar scan a t a  certain  
elevation angle (which takes one or two m inutes to  obtain , depending on scan ra te ). Reflec­
tiv ity  is averaged around the circle of the scan a t each range gate  to  produce the average
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reflectivity; and best fit analysis are m ade for the VAD winds and turbulence for each 
range gate  as well.
A problem  w ith determ ining azim uthal average reflectivity is th a t d a ta  are not obtained 
at every radial. As the radar can only m easure reflectivities down to abou t -25 dBZ, aver­
aging together all the reflectivities th a t were m easured above this threshold  will produce a 
high bias as reflectivities below this are not included in the average. Averaging only good 
da ta  po ints is incapable of return ing  an average below the  detection threshold. This bias 
can be quite  severe in areas where few good d a ta  points are obtained. A t scan ra tes w ith 
the C im arron radar, 600 radiais are potentially  available per scan to be averaged together. 
At ranges w ith weak reflectivity, fewer than  100 good d a ta  points may be obtained w ith 500 
or m ore radiais having reflectivities too weak to  m easure. T his bias gets larger w ith range 
because the  reflectivity needed to  be detectable increases w ith d istance from the radar. To 
reduce this problem, missing d a ta  are assigned a  value ju s t below the m inim um  detectable 
value. T his is the largest value the missing d a ta  could have had  and will still over-estim ate 
the average, bu t not by nearly as much as ignoring the m issing d a ta  completely. It should 
be possible to  fit a  norm al d istribu tion  function to  the good d a ta  poin ts and to  deduce 
the average by the  m idpoint of the  fitted d istribution curve. However, the  complexity of 
doing th is has no t been faced here, and fitting a norm al d istribu tion  function would be 
problem atic if the  d a ta  are not norm ally d istributed.
F igure 4.7 shows profiles of azim uthally averaged reflectivity and VAD determ ined wind 
speed and direction based on d a ta  in the scans shown in Figs. 3.3 and  3.2. In this case, 
velocities were obtained up to abou t 3 km while the reflectivity profile was obtained up to  4 
km. T his difference is caused by the  different filtering used in rejecting d a ta  for azim uthal 
analysis. For reflectivity, d a ta  are rejected which fall below the  system  noise level and for 
which the am plitude of the velocity is less th an  1 m /s . T his is done to  elim inate ground 
clu tter, which has no Doppler shift. For velocity, d a ta  are also rejected when the velocity 
am plitude is less th an  1 m /s. It has also been found th a t velocity d a ta  is highly noisy for 
low reflectivities, and a narrower band of reflectivity values lying between -20 to  50 dBZ 
are allowed. The 50 dBZ filter is employed since any reflectivities g reater than  th is are
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Figure 4.7: Profile of wind speed, direction, and reflectivity for a LLJ from azim uthal 
analysis of C im arron rad ar data . The z’s are p lo tted  for reflectivity, u ’s for wind speed, 
and  d ’s for w ind direction. D a ta  was taken during the  night a t 7:30 Z, M arch 17, 1999.
certain ly  ground  c lu tter. Also, VAD analyses are not perform ed if there are less th an  20 
acceptable p o in ts  in the  VAD.
Fig. 4.7 shows a  very well defined LLJ w ith a  peak am plitude near 33 m /s  a t near 700 
m eters above the  ground. This figure also shows a  local m inim um  in reflectivity a t abou t 
300 m eters in the  lower shear layer of the LLJ, and  a  local m axim um  at abou t 600 m eters, 
near the je t core. T he hodograph for these d a ta  is shown in Figure 4.8. Fig. 4.SB shows 
the  hodograph after the  d a ta  have been sm oothed w ith a 41 point moving average.
Figure 4.9shows sm oothed profiles of wind speed and turbulence. Variances from  bo th  
m ethods of deducing turbulence are shown. T he two turbulence profiles agree rem arkably 
well qualita tively  w ith regard to  the shapes of the profiles, w ith bo th  having a  m arked 
m axim um  in the  lower shear layer and a  m arked m inim um  near the je t core. However, 
the  T K E  values from the spectral w idth m ethod have been m ultiplied by 10 for p lo tting  
in Fig. 4.9. T h is implies th a t the small scale turbulence m easured w ith th is m ethod  is an
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Cimarron radar VAD analysis, DATE: 3 1 7  99 
stari.end  times: 7 31 53 7 32 52 GMT
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Figure 4.8: H odograph for wind profile of Fig. 4.7. A is unsm oothed  and B is sm oothed.
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order of m agnitude less th an  the  large scale turbulence m easured by VAD variance. This 
m ay be reasonable as the length scales sensed by the two m ethods differ by two orders of 
m agnitude.
It is also w orth noting how highly correlated the tu rbulence profiles are w ith the  vertical 
wind shear, w ith the  peak in turbulence occurring in the  vertical center of the lower shear 
layer. T h is becom es m ore apparen t when we convert the  tu rb u len t variances (with units of 
ÿ )  into a q u an tity  having the sam e units as shear, by tak ing  the  square root and dividing 
by th e  altitude , Z. T his is perhaps a reasonable scaling since a t g reater heights, the radar 
p robe volume is a t a g reater d istance from the rad ar and is consequently larger, and 
the  VAD circles are larger; w ith bo th  these things proportional to  Z. So the  turbulence 
m easures are sensitive to  large length scales at larger altitudes, and m ight be expected 
to scale w ith Z. T his scaling is done in Figure 4.10 where we also plot the wind shear 
calcu lated  from the  wind profile.The shear is calculated as a  centered difference of the 
sm oothed  wind vectors a t each vertical trip let of points. Shear calculated in this way is 
very noisy; consequently, the shear profile is passed through the  sm oother as well. The 
shear profile shows th a t m ost of the  shear is concentrated  in the lower shear layer of the 
je t below 700 m eters. Based on the profile of wind speed, one would expect a  zero point 
in shear a t the je t peak and an increase in the upper shear layer between 900 and 1500 
m eters. However, th e  directional shear is actually  strong  in the  je t core and decreases with 
height, accounting for the flat shear profile in and above the je t center. Fig. 4.10 shows 
th a t  m ost of th e  scaled turbulence is in the  lower shear layer, strongly  correlated w ith the 
m agnitude of th e  shear.
4.7 LLJ Time-Height Sections
For m ultiple scans of rad ar acquired over a long period of tim e, tim e-height cross 
sections can be constructed  showing how th e  profiles of azim uthally  averaged quantities 
evolve over tim e. Four cases will be considered here using d a ta  from the  NEX RAD  network:
1. M ay 6-7, 2002, K FW S (Fort W orth, Texas)
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SMOOTHED speed and turbulence profile
number of points in smoother: 21 
Cimarron radar VAD analysis. DATE: 3 17 99 
start,end times: 7 31 53 7 32 52 GMT
elev min.max.ave: 2. 2. 2.
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Figure 4.9: Profiles of wind speed and turbulence obtained w ith  C im arron ra d a r for a  LLJ. 
P lo tted  u ’s are LLJ speed. P lo tted  e ’s arc the variance in th e  VAD wind as a m easure 
of T K E . P lo tted  t ’s are T K E  values ob tained from separating  spec tral w idth  d a ta  into 
turbulence and wind shear. T he t  values have been m ultiplied by 10. Profiles have been 
sm oothed w ith a 21 point moving average.
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S M O O T H E D  s p e e d , s h e a r a n d  tu rb u le n ce  profile
number of points in smoother: 21 
Cimarron radar VAD analysis. DATE: 3 17 99 
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Figure 4.10: Profiles of wind speed, shear, and tu rb u len t s tan d a rd  deviations scaled by 
height.
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2. Ju n e  1-2, 2002, KVNX (Enid, O klahom a)
3. Ju ly  15-16, 2000, KFW S (Fort W orth Texas)
4. A ugust 14-15, 2002, K TLX  (Twin Lakes, O klahom a, near O klahom a City)
T hese cases are one each m onth  for the w arm  season. For each case, abou t 24 hours of 
d a ta  are processed. The d a ta  were acquired from the archives of the  N ational C lim atic 
D a ta  C en ter (N C D C ). T he recent im plem entation of in ternet access to  the  N FX R A D  radar 
archive a t N CDC has m ade it possible to  acquire these d a ta  in an efficient m anner. D a ta  
gaps are com m on in th e  archive and it is necessary to search through a considerable quan­
tity  of d a ta  to  find good quality  d a ta  sets covering the  phenom enon of in terest. W ithou t 
rap id  access to  much of the archive, searching it for usable d a ta  would have taken too much 
tim e. O nce analysis and graphical software has been developed, the  tim e to  acquire a d a ta  
set, check its quality, and produce analy tic plots is abou t an hour. Archived N FX R A D  
d a ta  are superior in quality  to  th e  C im arron radar, a t least in term s of signal to  noise 
ra tio  and  g round-clu tte r suppression. For th is reason, and  because of th e  ease of acquir­
ing archived N FX R A D  data , N FX R A D  d a te  are used instead  of C im arron d a ta  for these 
analyses.
T he crite ria  used to identify cases for analysis are:
1. No precip ita tion  closer than  100 km from  the  rad ar during the  24 hour period.
2. T h e  d a ta  a t night do not have a b ilatera lly  sym m etric signature (as in Fig. 3.30).
T h is criterion reduces th e  probability  th a t the signal is caused by m igrating  birds.
3. Southerly  flow was indicated  th roughout the period in surface observations.
4. O nly d a ta  from the 1.5° tilt  are used.
T h e  last item  follows from A ppendix A (q.v.) in which the 1.5° ti lt  was found to  be the 
b es t for m inim izing the  effects of ground clu tter.
M ost of th e  tim e the rad ars for all of these cases were in clear-air m ode. T his scan 
m ode gives a  volume scan every 10 m inutes and, consequently, a  wind profile every 10
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m inutes. Occasionally, a rad ar will be in precipitation m ode. W hen th a t happens, scans 
are ob tained  every 5 m inutes. The d a ta  quality is abou t the  sam e for b o th  scan modes, 
though th e  clear-air m ode uses more pulses per radial and  is a little  less noisy. Generally, 
sufficient signal s treng th  is present in the lower levels of the atm osphere in these cases for 
high-quality  analyses from radars in precipitation or clear-air m odes.
Because noisy contours are difficult to in terpret, a  nine point sm oother was applied 
to  much of the  da ta . The sm oother is applied m ultiple tim es replacing each value in the 
array  by the average of itself and the eight surrounding points. T he num ber of times the 
sm oother is applied is indicated at the  top of each figure, and is chosen subjectively so as 
to achieve a com prom ise between elim inating too much inform ation and elim inating noise. 
As is inherent in th is sm oother, values near the borders of the  d a ta  are sm oothed less 
th an  those in the interior, consequently, the contours near the  edges of some of the plots 
presented are still noisy.
To m eet the  criteria  th a t the reflectivity P P I plots no t have a  b ilateral sym m etry, P P I 
plots are produced a t various times for visual exam ination, especially near the m iddle of 
the  night (6Z). Reflectivity P P I plots near 6Z are given for each case in Figs. 4.11-4.14, 
corresponding radial velocity plots are also given in Figs. 4.15-4.18. For these NEXRAD 
d a ta , velocity range gates are every 250 m eters and reflectivity range gates are every 1 
km. For a  1.5° tilt, these gates result in a reflectivity m easurem ent every 26 m in the 
vertical and a  velocity m easurem ent every 6.5 m. Fig. 4.13 does show some signs of 
azim uthal b isym m etry  which may imply some alignm ent of the rad ar targe ts  and increases 
the  likelihood of b irds being present. However, this is no t a strong  b ilateral signature and 
it is restric ted  to  a  layer above 2 km. The LLJ m easurem ents are probably not affected by 
th is po ten tial biasing problem  above 2 km.
4 .7 .1  R e fle c tiv ity  T im e-H eig h t S ection s
T he first T im e-height cross-sections presented are for azim uthally  averaged reflectivity. 
These plots are Figs. 4.19-4.22 for the May, June, July, and A ugust cases respectively. 
Reflectivity is the least noisy field considered and the  fields were not sm oothed for these
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Figure 4.11: P P I of reflectivity near 6 Z on May 7, 2002 a t 1.5° ti l t  from the  KFW S 
N EX RA D  radar. R ange rings are p lo tted  every 400 m eters above the  ground. For gray­
scale range, m inim um  displayed reflectivity (white) is -10 dBZ and m axim um  (black) is 30 
dBZ.
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Figure 4.12: P P I of reflectivity near 6 Z on June 2, 2002 a t 1.5° tilt  from th e  KVNX 
N EX R A D  radar. R ange rings are p lo tted  every 400 m eters  above th e  ground. For gray­
scale range, m inim um  displayed reflectivity (white) is -10 dBZ and  m axim um  (black) is 30 
dBZ.
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F igure 4.13: P P I  of reflectivity near 6 Z on July  16, 2000 a t 1.5° tilt from  th e  K FW S 
N EX R A D  radar. R ange rings are p lo tted  every 400 m eters above the ground. For gray­
scale range, m inim um  displayed reflectivity (white) is -10 dBZ and  m axim um  (black) is 30 
dBZ.
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Figure 4.14: P P I of reflectivity near 6 Z on August 15, 2002 a t 1.5° tilt from the  KTLX 
NEX RA D  radar. Range rings are p lo tted  every 400 m eters above the  ground. For gray­
scale range, m inim um  displayed reflectivity (white) is -10 dBZ and m axim um  (black) is 30 
dBZ.
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Figure 4.15: P P I  of radial velocity near 6 Z on May 7, 2002 a t 1.5° ti lt  from the  K FW S 
NEX RAD radar. R ange rings are p lo tted  every 400 m eters above th e  ground. For gray­
scale range, m inim um  displayed velocity (very light gray) is -20 m /s  and  m axim um  (black) 
is 20 m /s .
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DATE: 6 2 2 Times: 6 8 51 6 10 10 GMT RADS: 1106 1471
KVNX HOT VEL, m/s HRINGS: 0.40km RAYS: 20.deg MAG 1.5
Figure 4.16: P P I  of rad ial velocity near 6 Z on Ju n e  2, 2002 a t  1.5° tilt  from  the KVNX 
N EX R A D  rad ar. R ange rings are p lo tted  every 400 m eters above the  ground. For gray­
scale range, m inim um  displayed velocity (very light gray) is -20 m /s  and  m axim um  (black) 
is 20 m /s.
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Figure 4.17: P P I  of radial velocity near 6 Z on Ju ly  16, 2000 a t 1.5° tilt from th e  KFW S 
N EX R A D  rad ar. R ange rings are p lo tted  every 400 m eters above th e  ground. For gray­
scale range, m inim um  displayed velocity (very light gray) is -20 m /s  and  m axim um  (black) 
is 20 m /s .
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Figure 4.18: P P I of radial velocity near 6 Z on A ugust 15, 2002 a t 1.5° tilt from the 
KTLX NEXRAD radar. R ange rings are p lo tted  every 400 m eters above the  ground. For 
gray-scale range, m inim um  displayed velocity (very light gray) is -20 m /s  and  m axim um  
(black) is 20 m /s .
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plots. T he T im e scale is hours from the beginning of the scanning period, a t ab o u t 16 
U TC. Sunrise is a t abou t 9 hours from the s ta r t  and sunset is abou t 19 hours from the 
s ta r t. Vertical lines are drawn a t the  sunrise and sunset tim es. Precise values for sunset 
and sunrise tim es accurate to one m inute (obtained from th e  NO A A Air Resources Lab 
calculator) in U TC and hours from the  s ta r t are given in the  following table:
D A TE /STA TIO N L A T./LO N . START
U TC
SUNSET
U T C /h rs
SU NRISE
U T C /h rs
020506/K FW S 32 34N /  97 18W 16:04 1:14/9.17 11:37/19.55
020601/K V N X 36 44N /  98 08W 16:05 1:46/9 .68 11:15/19.17
000715/K FW S 32 34N /  97 18W 16:04 1:38/9 .57 11:33/19.48
020814/K TLX 35 20N /  97 17W 16:26 1:19/8 .88 11:49/19.38
Sunrise and  sunset are also indicated directly in the  d a ta  in some of the  plots by short- 
du ra tio n  spikes in reflectivity near the  top of the  dom ain near 9 and  19 hours from  the 
s ta r t ,  particu larly  apparen t in Fig. 4.19. These are caused by the  rad ar dish being pointed 
directly  a t th e  sun  during a scan when the  sun elevation above the  horizon equals the 
an ten n a ’s tilt, 1.5°. T he sun is not a strong source of reflectivity, b u t it can add signifi­
can tly  to the  reflectivity when the  reflectivity is otherw ise weak, as it often is far above 
th e  ground. For N EX RA D  data , sun m easurem ents rarely affect velocity m easurem ents 
as such d a ta  are in terp re ted  by the NEXRAD quality  control as second-trip  echo, and are 
filtered out of th e  velocity fields.
All four cases show a rapid change in reflectivity a t sunrise and sunset, w ith a short- 
du ra tion  m inim um  occurring a t sunset and sunrise. T he reflectivity transitions from usu­
ally relatively weak daytim e values, through a short-duration  m inim um  a t sunset, to  a 
rap id  increase after sunset. W ithin  an hour and a  half of sunset, the  reflectivity profile, up 
to  heights of 4 km, has reached its strongest level. This level decreases gradually  th rough 
the  night in Figs. 4.20 and 4.22 and rem ains fairly constan t in Figs. 4.19 and 4.21. At 
sunrise there is ano ther rapid  transition  through a m inim um  a t sunrise to  typically weaker 
daytim e values, though the  change is not as rapid as a t sunset. This phenom enon is not
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F igure 4.19: T im e-height contour plot of reflectivity th rough a  d ep th  of 4 km  and for 24 
hours from K FW S radar, M ay 6-7, 2002. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t  16:04Z M ay 6. Sunrise 
and  sunset tim es are m arked.
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Figure 4.20: T im e-height contour p lot of reflectivity through a dep th  of 4 km and for 24 
hours from  KVN X radar, June 1-2, 2002. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t  16:052 June 1.
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Figure 4.21: Tim e-height contour plot of reflectivity through a d ep th  of 4 km  and for 24 
hours from K FW S radar, Ju ly  15-16, 2000. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t 16:042 Ju ly  15.
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Figure 4.22: Tim e-height contour plot of reflectivity th rough  a d ep th  of 4 km  and for 24 
hours from K TLX  radar, A ugust 14-15, 2002. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t 16:26Z A ugust 14.
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com pletely understood  and  was discussed som ew hat in Sec. 3.4.1. A possible reason for 
th is phenom enon is th a t the  daytim e and  n ighttim e reflectivities are caused by different 
m echanism s which m ust switch over a t sunrise and sunset, providing a  brief period when 
neither m echanism  operates. For example, the daytim e reflectivity m ay be caused by in­
sects carried aloft by vertical mixing. A t sunset, vertical m otions cease and  the insects 
re tu rn  to  low levels, causing a rapid  reduction in reflectivity. At night, there could be a 
different species of insects, as suggested by H ardy and  Glover (1966), which flies a t night. 
A sim ilar theory  could be formed for bird  species, of course.
4.7.2 W ind Tim e-Height Sections
T im e-height cross-sections of wind speed are given in Figs. 4.23-4.26 for th e  May, June, 
July, and  A ugust cases, respectively. Each case shows a  well-deflned LLJ w ith the peak 
wind speeds occurring below 1.5 km  a t about 18 hours after th e  16Z s ta r t, ju s t before 
sunrise. T he LLJ begins in each case w ith an increase in wind speed a t low levels ju s t after 
sunset. W ind speed in th e  je t  continues to  increase through th e  night. W inds in the LLJ 
layer begin to  decrease after sunrise.
T h e  peak w ind speeds are about 30 m /s  for th e  M ay case, abou t 25 m /s  for the June 
case, ab o u t 20 m /s  for th e  Ju ly  case, and abou t 15 m /s  for the  A ugust case. T he decline in 
s tren g th  of LLJ w ith m onth  corresponds w ith the  tren d  tow ards weaker synoptic system s 
w ith weaker synoptic pressure gradients as the  warm  season progresses. T he strongest 
system s occur in  early  Spring, and the  weakest in m id-Sum m er. T he M ay and  June cases 
also show an increase in height of th e  LLJ speed peak as the  night progresses. This is quite 
p robably  due to  th e  deepening of the noctu rna l boundary-layer as the  n ight progresses, 
though  it is in teresting  th a t this phenom enon does not occur in the  Ju ly  and A ugust cases. 
T his m ay be due to  the weaker shear leading to  less tu rbu len t en tra inm ent from  the  shear 
layer for these cases.
An in teresting feature of the velocity plots is an increase in wind speed a t and above the  
LLJ near sunrise. This feature is m ost apparen t in the  M ay case. Fig. 4.23. T his is feature 
is no t caused by th e  rad ar receiving rad ia tion  from the  sun when the  sun shines directly
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Figure 4.23: T im e-height contour plot of wind speed through a  d ep th  of 4 km  and for 24 
hours from K FW S radar, M ay 6-7, 2002. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t 16:042 M ay 6.
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Figure 4.24; T im e-height contour plot of wind speed through a  d ep th  of 4 km  and for 24 
hours from  KVNX radar, Ju n e  1-2, 2002. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t 16:052 Ju n e  1.
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Figure 4.25; T im e-height contour plot of w ind speed th rough  a  dep th  of 4 km  and for 24 
hours from K TLX  radar, Ju ly  15-16, 2000. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t 16:05Z Ju ly  15.
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Figure 4.26: Tim e-height contour plot of wind speed through a  dep th  of 4 km  and  for 24 
hours from K TLX  radar, A ugust 14-15, 2002. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t 16:26Z A ugust 14.
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into the an tenna. Such d a ta  are filtered-out as the N EX RAD  quality-control algorithm  
trea ts  them  as second-trip  echo. Also, tim e-height contours w ith the  volume scans showing 
the  reflectivity signature of the  sun not included, did not show any significant difference. 
It is not clear w hat causes this ab rup t feature. It is possibly an artifact of unknown origin 
(such as a g reater preponderance of birds near sunset). It appears to  be real, however, and 
could be due to  vertical mixing.
A nother tim e history view is obtained by calculating the average wind com ponents in 
the lower 1 km  as a function of time. Figs. 4.27-4.30 plot these average wind com ponents 
for the  4 cases. These can be com pared with the idealized 1-D m odeling results from 
Sec. 2.4 (Figs. 2.11-2.14). T he m easured tim e behavior of the  LLJ is close to the quasi- 
sinusoidal behavior seen in the  1-D m odeling results. T he geostrophic wind (and, hence, 
the synoptic pressure gradient) could be estim ated from these figures as the  winds a t the 
tim e average values for u and v.
Valuable com parable results were obtained by Crawford et al. (1973) who used W K Y  
tall tower m easurem ents to m easure wind in the lowest 500 m. T hey produced annual 
average wind profiles and tim e-height sections and saw sim ilar behavior; they particularly  
noted the rap id  change in the  wind profiles at sunrise and  sunset.
4.7.3 W ind Shear Tim e-Height Sections
W ind shear is calculated from the u and v com ponent tim e-height fields. Since cal­
culating wind shear involves differentiation, it tends to be a very noisy calculation. Con­
sequently, the u and v fields are first sm oothed using th e  9-point sm oother 10 times in 
succession. T he u and v com ponent wind shears ( ^ ,  ^ )  are then  calculated by centered 
differences. T he am plitude of the shear vector is then  calculated and the results contoured. 
Figs. 4.31-4.34 present the  calculated wind shear am plitudes for the  May, June, July, and 
A ugust cases, respectively. Because th is is the am plitude of the  wind shear vector, the 
values are som etim es different th an  w hat m ight be inferred from the wind speed plots in 
Figs. 4.23-4.26 as the  to ta l shear includes the effects of directional shear as well as speed 
shear.
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Figure 4.27: T im e series of u and  v wind com ponents averaged th rough  a depth  of 1 km 
from K FW S radar, M ay 6-7, 2002. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t 16:04Z M ay 6.
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Figure 4.28; T im e series of u and v w ind com ponents averaged th ro u g h  a  d ep th  of 1 km 
from KVNX rad ar, Ju n e  1-2, 2002. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t 16:07Z Ju n e  1.
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Figure 4.29: T im e series of u and v w ind com ponents averaged th rough  a depth  of 1 km  
from K FW S radar, Ju ly  15-16, 2009. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t 16:05Z M ay 6.
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Figure 4.30: T im e series of u and v wind com ponents averaged th rough  a depth  of 1 km 
from KFW S radar, August 14-15, 2002. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t 16:272 A ugust 14.
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Figure 4.31: Tim e-height contour p lot of wind shear m agnitude through a  dep th  of 4 km 
and for 24 hours from K FW S radar, May 6-7, 2002. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t 16:042 May 
6 .
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F igure 4.32: T im e-height contour plot of wind shear m agnitude through a  d ep th  of 4 km 
and for 24 hours from K V N X  radar, Ju n e  1-2, 2002. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t 16:05Z June 
1 .
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Figure 4.33: T im e-height contour plot of w ind shear m agnitude th rough  a depth  of 4 km 
and for 24 hours from K TLX  radar, Ju ly  15-16, 2000. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t 16:05Z 
Ju ly  15.
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Figure 4.34: T im e-height contour plot of wind shear m agnitude th rough  a dep th  of 4 km 
and  for 24 hours from K TLX  radar, August 14-15, 2002. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t 16:262 
A ugust 14.
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These shear p lo ts show th a t m ost of the shear is confined to  a lower shear layer below 
abou t 500 m. T he layer above the core of the je t (the layer of m axim um  wind speed) 
shows relatively m odest shear. Also, the  core of the  je t itself, while it does correspond 
w ith regions of relatively weak shear, does not correspond to  a pronounced m inim um  in 
wind shear. T he layer below the  core, however, does show shear th a t  is m uch stronger than  
a t any other tim e or place. T his shear layer develops alm ost im m ediately after sunset, bu t 
rem ains for 4 to 5 hours after sunrise. Sim ilar to  the increase in height of the  LLJ core 
noted in Figs. 4.23 and 4.24, the  dep th  of the shear layer increases th roughou t the  night 
for the May and June cases of Figs. 4.31 and 4.32.
4.7.4 Turbulence Tim e-H eight Sections
T he variance (RMS error) in the VAD winds is related  to  the T K E  by (4.11). Time- 
height sections of T K E  calculated  as |(V A D  RMS error) for the  four cases are presented 
in Figs. 4.35-4.38 for the  May, June, July, and A ugust cases, respectively. T he variance 
field is som ew hat noisy and it was sm oothed by applying th e  9-point sm oother 5 tim es in 
succession for these plots.
T he May and  June cases actually  show an increase in turbulence (as m easured by TK E) 
in the  region of the LLJ in the shear layer and in the  core a t night over the  daytim e values 
whereas the  Ju ly  and A ugust cases show the  m ore an tic ipated  behavior of a decrease in 
T K E  at night co-located w ith the  LLJ. T he increase in T K E  a t night for any case was not 
expected since it was an tic ipated  th a t turbulence would alm ost always decrease a t night 
as the  boundary  layer stabilized. D espite the  M ay and June m easurem ents, tu rbulence is 
alm ost certainly higher during the day due to strong  vertical mixing. However, if these 
m easurem ents are correct, then  horizontal velocity p ertu rb a tio n s  m easured by rad ar are 
larger a t night in some cases. A possible reason for th is difference between th e  m easure­
m ents and expected behavior is th a t  the  turbulence m ay not have been isotropic. T he VAD 
is only sensitive to p ertu rb a tio n s  in the u and v velocity com ponents. If w ' was larger th an  
u ' and v' then  the  variance in th e  VAD would underestim ate  the  T K E . T his m ight well 
be the  case during the  day, as th e  turbulence is largely the  resu lt of s trong  vertical m ixing
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Figure 4.35: T im e-height contour p lot of T K E  through a d ep th  of 4 km  and for 24 hours 
from K FW S radar, M ay 6-7, 2002. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t 16:04Z M ay 6.
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Figure 4.36: T im e-height contour plot of T K E  through a depth  of 4 km and for 24 hours 
from  K VN X radar, Ju n e  1-2, 2002. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins at 16:05Z June 1.
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Figure 4.37: Tim e-height contour plot of T K E  through a  dep th  of 4 km  and for 24 hours 
from K TLX  radar, Ju ly  15-16, 2000. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t  16:052 Ju ly  15.
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Figure 4.38: T im e-height contour plot of T K E  th rough  a  d ep th  of 4 km  and  for 24 hours 
from K TLX  radar, A ugust 14-15, 2002. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t 16:26Z A ugust 14.
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eddies driven by buoyancy. At night, the turbulence is driven m ore by vertical wind shear, 
giving relatively larger u ' and v ' values.
However, T K E  is not necessarily th e  best and m ost m eaningful m easure of turbulence. 
T h e  T K E  needs to  be com pared to th e  s tren g th  of the  flow in som e way, since a  specific 
am ount of T K E  is m ore dynam ically significant in a weak flow th an  a strong  one. The 
tu rb u len t viscosity, K, is m ore significant from  a dynam ical s tan d p o in t th an  T K E , and, 
from (2.7) it can be re la ted  to the  ra tio  of T K E  to wind shear:
^  w'"^  _  V A D  R M S  error  (4 14)
I V i t  I w ind  shear m agnitude
W here th e  isotropy assum ption, T K E = |w '^ , is used. K can then be seen to  be proportional 
to  th e  s tren g th  of turbulence relative to  th e  wind shear (though K is dim ensional). As 
discussed in Sec. 2.2.1, (4.14) is not entirely  valid during daytim e conditions, though it 
m ight be able to  provide some indication of the  level of tu rb u len t viscosity. T h e  non-
dim ensional tu rb u len t intensity, w '^ ^s / \ l t \= V V A D  R M S  error / (w ind speed), m ight also 
be considered; however, the  s treng th  of the  T K E  relative to  th e  ground-relative m ean-w ind 
is not necessarily m eaningful as this is a  reference fram e-dependent quantity . T im e-height 
cross-sections for K (assum ing th e  p roportionality  constan t to be un ity  in (4.14)) calculated 
from th e  radar d a ta  according to  (4.14) are presented in Figs. 4.39-4.42; however, w hat 
is contoured is 1 /K  ra th e r th an  K. T his is because the  RM S error is a  positive definite 
q u an tity  which always has at least some am plitude due to noise, while the  wind shear 
m agnitude is often nearly  zero in m any areas of the  tim e-height dom ain, especially in the 
daytim e. Dividing a variable by a num ber which is som etim es nearly  zero leads to  an 
extrem e am ount of noise in the result. For these 1 /K  plots, increasing values signify a 
decrease in turbulence.
To m ake useful p lo ts involving K ra th e r th an  1 /K , the  average K below 1 km  is calcu­
lated  as a  function of tim e for each case and p lo tted  in Figs. 4.43-4.46 for the 4 cases. T he 
drop in K a t sunset is evident in these plots. Also, T he K values during  th e  day get strong  
w ith each m onth, while the  K values at night are abou t the  sam e in each m onth. As each 
successive m onth is clim atically warm er, th is is reasonable as m ore therm al turbulence
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Figure 4.39: Tim e-height contour plot of 1 /K  through a dep th  of 4 km  and for 24 hours 
from K FW S rad ar, May 6-7, 2002. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t 16:042 M ay 6.
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Figure 4.40: Tim e-height contour plot of 1 /K  through a d ep th  of 4 km  and for 24 hours 
from KVNX radar, Ju n e  1-2, 2002. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t 16:052 Ju n e  1.
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Figure 4.41: T im e-height contour p lo t of 1 /K  through a  d ep th  of 4 km  and  for 24 hours 
from K TLX  radar, Ju ly  15-16, 2000. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t  16:05Z Ju ly  15.
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F igure 4.42; T im e-height contour plot of 1 /K  through  a  d ep th  of 4 km and  for 24 hours 
from  K TLX  radar, A ugust 14-15, 2002. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t 16:262 A ugust 14.
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Figure 4.43: T im e series of K averaged through a  depth  of 1 km  from K FW S radar, May 
6-7, 2002. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins at 16:042 M ay 6.
ought to  be present during the day in warm er m onths. This leads to  a  larger contrast 
between daytim e and nighttim e conditions under warm er daytim e conditions.
For all four cases considered, the tu rbu len t viscosity decreases substan tially  after sunset 
in the shear layer below th e  LLJ core and to a  lesser extent in the  je t core. This agrees 
w ith  the expectation of a decline in turbulence in the boundary after dark. Sim ilar to  the 
LLJ wind speed and shear, the  low turbulence in the LLJ persists for 3 to  5 hours after 
sunrise.
An interesting feature of three of the cases (May, June, and A ugust) is th a t  the m ini­
m um  turbulence (m axim um  in 1/K ) occurs shortly  after sunset very close to  the ground. 
Also, for these three cases, another turbulence m inim um  occurs near the  ground after 
sunrise. This is possibly due to  the way the boundary layer transitions from  daytim e to 
nighttim e regimes. The after-sunset tu rbu len t m inim um  may be occurring after the day-
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Figure 4.44; T im e series of K averaged through a d ep th  of 1 km  from KVN X radar, June 
1-2, 2002. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t 16:072 June 1.
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Figure 4.45: T im e series of K averaged th rough a  d ep th  of 1 km  from  K FW S radar, Ju ly  
15-16, 2009. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t 16:052 M ay 6.
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Figure 4.46: T im e series K averaged through a d ep th  of 1 km  from  K FW S radar, August 
14-15, 2002. 1.5° tilt. D a ta  begins a t 16:27Z A ugust 14.
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tim e, buoyancy-driven turbulence has dissipated and before the  nighttim e, shear-driven 
turbulence has had tim e to  develop. Similarly, the  m orning m inim um  in turbulence could 
exist due to  the decline in nighttim e, shear-driven turbulence prior to  the  developm ent of 
substan tial daytim e, buoyancy-driven turbulence.
4.7.5 Discussion of Tim e-Height Sections
L herm itte (1966), Frisch et al. (1992), Jain  et al. (1993), and  Browning and Atlas 
(1966) have also obtained tim e-height cross-sections of velocity from rad ar data . Each 
au thor presents a single tim e-height cross-section of one LLJ. Browning and Atlas did 
calculate turbulence profiles, bu t only for two hours after sunset and only a t seven vertical 
levels. Ja in  et al. presented a tim e-height section of reflectivity, and showed the much 
higher reflectivity a t night th a t has been noted as typical here. B row ning and Atlas 
calculated a tim e-height plot of the num ber concentration of angels (related  to  average 
reflectivity) and for the few hours of d a ta  they obtained, their plot is very sim ilar to  the 
tim e near sunset in Figs. 4.19-4.22. L herm itte’s m easurem ents of velocity are sim ilar in 
character to those presented here, w ith a  gradually rising and m ostly  n octu rna l LLJ; while 
those of Jain  et al. and Frisch et al. do not have this rising feature.
It is interesting th a t the wind shear and the LLJ wind speed rem ains for 3 to  5 hours 
after sunrise, while the reflectivity drops quickly right a t sunrise. Also, th e  reflectivity 
in all the cases increases abrup tly  a t sunset while the  profiles of wind speed, shear, and 
turbulence change m ore gradually. T he source of the velocity m easurem ents in all cases, 
day or night, is alm ost certainly either birds or insects (Ch. 3), though it could be different 
species a t different times. So while m ost of the radar sca tte rs  in the  atm osphere quickly 
leave the atm osphere at sunrise for w hatever reason and by w hatever m eans, enough rem ain 
for radar m easurem ents after sunrise and the LLJ still exists and  is still m easured. The 
rapid  drop in reflectivity a t sunrise and increase at sunset appears to  be due to  the  behavior 
of biological scatterers responding to  the  sun and not m eteorological factors which evolve 
more slowly.
T h at the wind speed for all four cases shows a gradual increase after sunset and a
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gradual decrease after sunrise, while th e  reflectivity changes rapidly w ith in  an hour a t 
b o th  sunrise and sunset, does no t confirm th e  anom alous noctu rna l w inds a ttr ib u ted  to  
b irds seen w ith  wind profiles (W ilczak et ah, 1995; O ’Bannon, 1995). C learly the  reported  
sudden 10 to  15 m /s  increase in m easured wind speeds due to  the  injection of birds into the  
atm osphere are not being seen here. W h at is seen is a gradual evolution of w ind speed th a t 
is no t closely correlated w ith reflectivity change. If birds are causing the  signal for these 
cases, then they  m ust be present bo th  day and night, and not ju s t a t night. As serious 
biasing of rad ar winds due to the m otion of biological sca tte rs  has no t been reported  in 
the  lite ra tu re  as a  problem  during the day, it is reasonably likely th a t these four cases do 
no t suffer from  contam ination from birds.
These resu lts are generally consistent w ith  the turbulence budget m easurem ents in the  
lowest 2 km  of the  boundary  layer during daytim e (convective boundary  layer) conditions 
ob ta in  by Lenschow et al. (1980) and a t night (stable boundary  layer) by Lenschow et al. 
(1988). Lenschow's 1988 d a ta  show th a t under noctu rna l conditions the  T K E  budget is 
dom inated by shear production  and viscous dissipation w ith some loss in T K E  due to the  
buoyancy term . In the convective boundary  layer, Lenschow's 1980 d a ta  show th a t the 
T K E  budget is m ostly a balance between buoyant production  and  viscous dissipation w ith 
a sm all contribu tion  to  T K E  from shear. D irect rad ar m easurem ent of th e  buoyancy term  
in the  T K E  budget is not possible due to the lack of tem p era tu re  inform ation. However, the  
m easurem ents reported  here do show an increase in shear a t night which is p robably  related  
to  shear production  of tu rbulence a t night, and a  reduction in turbulence (as m easured by 
K) a t sunset which is probably  related to  the elim ination of buoyant production .
D espite the  highest shear being in th e  lowest few hundred m eters above the ground 
a t night, the  turbulence as m easured by K is actually  a m inim um  there. However, T K E  
values are higher in the  shear layer so turbulence is probably  being produced there. W hile 
T K E  is higher in the shear layer, i t ’s dynam ical im portance (as m easured by K) is less.
Buoyant suppression of turbulence is th e  likely reason the  LLJ behaves substan tially  
differently from free fluid je ts  in constan t density  flow (Tennekes and Lumley, 1974, pp. 
127-133). Turbulence in such je ts  forms a t the  shear layer around the je t  core and rapidly
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spreads across the entire je t by entra inm ent. J e ts  of th is n a tu re  tend  to  be uniform ly 
and  highly tu rbu len t. T he LLJ by co n trast is no t highly tu rbu len t. W hile turbulence is 
probably  generated  in th e  shear layer below the je t core, it appears to  be suppressed and 
does no t spread  by entra inm ent. T he reason for this is probably  the  effect of therm al 
stra tifica tion , b u t th is can not be definitely confirmed w ith these data .
T he results tend to  confirm the  B lackadar (1957) theory. B lackadar originally hypo th ­
esized th a t the  core of the  LLJ would be m ostly turbulence-free due to  th e  s ta tic  stability  
of the  n o ctu rn a l boundary  layer, while the  layer of shear below it would still be som ewhat 
tu rb u len t due to  the  shear production  of turbulence. These d a ta  show th a t, while T K E 
is h igher in the  shear layer, there is a strong  reduction  in K in th e  shear layer a t night, 
im plying th a t  tu rb u len t suppression, probably  from  therm al stratifica tion , is responsible 
for the  existence of th is shear layer, and; therefore, the  LLJ.
T hese d a ta  can be used to verify a  prediction of the inertial oscillation (Blackadar) 
theory. A prediction  of th is theory is th a t  the  supergeostrophic am plitude a t night increases 
as the  daytim e turbulence increases. To try  to verify this, th e  am plitude of the  geostrophic 
w ind is calculated  as th e  24 hour tim e average of the  m ean winds below 1 km  shown in 
Figs. 4.27-4.30. This assum es th a t  the  m ean of these winds does represent the  geostrophic 
wind. T his is itself a  prediction of the  inertial oscillation theory  which m ay not be entirely 
true. T h e  am plitude of th e  ageostrophic wind is th en  calculated as the  tim e average of the 
difference between the  m ean wind below 1 km and  the  geostrophic wind. T he daytim e K 
value is ob tained  as the  m ean of the  daytim e peak in K sine in Figs. 4.43-4.46. Table 4.2 
lists the  results. T he last colum n shows th e  stronger ageostrophic wind speed relative to 
the  geostrophic wind speed for the  w arm er m onths. This correlates well w ith the higher 
tu rbu lence (K values) in the  Ju ly  and  A ugust. T he correlation is no t perfect as the 
tu rbulence in Ju n e  is less th an  th a t in M ay for unknow n reasons.
T hese d a ta  can not verify th e  resonance hypothesis discussed and exhibited in the 
m odeling work of Ch. 2. This hypothesis is difficult to  verify because of a  lack of long 
tim e h istory  inform ation. Such inform ation is difficult to  ob tain  because several days in 
succession w ith nocturnal je ts , no precip ita tion , s tab le  synoptic conditions, and continuous
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M onth D aytim e K, m ^/s 1^1, m /s |û^|, m /s MlJn^J
M ay 900 17.9 4.1 .23
Ju n e 825 15.2 4.4 .29
Ju ly 1250 8.4 6.8 .81
Aug. 1900 5.6 4.9 .87
Table 4.2: T abu lar com parison of turbulence (K) and ageostrophic wind speed relative to 
geostrophic w ind speed for the four LLJ cases considered.
rad ar d a ta  are difficult to  find.
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Chapter 5
Concluding Remarks
T his research has shown th a t  D oppler radar d a ta  can be used to  accurately  m easure 
turbulence and  wind profiles in the  G reat P lains LLJ. To achieve this, considerable a tten ­
tion to  quality-control was paid. Q uality control is im p o rtan t for m inim izing the  effect of 
ground c lu tte r contam ination , and  for avoiding m easurem ents of m igrating birds.
To address the issue of ground c lu tte r contam ination . A ppendix A was presented in 
which it was found th a t  tilt angles for N EXRA D s of abou t 1.5° are optim al for m inim iz­
ing ground c lu tter. T his tilt appears to  work well in term s of producing accurate VAD 
winds, w ith lower and higher tilts  having som etim es significant contam ination  from ground 
clu tter. T he problem  of ground c lu tte r a t high tilt  angles has perhaps been h itherto  under- 
appreciated.
To address the  issue of contam ination from m igrating birds, Ch. 3 was presented in 
which the known possible m echanisms of clear-air rad ar sca tte r are reviewed and applied 
to d a ta  ob tained  w ith high-resolution radars. T hese d a ta , along w ith some of th e  past 
and recent lite ra tu re , supports th e  position th a t m igratory  bird  contam ination  is no t a 
m ajor problem  for nocturnal clear-air work in the  G reat P lains. T here is some recent 
lite ra tu re  which strongly supports th e  position th a t  m igratory  birds are a m ajor problem  
for noctu rna l clear-air d a ta  from m eteorological radars. W hile it is probable th a t this 
problem  has been over-em phasized by some, it is no doub t still a problem  with some 
radars in some locations. Because rad ar m easurem ents are used in operational forecast
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models, and because of the  perceived great value in broadening the  assim ilation of such 
inform ation into models, should the  d a ta  be accurate; th e  problem  of quality-controlling 
rad ar d a ta  w ith respect to  birds is probably m ore deserving of m ore a tten tio n  th an  any 
o ther topic touched upon in th is research.
T here is a rem arkable sym m etry  in the  daily behavior of birds, insects, and refractiv ity  
of the  atm osphere. T his sym m etry  makes it particu larly  difficult to  d istinguish  between 
them  as possible sources of rad ar signals. V irtually  any aspect of clear-air re tu rn  could be 
explained in term s of b io ta  or refractivity. Loss of signal a t sunset could be due to  insects 
or birds leaving the  atm osphere; or it could be due to a reduction in convective m ixing from 
surface heating  affecting the refractivity. An increase in signal a t night could be caused 
by the  take-off of m igratory  birds or insects, or by an increase in refractiv ity  gradients 
caused by stab le stratifica tion  of the  boundary  layer due to  noctu rna l surface cooling. For 
typical scanning rad ar wavelengths, the  wavelength dependence of sca tte ring  is v irtually  
the  sam e for birds as it is for Bragg (refractivity) sca tte r. R outinely  d iscrim inating  birds 
from insects, in particu lar, will probably require ingenuity, as no sim ple solutions have 
suggested themselves.
Having dealt w ith quality-control issues, w hat are believed to  be accurate  tim e-height 
profiles of w ind and turbulence were produced for four cases spanning  th e  warm  season. 
T he m ost innovative aspect of the  d a ta  reduction involved the  separation  of spec tral w idth 
inform ation into wind shear and turbulence m easures. Using th is technique provides a 
m easure of sm all-scale turbulence not ob tainable otherw ise, and a m easure of w ind shear 
which is less noisy th an  differentiating a profile ob tained  by conventional VAD. However, 
m ost of the  energy of tu rbulence is in the  large scales, and wind shear can be obtained 
w ith  sufficient accuracy by conventional VAD, so it is no t clear if th e  com plexity of this 
m ethod  is w orth the effort.
T he tim e-height profiles ob tained were qu ite  in teresting  and illu stra te  w hat is possible 
w ith  operational N EX RAD  d a ta . High tim e and space resolution inform ation of wind 
and turbulence were ob tained throughout the  boundary  layer down to w ithin 100 m  of 
the  surface and a t all tim es of the  day and night. T he profiles ob tained  here are broadly
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consistent w ith the B lackadar theory and w ith th e  low-dimensional m odeling results of 
Ch. 2. A key finding is th a t  turbulence, as m easured by K, always declines a t night in th e  
region of high shear a t the  lower boundary  of the  LLJ. T his tends to  support the  Blackadar 
theory  which relies upon th is effect. It is also in teresting  th a t  T K E  m easures do not always 
decline a t night in this layer, b u t are always less in the  je t core th an  in the  shear layer. It 
is the  T K E  th a t m ight be sensed as aerodynam ic turbulence by an aircraft flying in the je t. 
T he je t core is fairly sm ooth  in an abso lu te sense, even though turbulence is suppressed 
m ore in the shear layer.
W hile the  observations of the relation betw een turbulence and th e  LLJ tend  to support 
th e  B lackadar theory, the  observation of oscillating wind by itself can not be used to dis­
tinguish  betw een the  inertial oscillation theory  (B lackadar) and th e  heating  and  cooling of 
te rra in  theory  (H olton, 1967), as b o th  these theories produce oscillating, super-geostrophic 
LLJs. W hile the  B lackadar theory depends entirely  on the d iurnal cycle of boundary  layer 
tu rbulence, tu rbulence is assum ed constan t in the  H olton theory, which relies on sloping 
terra in . It is possible th a t turbulence suppression in the  LLJ m ay occur w ithout being a 
critical factor in the dynam ics.
T he resonance concept explored in Ch. 2 was no t dem onstrated  in the  da ta . In fact, 
h ad  such an effect been present, it would no t have been seen in these d a ta  as only 24 
hours of d a ta  were reduced for each case, and  resonance requires m ultiple days of stab le 
conditions to  m anifest itself. T he difficulty in finding cases w ith a long enough du ra tion  
of s tab le  conditions for resonance to  appear, suggests th a t  this effect, while plausible, m ay 
rarely  be m anifested in practice.
It is in teresting to  consider differences betw een the  G reat P lains LLJ and  a  free in­
com pressible je t th a t one m ight be fam iliar w ith  from engineering studies. T he LLJ shows 
su b stan tia l shear only in the  layer near th e  ground while incom pressible je ts  have high 
shear com pletely surrounding the je t core. Also, in the LLJ, the  turbulence produced in 
th e  shear layer near the ground does no t en tra in  the  je t core, which rem ains sm ooth  (in 
term s of TK E ) m ost of the  night. This co n tra s ts  w ith  incom pressible je ts  where turbulence 
spreads com pletely across the  je t by entra inm ent. B o th  of these differences are due, w ith
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little  doubt, to  the suppression of turbulence by the  stable stratifica tion  of the  layer of air 
below th e  core of the LLJ. This stratification bo th  reduces the  in tensity  and im pact of any 
turbulence generated in the  shear layer and keeps the  turbulence confined to  this layer. 
T he suppression of turbulence in the shear layer allows a high level of shear to develop, 
and, consequently, leads to a strong LLJ.
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Chapter 6
Suggestions for Further Research
1. Expanding rings of rad ar echo in the  m orning are, w ith little  doubt, caused by 
birds. I t is also known unequivocally the direction the  b irds are aligned in these 
rings (radially outw ard). This suggests it would be useful to  d irectly  com pare the 
radar signatures of expanding ring echoes w ith noctu rnal re tu rn  to  see if the  two 
are consistent. Rings echoes could also be used for ca lib rating  dual-polarization 
m easurem ents of birds.
2. D ual-polarization research radars could be used to  explore if the  polarization  infor­
m ation can routinely discrim inate between birds and  insects.
3. As th is research suffered from not having tem p era tu re  profile inform ation, either 
high-tem poral and  vertical-spatial profiles could be ob tained  by physical soundings, 
or m odeling studies could be done using accurate  m esoscale models.
4. One large source of error for m easuring rain fall w ith rad ar is rad ar calibration  (see 
Sec. 3.3.1). A re-calibration survey of the  en tire N EX R A D  network ought to  be 
done to  reduce th is source of error. An elegant way to  do th is is by intercom parison. 
S tarting  w ith one rad ar in the network, the calib ration  of ad jacent radars can be 
checked by exam ining regions of echo-containing space seen by b o th  radars. It would 
not be difficult to  compile a large volume of su itab le  d a ta  for intercom paring two 
radars w ith overlapping scan regions. By such intercom paring, the  calibration of the
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entire netw ork can be checked (and ad justed) by going from  rad ar to  ra d a r doing 
in tercom parisons. R e-calibration  can also be done w ith archived d a ta  so th a t the 
hea lth  of th e  netw ork over tim e can be assessed. An au to m ated  system  can be 
developed whereby th is in tercom parison and calibration  consistency check could be 
done as a rou tine  p a r t of operating  th e  system .
5. T he geostrophic wind can be theoretically  estim ated  from tim e series of th e  u and v 
wind com ponents such as those in Sec. 4.7.2. T hese geostrophic values could then  be 
com pared w ith  values inferred from  synoptic analyses (such as th e  N C E P  reanalysis) 
as a check on the  inertia l oscillation theory.
6. A C lim atology of LLJ tim e-height s tru c tu re  could be construc ted  by using all avail­
able N EX R A D  rad ar to  produce m onthly  com posites. Perhaps 3-4 days of d a ta  could 
be retrieved p er m onth  a t a  single N EX R A D  site  over 10 years for a w arm  season 
m onth  for com positing. T he clim atological tim e-height s tru c tu re  of th e  LLJ would 
then  be available as a function of m onth.
7. Higher resolution and  m ore powerful rad ars  th a n  are curren tly  available ought to  
be developed. M odern im provem ents in electronics, d a ta  m anagem ent and  display 
and  real-tim e com puter processing m ean th a t, w ith  sufficient funding, m eteorological 
rad ars w ith  resolution and  sensitiv ity  a t least an  order of m agnitude superior to  any 
so far construc ted  could be bu ilt. Cryogenically cooled receivers to  reduce noise, large 
phased array  an tennas to  reduce beam  w idth  and  side lobe energy, arrays of receiv­
ing transducers for im aging, FM -C W  techniques, an ten n a  arrays, syn thetic  apertu re  
techniques for airborne or ground-m obile units, and  the  usage of sho rter wave lengths 
are all avenues th a t should be pursued  for th e  next generation  of research radars. 
D ual-D oppler m easurem ents of 1 m eter resolution of a to rnad ic  supercell are tech­
nically feasible. R adars used in m eteorology historically are, by some m etrics, much 
m ore powerful th an  those used currently. T he W allops Island 10.7 cm ra d a r  built in 
the  1960s (still ex tan t, b u t used m ostly  for tracking missile tests) was arguably  the 
m ost powerful w eather rad ar ever bu ilt w ith  3 M W  of power and  an 18.4 m  diam ­
eter an ten n a  (which com pares w ith .75 M W  and 8.5 m d iam eter for a  N EX RA D ).
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Research rad ars  ought to  be sigirificantly m ore powerful th an  operational ones.
A theory does no t exist for tu rbu len t rad ia tion  sca tte r for inhom ogeneous conditions, 
such as density  stratifica tion  and for conditions in which the  inner scale of turbulence 
is large relative to  the  rad ar wavelength. It would be of some value to  derive such a 
theory.
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Appendix A
Impact of Radar Tilt and Ground 
Clutter on Wind Measurements in 
Clear Air
A .l Abstract
T he VAD technique is a common m ethod of m easuring the wind vector from Doppler 
rad ar in clear-air conditions. It is very accurate if the assum ption of horizontal homogene­
ity is valid, if the  d a ta  is uncontam inated  by non-m eteorological ta rg e ts  such as birds or 
ground c lu tter, and if there  is not significant anom alous propagation. U nder the  horizontal- 
hom ogeneity assum ption, a vertical profile of the horizontal wind can be obtained from a 
single radar sector scan. T he vertical resolution of such a profile depends on the radar ele­
vation (or tilt) angle. An optim um  tilt angle a t which the  best possible vertical resolution 
is obtained exists theoretically  and is derived in this work. T his optim um  tilt angle is a 
com prom ise between the  effects of beam  divergence and range gate  spacing. For typical 
S-band rad ar param eters, th is optim um  tilt angle is found to be abou t 10 degrees. How­
ever, wind analyses at th is tilt  angle are no t accurate in practice because of ground clu tter 
contam ination , and sub-optim al angles need to be used.
G round c lu tte r contam ination in clear-air work is a larger problem  than  it is in precipi-
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ta tio ii work as the m eteorological signal is much weaker (typically 30 tlBZ weaker than  rain) 
while the ground signal is the sam e streng th . It is therefore m ore difficult to  discriminate' 
between the  m eteorological signal in the m ain rad ar beam  lobe from ground c lu tte r in side 
lobes. Furtherm ore, while the  first side lobe in a pencil beam  rad ar is typically 30 dBZ 
weaker than  the  m ain lobe, subsequent side lobes only gradually  decrease in s treng th . The 
resu lt of this is th a t if any ground c lu tte r is m easured from a side lobe, ground c lu tte r can 
poten tially  be sensed in any of the side lobes a t v irtually  any tilt angle. For w ind profiling in 
the  boundary  layer, the im pact of ground c lu tte r contam ination  is greatc'r as the tilt angle 
is increased since gates closer to  the rad ar need to  be used. This is conlrary  to intuitive 
expectations.
From  experience w ith 4 radars (KGLD N EX RA D , D 0W 3, SPO L, and CIM A R R O N ), 
th is research suggests th a t a fairly narrow range of tilt angles from 1 to  2 degrees is generally 
acceptable for wind profiling of the boundary  layer in clear-air conditions.
A .2 Introduction
T he effective vertical resolution th a t can be achieved in a V A D -determ ined wind prohle 
depends on the  radar elevation (tilt) angle. For exam ple, if the  ra d a r has a 100 m eter gate 
spacing a t a ti lt  of .5°, then the  VAD technique can give a w ind vector m easurem ent at 
every gate, which is every 100 sin (.5°)=  .9 m in the vertical. T his resolution is deceptive 
since the beam  w idth in the vertical is generally larger th an  .9 m. For a beam  w idth  of 1°, 
th e  beam  w idth in the  vertical a t a .5° tilt angle a t a range corresponding to  500 m almve 
the  surface, would be (Eqn. A .2 below) 2X 500tan(.5°)cot(.5°) —1000 m.
T he optim al tilt angle for maxim izing the effective vertical resolution of a VAD-determ ined 
w ind profile is achieved as a com prom ise between these two effects: the  gate  spacing effect, 
and th e  beam  w idth  effect. T his com prom ise needs to  be fu rther modified to account for the 
practical problem  of ground c lu tter, a problem  which, as will be sliown here, gets worse as 
th e  elevation angle is increased, contrary  to  in tu itive expectations. It is the purpose of this 
appendix  to analyze in some detail th is issue from a theoretical and practical viewpoint.
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A. 3 Theory
By using the VAD technique, the vertical resolution of the  wind profile, AZ, obtained 
w ith a rad ar scanning in azim uth a t a fixed tilt angle is a function of the rad ar tilt angle, 
P, for two reasons w ith an opposite d(!pendencc on /i. We wish to determ ine the tilt angh' 
which m akes A Z as sm all as possilde.
F irst, as (3 is increased, the vertical spacing between d a ta  points in the profile, AZ,,»,,,, 
increases as the  sine of (5 according to
AZ,,„7f. =  A R sin (i  (A .l)
W here A R  is the spacing between range gates, as shown in Fig. A .l. S trictly  sjreaking, 
the  vertical resolution would be determ ined by b o th  the gate spacing and the  pulse length 
(whichever was longest); however; these two things are usually closely m atched try radar 
design. T he pulse length is selected so as to  be twice the gate  spacing in m ost radars, as 
the receiver sim ultaneously receives energy reflected from half of the pulse length. From 
(A .l) , arb itra rily  fine vertical resolution would appear to be ob tainab le by using a small ft. 
However, th is is not the case for several reasons. One is the im pact of ground c lu tte r and 
beam  d isto rtion  a t low elevation angles (discussed la te r in this appendix). A nother is the 
th a t the horizontally-hom ogeneous assum ption for s tan d ard  VAD work is more likely to be
violated if low elevation angles are used as circles of larger radius are needed.
A m ore fundam ental reason (A .l) does not give the actual vertical resolution is that 
a t low tilt angles a specific height above th e  ground is reached only a t large range, and at 
large ranges, th e  divergence of the  beam  degrades the  vertical resolution. Consecpiently, the 
vertical resolution a t some height decreases as ft decreases, which gives a AZ due to beam
broadening, AZ^^am. For a beam  w idth angle of (see Fig. A .l),
AZtca,» =  2Rt.an{^)co.sft 
where R  is the range to  a certain  gate. At a fixed height above the ground, Z, R  — Z /sm ft,
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Figure A .l: D iagram  for radar re.soIution
so
2Zta'ii‘4cünli (j)
AZbe»», -  ------- — ----- =  2Z ian-co tl.j A.2)
sn ip  2
Since the  beam  actually has a G aussian shape to  it, (A .2) is an upper limit.
T he best actual or effective vertical resolution will be, approxim ately, the largest of these 
two AZs, à.Zgate, or AZb^arn- Usliig the C im arron beam  w idth of 0.0°, and A R  of 150m, 
we p lot AZgate and AZj,ea„, for several low-level Z values in Fig. A .2
T he optim um  tilt angle, for purposes of best (m inimum ) vertical resolution occurs 
a t the  intersection of the two curves p lo tted  in Fig. A .2, where:
^Zyale — AZ^cam
or
ARsinPogi =
2Ztan^cosfiopt
W hich can be w ritten:
cos'^ Popi +  -^^to,n^cosl3opi —  1 —  0
T his is a  quadratic  in c o s / 3 s i n c e  is a positive angle, we use the positive root from
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Figure A .2: Vertical resolution versus tilt angle, AZyate (solid line) and (nuinbered
curves for different elevations). T he theoretical vertical resolution a t a particu la r tilt angle
and vertical location is the larger of the value obtained from AZgate 
intersection of a nuinbered curve and the solid curve.
or which is the
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Figure A .3: O ptim um  tilt angle for best vertical resolution as a function  of lieiglit above 
ground using th e  two m ethods described in th e  tex t, x ’s ind icate  first m ethod , based on 
(A .3) and  o ’s indicate second m ethod, based on (A.6). P lo ts are for a  beam  w idth, r/;, of .9° 
and  a gate  spacing, A R , of 150 m.
the quad ratic  equation, yielding:
Popl —  C O S
—Z  (f)
â r “‘" 2  +  V
:a .3)
Popt is a function of the  height above the ground, Z, as shown in F igure A.3. Since ({) is 
typical small (usually a degree or less), (A .3), to  a good approxim ation , is equivalent to;
P opt  —  C O .S 1 -
Z(j)
ï K r
(A.4)
For a A R  of 250 m, this approxim ation  is good for approxim ately  Z ■ ' 3 km.
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An a lte rn a te  and more accurate way to arrive at the  optim al tilt angle is to  consider the 
rad ar probe volume draw n in Figure A.4. If we wish to  consider A Z as the d istance between 
the  top and bo ttom  points of the probe volume indicated in Fig. A.4, then
A% =  (7Z +  -  (E  -
which after some sim plification becomes:
A Z  =  2Rcosfjs i i i^  +  A/?.s'/7/,/ico,s^ (A.5)
We note th a t (A .5) reduces approxim ately to  (A .l) or (A .2) as (3 becomes large or small, 
respectively. Using R --Z /s in /i and se tting  =  0 (for constan t Z), restd ts in the following 
relation for Popt-
(A.G)
W hich is equivalent to  the cubic equation:
cos'^Popt -  ('osPopt +  =  0 (A .7)
T his equation  is m ost easily solved by itera tion  for (5opt,. T he results (p lo tted  as circles 
in Fig. A .3) are very sim ilar to  those from (A .3) (p lo tted  as x ’s), differing by a t most 
6% for Z<1 km. T he m ethod  leading to  (A .7) is m ore accurate th an  th a t leading to (A .3) 
because b o th  the  beam  and w idth  and gate  spacing techniques are sim ultaneously taken into 
account ra th er th an  considering a com prom ise between the two effects considered separately. 
However, (A .3) is sim pler, has a b e tte r intuitive basis, and is alm ost as accurate.
Since it is no t convenient to  use a different rad ar tilt angle for every layer of the wind 
profile desired (a profile of 20 points would take 20 scans, which a t 2 m inutes jmr scan 
would give us a  profile only every 40 m inutes, during which tim e the  profile may have been 
changing), some decision needs to be m ade as to the  level in which the best resolution is 
desired. T he elevation of the LLJ th a t requires the best resolution is the lower shear layer 
where the  wind profile m ost rapidly changes with height. T his is typically from the surface
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Figure A.4: R adar probe volume schem atic for determ ining AZ.
R adar Beam, 
W idth, °
Gate, 
Spacing, m
Pop I
from (A.4, A.3) °
Popl
from (A .7), °
A Z  from (.A..1) 
and (.4..7), m
Cim arron .90 150 9.28, 9.25 9.38 24.4
NEXRAD .95 250 7.38, 7.37 7.43 32.3
D 0W 3 .93 137 9.87, 9.84 9.99 23.8
D 0W 3 .93 12 33.8 , 32.3 42.7 8.1
SPO L .91 149 9.36, 9.33 9.46 24.5
Table A .l: O ptim al tilt angle and resulting vertical resolution a t a level 250 m above the 
surface, for 5 radar configurations.
to  500 m. If we decide to pu t the best resolution at 250 m, Fig. A .3 then suggests th a t a 
tilt angle of about 10 degrees would be desirable for pur|)oses of vertical resolution of that 
layer when using the C im arron radar, and Fig. A .2 shows th a t the  vertical resolution would 
be abou t 25 m. Table A .l shows the calculated optim al tilt angles and resulting vertical 
resolution for 4 radar configurations of interest.
Using a relatively high tilt angle of 10 degrees (relative, for example, to the standard  
NEXRAD tilts  of 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, and 3.5 degrees) has other advantages in addition to improving 
the vertical resolution. High tilts  greatly reduce problem s from beam  refraction through 
index of refraction gradients (anomalous propagation), and obtains the VAD wind profile
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over a niucli sm aller scan radius so tlu; VAD assum ption of horizontal hom ogeneity is more 
likely to be valid.
A.4 VAD-Determined Wind Profiles as a Function of Radar 
Elevation Angle
As will be shown in this section, the theoretical results obtained in Section A.3 need 
substan tia l m odification to deal w ith the severe practical problem  of ground clu tter. For 
th is section, wind profiles obtained by the VAD technique using the KGLD NEXRAD radar 
and DOW  radar located  in G oodland, KS will be shown, though these results are typical of 
o ther locations.
At G oodland K ansas on the night of May 30, 2000, a D oppler on W heels rad ar (D 0W 3) 
was co-located w ith the  KGLD N EXRAD , and radar scans appropriate  for doing \W D 
analysis were ob tained  a t approxim ately 6 Z. T he low-level je t  a t this tim e had  an am plitude 
of abou t 30 m /s. Since the  N yquist speed for KGLD was 26 m /s  and for D 0W 3 was 16 m /s, 
significant aliasing of the  velocity occurred. All the d a ta  were de-aliased using a tecluu(|ue 
described in Sec. 4.1. T he m ethodology for the VAD analysis is described in Sec. 4.5 and 
the radar scan display software is described in Sec. 3.2.1. In addition, rad ar d a ta  with 
a spectral w idth m ore th an  7 rn /s  were rejected as it was found th a t such d a ta  are often 
ground clu tter contam inated. Also, the d a ta  were corrected for the E a r th ’s curvature by- 
assum ing an E arth  radius of 4 /3  of the actual radius (B a ttan , 1959, p .24).
Figure A .5 displays V AD -determ ined profiles of wind speed as a function of rad ar tilt 
angle and radar. Each profile htis a reference profile p lo tted  on it which was the wind 
profile obtained by KGLD at 1.5° tilt. T he best fit wind vector from the V’AD analysis 
has been divided by the  cosine of the elevation angle to account for the tilt effect on the 
sensed radial velocity. T he top row (A, B, C, and D) are profiles from KGLD at elevation 
angles .5°, 4.5°, 8.5°, and 20°, respectively, w ith each speed m easurem ent p lo tted  as a hr’ 
and the  reference profile p lo tted  as dots. T he bo ttom  row (E, F, G, and H) are profilers 
from D 0W 3 at approxim ately the  sam e tilt angles: .5°, 4.5°, 8.5°, and 20°; w ith the same 
1.5° KGLD reference profile. T he KGLD radar was in p recip ita tion  m ode at the  tim e using
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Figure A .5; W ind speed profiles near 6Z a t G oodland, K ansas on 5 /3 0 /0 0  versus radar and 
elevation. A, B, C, and D are profiles from KGLD N EX R A D  a t .5, 4.5, 8.5. and 20° of tilt. 
E, F , G, and  H are profiles from D 0 W 3  at .5, 4.5, 8.5, and  20° degrees of tilt. Each profile; 
has the  sam e reference profile p lo tted  w ith it as dots. T he reference profile was the 1.5° tilt 
KGLD profile.
Volume Coverage P a tte rn  11 (V CP 11). T he d a ta  recjuired from  KGLD for Fig. A .5 was 
obtained from 5:46 Z to 5:50 Z, and the d a ta  from D 0 W 3  was ob ta ined  from 5:55 Z to 5:59 
Z. Gonsequently, there is a sm all 10 m inute tim e difference between the KGLD and D 0W 3 
wind profiles. Also, KGLD had a gate spacing of 250 m and D 0 W 3  had a gate spacing of 
137 m, giving the  theoretically  best tilt angles from Table A .l of 7° and 10° respectively. If 
we tentatively  consider the  reference profile to  be accurate , then  Fig. A .5 shows a problem  
a t 0.5° tilt  for b o th  radars (Figs. A .5 A and E). T h e  profiles have a sharper peak near .4 
km in Z and  significantly under estim ate  th e  wind speed near there. T he D 0 W 3  profile at 
.5° only reaches ab o u t .4 km in height since only 300 gates of inform ation were collected, 
and a t 0.5° elevation, the beam  does no t reach above this level above the ground by the 
last gate collected. We also no te th a t the  .5° tilt profiles have m ore points in the vertical. 
These tilts  have b e tte r  resolution according to (A .l) , b u t are really oversam pling the profile 
and sm oothing it according to  (A .2). At 4.5° tilt, KGLD exhibits good agreem ent with the 
reference profile above .6 km, bu t significant underestim ation  below .6 km (Fig. A .5 B). 
A t higher tilts , th e  KGLD profile deterio ra tes fu rth e r w ith significant underestim ation of 
the  wind speed and an increasingly noisy profile (Figs. A .5 C and  D). D 0W 3 also exhibits
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a  deterio ration  of the  wind profile as the tilt angle is increased, though to a more limited 
ex ten t (Figs. A .5 F, G, and H).
Ideally, w ith a horizontally homogeneous wind field, the wind profiles determ ined by 
VAD analysis would be independent of the  elevation angle used, w ith  the only differenc(' 
being the  num ber of points in the vertical where independent m easurem ents were obtained, 
and  the  effective resolution of those m easurem ents. It was expected, considering the  results 
from Sec. A 3, th a t  a radar tilt angle of abou t 10° would be best, b u t tins is not the case. 
T he reason the tilt angle affects the wind profile in unan ticipated  ways can be appreciated 
by considering the P P I velocity scans of the  sam e d a ta  used to  ex tract the wind profiles 
shown in Fig. A .5. Fig. A.G shows P P I velocity scans for the  KGLD rad ar and Fig. A .7 
shows the  corresponding scans from D 0W 3. Figs. A.G and A .7 are p lo tted  on the same 
scales w ith the sam e gray scale table. T he figures are directly  com parable with the only 
difference being the rad ar employed. Also, these figures use height above the ground as the 
rad ial d istance, ra th e r th an  d istance along the  beam  (i.e., the  range rings drawn are scaled 
to  height above the  ground, w ith a ring draw n every 200m above the ground). This makes 
th e  com parison of th e  P P I velocity plots w ith the derived profiles of Fig. A .5 much easier, 
and also makes it easier to  com pare P P I plots a t different tilts.
T hese figures display d a ta  only where the received rad ar signal was above the noise 
level (and for KGLD, where second trip  contam ination  has not been detected). T he shape 
of the  displayed d a ta  is ordinarily  expected to  be circular if the  s itu a tio n  is horizontally 
hom ogeneous w ith an even d istribu tion  of sca tte rers  (probably insects for this case). This 
circular p a tte rn  is plainly evident a t the higher tilt angles (Fig. A.G upper right and lower 
left; and  Fig. A .7 lower left and lower right). However, a t  .5° tilt  (Fig. A.G upper left for 
K G LD ), a  non-circular p a tte rn  is seen. One probable reason for th is d isto rtion  is th a t the 
beam  has been ben t by vertical gradients in the index of refraction. T h is problem  is more 
severe the  shallower the  tilt angle is (B a ttan  1973, p. 17-28). Small horizontal gradients 
in the  index of refraction can result in horizontally inhom ogeneous beam  propagation and 
non-circular signal p a tte rn s  a t low tilt angles, such as the  one seen in Fig. A.G upper left. 
Since the  index of refraction profile is a therm odynam ic property, it is not know w hat it
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Figure A .6: P P I Velocity scans from KGLD corresponding to  profiles obtained in Fig.A.SA, 
B, C, and D for KGLD. U pper left is for .5° of tilt, upper right is for 4.5°, lower left is for 
8.5°, and lower right is for 20° . Rings are drawn every .20 km  in height above the ground.
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Figure A .7: P P I velocity scans from D 0W 3 corresponding to profiles shown in Fig. A .5 E, 
F, G, and H. U pper left is for .5° of tilt, upper right is for 4.5°, lower left is for 8.5°, and 
lower right is for 20° . Rings are drawn every .20 kin above the  ground.
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was from rad ar d a ta  alone. Knowledge of the index of refraction gradient in the vertical 
and  horizontal sufficient for correcting this problem  by beam  tracing could only be obtained 
from num erous therm odynam ic soundings around the radar.
The problem  with th e  wind profiles of Fig. A .5 in which the profiles degrade a t higher 
tilt angles can also be explained by exam ining the P P I velocity scans of Figs. A.G and 
A .7. On these plots, can be seen evidence of ground c lu tte r contam inating  the winds, a 
prohlem  which gets worse at higher tilt angles. Since the  ground has no velocity, ground 
c lu tte r d irectly  shows as zero velocity (m edium  gray in these P P I scans). G round clu tter 
con tam ination  is obvious in the plots as spots of a few gray pixels in the  m iddle of th(! high 
speed regions (black or w hite). T he spiral p a tte rn  of m issing d a ta  (w hite) in the upper right 
panel of Fig. A.G is caused by the c lu tter filter employed by the KGLD radar. One clu tter 
filter s tra teg y  is to remove d a ta  w ith low velocity, presum ing it to be due to ground clutter. 
N EX R A D s have a variety of com plex c lu tter filter a lgorithm s available which are selectable 
by the operato r. T he c lu tte r filter inform ation is not saved in th e  level II d a ta  form at, so it 
is not possible to  discern w hat c lu tte r filter algorithm  was used for these particu lar data , or 
any level II d a ta . N EX R A D  c lu tte r filter algorithm s involve the usage of a known ground 
c lu tte r m ap and a ttem p ts  to  correct reflectivity values. D a ta  of zero velocity were not used 
in the  VAD analysis done here, it was flltered-out because of the possibility th a t it might 
be due to  ground c lu tte r. Indeed, the  algorithm  used here rejects all d a ta  less than  or ecjual 
to  1 m /s , so d a ta  from  pixels in Figs. A.G and A .7 which are obvious ground c lu tte r were 
no t used in determ ining the  wind profiles in Fig. A .5. However, ground c lu tter can affect 
th e  determ ination  of velocity by m ore subtle  m eans. R adars determ ine the velocity from a 
num ber of pulses which are com bined to produce a  velocity spectrum , the  center of which is 
o u tp u t as the  radial velocity. G round c lu tter affects the  spec trum  by adding a peak near 0 
velocity. For strong ground echoes, m ost of the signal is g round  c lu tte r, and a  zero velocity 
m easurem ent results. However, if the  ground c lu tte r is weak enough, its velocity (0) can he 
weighted w ith the air velocity producing a velocity m easurem ent which is biased low. An 
erroneous low m easurem ent of the  velocity caused by ground c lu tte r contam ination is the 
m ost likely explanation  for the  poor wind profiles a t higher rad ar ti lt  angles seen in Fig.
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F igure A .8: VAD at a  range 400 m above the ground from KGLD radar. LEFT: 1.5° tilt. 
R IG H T : 8.5° tilt. T he v ’s are the raw (dealiased) radial velocity d a ta , and the solid curve 
is the  best-fit solution.
A .5. T h is is fu rther supported  by Fig. A .8 which shows the d a ta  used in the VAD analyses 
for the  vertical location in the  wind profile 400 m above the surface, a t 1.5° and 8.5° tilts  by 
KGLD , along w ith the best fit solution curves for the  wind. The 8.5° VAD has numerous 
low speed d a ta  below the solution curve which the 1.5° VAD does not have. These low-speed 
d a ta  are very likely erroneous in value due to ground-clu tter contam ination of the velocity 
spec trum . Even if these low velocity points could somehow by filtered-out, the  envelope of 
good d a ta  still has a sm aller am plitude at 8.5° th an  a t 1.5°, and it may well be th a t most 
of the  d a ta  poin ts in the 8.5° VAD have had their velocity sp ec tra  contam inated to some 
ex ten t. A sam ple of reflectivity P P l scans from KGLD and D 0W 3 are shown in Figure A.9. 
B o th  these reflectivity scans are p lotted  on identical spatial scales and use the same grey­
scale tab le  to  display reflectivity intensity. They correspond to  the  8.5° velocity P P l scans 
in Figs. A.G and  A .7. T he b e tte r  spatial resolution of D 0W 3 relative to KGLD is apparent 
(137 m gate spacing versus 1 000 m). Also, D 0W 3 has m easured reflectivity in the same ali­
as KGLD . T his is because D 0W 3 has a 3 cm wavelength, versus 10 cm for NEXRAD. The 
sca tte rin g  ta rg e ts  in this case were m ost probably insects (for reasons discussed in Sec. 3.9) 
and  10 cm rad ars  are more sensitive to  targe ts of this size than  3 cm. L ittle ground clu tter 
is obvious in Fig. A .9. KGLD, of course, has been ground clutter-filtered, bu t D 0W 3 has
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Figure A .9: Reflectivity scans from KGLD (left) and D 0 W 3  (right)
not. M any locations w ith obvious ground c lu tter in the  velocity scan in the lower left of 
Fig. A .7 do not correspond to  high reflectivities in the dBZ scan of Fig. A .9. Nonetheless, 
ground c lu tter contam ination  is still present, even if the  reflectivity of th e  ground is to  weak 
to s tan d  out in the  reflectivity display. G round c lu tter is a larger problem  for d ea r-a ir  radar 
d a ta  such as these, due to  the  very weak clear-air reflectivity (relative to  precipitation). 
Even very weak signals from side lobes can contam inate th e  signal, if the  signal is weak to 
begin with.
W hy ground c lu tter gets worse at higher tilt angles (which is the reverse of expectations, 
since it was intuitively expected th a t ground c lu tter would be a larger problem  when the 
beam  was closer to the ground) can be answered by referring to  the  RHI scan of Fig. A. 10. 
For this scan, D 0 W 3  was operated  a t the m axim um  possible resolution se tting  of 12 m gates 
in the  same location and a t abou t the  sam e tim e the P P l scans for doing VAD work were 
obtained. T he point targets evident in the  reflectivity scan are believed to be insects and 
account for m ost of the received signal and exist up to abou t 2 km. G round c lu tte r is also 
apparent in the reflectivity and velocity scans, especially between .8 and 1.6 km of range 
from the radar. C lu tter appears as arcs of high reflectivity and as arcs of zero radial speed.
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Figure A .10: LEFT: RHI reflectivity scan from DOW  rad ar at G oodland, K ansas on .j/3()/0() 
a t 5:48 GM T. The rad ar was point along azim uth 180° (duo .south). R ange rings are 200 
m eters ap art. R adiais are draw n every 20 degrees. Significant ground c lu tte r is seen a t a 
range of .8 km to l.G km  a t all tilt angles. R IG H T: RHI velocity scan at the sam e time. 
G round c lu tter appears as a m edium  gray (zero velocity).
Fig. A .11 shows a m ap of the area w ith the radar location indicated . An open held 
existed to  the  south  of the  site (180° azim uth) of abou t a kilom eter in length. Beyond this 
was a network of streets. The ground c lu tte r indicated in Fig. A .10 begins in range (about 
.8 km) a t abou t the sam e d istance as the stree t network ind icated  in Fig. A .11. Beyond 
abou t 1.6 km, the side lobes of the rad ar are apparen tly  screened-out and the problem  is 
g reatly  reduced. Also, note in the reflectivity scan in Fig. A .10 th a t the  side lobe s tru c tu re  
can be inferred from the m odulation in signal s treng th  a t individual gates. For exam ple, a t 
a range of abou t 1.2 km, the reflectivity m odulates in elevation th rough  abou t 17 m axim a in 
40 degrees of elevation. Each m axim um  corresponds w ith a particu la r side lobe intersecting 
a ground targe t. In fact, one m ethod of determ ining a beam  power plot is to scan a point 
targe t of know reflectivity.
G round c lu tter is generally a problem  for this site  and  rad ar a t all tilt angles for an\- 
gates less th an  about 1.6 km from the radar. W hen a  low tilt angle is used for VAD work, 
m ost of the gates used for determ ining the wind profile will be beyond th is d istance, and
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Figure A .11: R oad m ap around tlie KGLD N EX RA D  rad a r site. S ta r m arks site of the 
D O W  and KGLD radars a t 920 A rm ory R oad, G oodland, KS; co-loeated w ith the N ational 
W eather Service Office. N orth  is toward the top of th e  figure.
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the problem  of ground c lu tter is lim ited to the lowest levels of the profile. At higher tilt 
angles, m ore rad ar gates th a t need to be used to m easure the  low-level winds will be in the 
ground clu tter, and system atically  underestim ated and noisy winds result. S ta ted  another 
way, gates closer to  the radar need to be used at higher tilt angles; and gates closer to the 
rad ar are m ore likely to  be contam inated by ground clu tter, regardless of tilt angle.
A ssum ing th a t ground c lu tter contam ination falls w ithin a hem isphere centered around 
the rad ar of some radius, Rciuiu-r, radar tilt angle can l>e chosen such th a t wind m easure­
m ents above a  certain  m inim um  height, Z,,,,,, will be m ade outside this circle. A])])roximateIy. 
this tilt angle is Pdutter '■
=  (A.8)
c l  l i t  1 e r
If we desire accurate  winds above 200 m and (as Fig. A. 10 suggests) ground c ln tter is 
lim ited to  1.6 km  from the radar, then (A.8) gives a m axim um  tilt to use of 7°. However, 
the  problem  of ground c lu tter is worse for KGLD than  D 0W 3. T his is possibly because 
D 0 W 3  has a sm aller probe volume, or (more likely) because the an tenna for KGLD is atop 
a tower while D 0W 3 was near the ground. The screening-out effect of side lobes by the 
surface does no t occur for elevated antennas. Figs. A .5 B and  C show degraded wind profiles 
from KGLD below approxim ately .7 and 1.4 km for 4.5° and 8.5° tilts. Using these values 
in (A.8), to  solve for Rduttcr gives Rdutter consistently of atiout 9 km for bo th  tilts. For this 
R-duner, and a Zjnm of 200 m, (A.8) gives a m axim um  tilt of about 1.3° to avoid ])roblems 
from ground clu tter. This is consistent w ith the KGLD wind profih' a t 1.5° tilt Ixdng used 
as the  reference profile in Fig. A.5.
To show th a t th is is a general problem for clear-air VAD work, we present some results 
from two o ther radars, SPOL and C im arron. Fig. A. 12 shows wind profiles derived from 
the deployable S-band Dual Polarization R adar (SPOL) operated  by NCAR. P lo tted  are the 
0.5°, 4.5°, 8.5, and  10.5° profiles w ith the 2.5° profile p lo tted  as dots on each for reference 
(the 1.5° tilt was not available). These d a ta  were obtained w ith SPO L deployed near Idalia, 
C olorado near noon (18:40 Z) on July 14, 2000 under clear-air conditions. This rad ar was 
sited deliberately  in a shallow depression in the terrain  in an a ttem p t to minimize ground 
c lu tte r by way of the screening of side lobes. Nonetheless, these profiles show unm istakable
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Figure A .12; D aytim e VAD wind profiles from SPOL rad ar on 7 /l-l/()0  for tilt angles of 
0.5°, 4.5°, 8.5°, and 10.5°. W ind profiles are p lotted  as ’ids and each has a reference profile 
p lo tted  as do ts which is the 2.5° tilt profile.
*Ug------
Figure A .13: VAD wind profiles from Cim arron rad ar near 7 Z on 0 /1 0 /0 0 . P lo tted  dots 
are the  profile ob tained a t 2° of tilt.
degradation of the wind profiles obtained, due to gi'ound c lu tte r contam ination. For Figs. 
A .12 B, C, and  D, respectively, significant noise in the profiles and under estim ation of the 
winds (relative to the p lo tted  2.5° reference profile) are obvious below .55 km, 1.0 km, and 
1.2 km. From (A.8), this leads to  a consistent Rduiier of abou t 7 km.
Fig. A. 13 shows VAD-derived wind profiles for a LL.I ob tained  w ith the  C im arron radar 
w ith sim ilar problem s. P resented are profiles ob tained from tilt angles 4.0°, 8.0°, 10.0°, 
and 16.0° respectively in Figs. A. 13 A, B, C, D. Each figure has the  2.0° profile p lo tted  as 
the reference profile. T he degradation of the wind profile at higher tilt angles in Fig. .V.13 
implies an Rduitcr of abou t 7.5 km .Fig. A .14 shows an RHI scan from C im arron (from a 
different date). T he range rings are drawn every 2 km and the m edium  gray shade indicating 
ground c lu tte r is evident a t all tilt angles out to abou t 8 km  in range from the radar. .Vn 
arc of ground c lu tter is also present a t a range of abou t 14 km. T his is consistent w ith an 
R d u t t e r  of abou t 7.5 km found using (A.8) and Fig. .V.13.
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Figure A. 14; RHI scan from C im arron radar a t azim uth 180° ob tained a t al)out 7 Z on April 
28, 1999. R ange rings arc draw n every 2 km and radial lines are draw n every 20 degrees. 
Figure indicates southerly  velocity com ponent in boundary  layer ab o u t 2 km deep (light and 
dark  shades) and ground c lu tte r (m edium  gray shade).
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A .5 Summary and Conclusions
T his appendix derives theoretically the best rad ar tilt angle, to use for niaxiniizing 
the  vertical resolution of \ ’AD-derived wind profiles. T his angle is a com prom ise between 
gate  spacing and beam  w idth effects. Theoretically, we found this value to be given im])licitly 
Inc
2Z  ÿ
co.'i' liopi -  cO'^il^opi +  =  0
or approxim ately and explicitly by:
f^ opt — eo.s - 1
W here Z is the height above the ground, A R  is the gate spacing, and f/> is the beam  angular 
w idth. This gives a best tilt angle for typical rad ar configurations of 7 to 10 degrees and a 
best ob tainable vertical resolution of 20 to 30 m eters. However, the  selection of tilt angle 
needs to be sub ject to an  over-riding m axim um  determ ined by the am ount of ground c lu tter 
contam ination. This leads to the need to have:
'^■chitUT
where Z^in is the level above which winds are desired and Rdutter is the  d istance from the 
ra d a r th a t ground c lu tte r is a  problem . G round c lu tte r is a larger problem  for clear-air radar 
d a ta  th an  for rad ar d a ta  of precipita tion targe ts  because th e  clear-air signal is much weaker, 
which allows the contam ination  of the d a ta  by ground ta rge ts  in the  radar side lobes. Also, 
tilt angles below a degree or so should be avoided because of th e  intersection of the m ain 
beam  lobe w ith the  ground causes a great deal of ground c lu tte r contam ination. So we also 
need:
T he resulting vertical resolution is the m axim um  of cither:
AZgute =  A R s in p  
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or:
AZ(,cg,n =  2Ztan^cotf3
T he m ain lim iting factor was found empirically to he Rcintirr- It is shown th a t, for 
VAD work w ith clear-air d a ta , the problem  of ground c lu tter gets worse as the tilt angle 
is increased. T his is because, for higher tilt angles, da ta  closer to the rad ar m ust be used 
to ob tain  a  VAD at a particu lar height above the ground. G round c lu tter contam inates 
velocity m easurem ents at all tilt angles by way of beam  side lobes and tends to  be restricted 
to ranges less than  Rdutu^r from the radar. Since the am ount of ground c lu tter depends 
on the  rad ar and the rad ar site, RduUcv ''dll generally be site specific. For KGLD, it, was 
found th a t the 1.5° tilt produced the m ost accurate wind profiles, even though, by (A.2) the 
vertical resolution at 2 -250  m is only about 150 m, ra ther than  the .32 m which could have 
been obtained a t a tilt angle of 7° had clu tter not been a problem . W ith  careful radar siting, 
or possibly more sophisticated ground-clutter filtering, higher tilt angles could be used, with 
a consequent increase in vertical resolution.
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